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Abstract
The imminent end of Moore’s Law motivated the exploration of alternative materials for
electronic device applications. One category of materials that has attracted interest for
nanoelectronics is two dimensional (2D) materials, which are characterized by vertically stacked
layers of covalently bonded material held together by weak van der Waals forces in the out-ofplane direction. The isolation of single layer graphene by exfoliation and the subsequent rise of
graphene in the 2000s led to renewed interest in other types of layered materials such as transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs). The unique electronic, optical, and thermal properties of 2D
materials make them promising for a variety of applications including low power electronics and
photodetectors, as well as solar and thermoelectric energy conversion.
A fundamental component of any type of device is the contact that connects the device to
external circuitry and controls the flow of current and heat into and out of the device. Numerous
experimental and theoretical studies have concluded that the contact interface is the dominant
performance limiting factor for 2D transistors particularly at short channel lengths. Due to
processing challenges that are unique to 2D materials, the chemical composition and transport
properties of the contact interface become more difficult to control. Furthermore, as electrical
energy is converted to heat in resistive electrical contacts, thermal contact resistance becomes
extremely important since excessive heat generation can severely compromise device operation,
reliability, and lifetime. Like electrical resistance, the thermal resistance in the cross-plane
direction of metal/2D systems is limited by the interface and has been found to be highly dependent
on the nature of chemical interaction between the metal and the 2D material.
There currently exists a gap in understanding the relationship between contact processing
conditions, interface chemistry, and electrical and thermal transport properties. Central to the work
i

presented here is the study of chemical reactions at the metal/2D interface using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. Interface studies in this work utilize chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
grown graphene, geological and CVD MoS2, as well as molecular beam epitaxy-grown WSe2. In
combination with photoelectron spectroscopy and metal depositions in high and ultra-high
vacuum, ex-situ electrical and thermal interface characterization methods are employed. Different
aspects of contact processing are addressed, including contact deposition conditions, postdeposition heat treatments, and polymer-aided processes. The results obtained have profound
implications for both fundamental materials science and 2D device design and fabrication
processes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 2D Materials
A single material – silicon – has dominated the semiconductor industry for the past 50
years. Si-based metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) have formed the
building blocks of complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuits, the
basis of digital computing.2 With developments in fabrication processes, MOSFETs have been
reduced in size to increasingly enhance computing performance as a function of time at a roughly
constant cost. This trend , often referred to as Moore’s Law, has governed the tremendous progress
in the semiconductor industry to date.3 However, as channel lengths are reduced to the nanometer
scale, the performance and reliability of devices will be hindered due to quantum tunneling effects
and excessive heat generation. This imminent end of Moore’s Law motivated the exploration of
alternative materials, device geometries, and computing paradigms.2
One category of materials that has attracted interest for “beyond Moore” electronics is two
dimensional (2D) materials. This family of materials is characterized by vertically stacked layers
of material held together by weak van der Waals forces as shown in Figure 1.1.1. Owing to the
lack of dangling bonds in the out-of-plane direction, it possible to isolate or synthesize a stable 2D
sheet of material. For transistor scaling, the ability to achieve atomically thin channels is
particularly appealing as it provides superior electrostatic control of the channel region.4 Achieving
electrostatic control of the channel charge by the gate is a major challenge in scaling silicon and
III-V MOSFETs to overcome short channel effects.5
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Figure 1.1.1. Example of electronics using 2D materials showing crystal structure of MoS2 (top
and side views), and back-gated field effect transistor. Adapted from Ref. 1.
The growing interest in electronics based on 2D materials was catalyzed by graphene, for
which the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov. 6
In 2004, the team at Manchester University demonstrated the isolation of a sheet of carbon atoms
and the fabrication of a field-effect transistor (FET) with remarkable electronic properties such as
exceptionally high electron mobility and ambipolar conduction.7-9 Subsequently, graphene became
the focus of an immense volume of research, with the number of scientific publications growing
exponentially with time as shown in Figure 1.1.2 on the left.10 Its unique properties make it a
versatile material for numerous applications in the field of electronics, including analog devices1112

, spintronics13-15, transparent conductive electrodes16-17, optoelectronics17-19, and heat

management in electronics packaging20-21.
The success of graphene and the fascinating physics of quantum-confinement in atomically
thin layers of material led to the exploration of other 2D materials to drive the development of new
transistor technologies.4, 22-30 In 2011, the first report of a FET based on a single layer of MoS2,
sparked a renewed interest in a class of 2D materials known as transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs). TMDs have been studied since the early 1900s31-35 primarily for applications in
tribology36-39, catalysis40-41, and photocatalysis42-43. The first use of MoS2 as a component in an
electrical circuit was reported in 1908.32-33 TMDs have the chemical structure MX2 where M is the
2

transition metal (such as Mo, W, Sn, Hf, Zr) and X is the chalcogen (S, Se, and Te).23 TMDs
exhibit a layered structure that is very similar to that of graphite, where layers of covalently bonded
atoms are weakly bonded to each other through van der Waals forces. Like graphite, TMDs are
also naturally occurring minerals with MoS2 being the most abundant. In fact, the “scotch tape”
method which Geim and Novoselov used to isolate graphene from bulk graphite was previously
reported for the exfoliation of few-layer MoS2 from a bulk geological crystal in 1966.44 Since the
FET report in 2011, research on TMDs for electronic applications has followed a trend similar to
that of graphene as shown in Figure 1.1.2. on the right.

Figure 1.1.2. Growth rate of research on graphene and MoS2 between 2005 and 2015. Adapted
from Ref. 10.

Unlike graphene, many TMDs, including MoS2 and WSe2, have a band gap close to that
of conventional semiconductors (~1.1-1.9 eV) which makes them better suited for transistor and
optoelectronic applications. 45-46 A unique advantage presented by TMDs is the ability tune to the
band structure by varying the number of layers.46 TMDs have a heavy carrier effective mass. On
the one hand, this may make them less susceptible than Si to source-drain tunneling on the sub-5
nm scale, but on the other hand, their low carrier mobility values ultimately make them unsuitable
3

for high performance logic applications.22 While the search for Si CMOS alternatives is what
sparked current research efforts in 2D materials, graphene and TMDs are unlikely to be direct
successors to Si in large scale, commercial digital computing: whereas graphene is limited
primarily by its lack of a band gap which inhibits switching, TMDs are limited by low carrier
mobility. Nevertheless, like graphene, TMDs have demonstrated significant potential as materials
for low power electronics47-48 and photodetectors25, 49, as well as solar and thermoelectric energy
conversion50-52. As a result, research in these fields continues to grow in volume and expand into
new domains.

1.2 Metal/2D Interfaces
A fundamental hindrance to the commercialization of 2D technology is the large contact
resistance at the metal/2D interface. The contact is an essential component of any device as its
properties determine the flow of electrical current and heat between the device and external
circuitry. Numerous experimental and theoretical studies have concluded that contact interface is
the dominant performance limiting factor for 2D transistors particularly at short channel lengths.5357

In the 2D limit, contact resistance dominates the overall device resistance. Due to processing

challenges that are unique to 2D materials, including polymer-aided transfer processes and the
inability to implement standard doping techniques, the chemical composition and transport
properties of the contact interface become more difficult to control. Furthermore, as electrical
energy is converted to heat in resistive electrical contacts, thermal contact resistance is an
extremely important quantity since excessive heat generation can severely compromise device
operation and lifetime.58 Like electrical resistance, the thermal resistance in the cross-plane

4

direction of metal/2D systems is dominated by the interface59 and has been found to be highly
dependent on the nature of chemical interaction between the metal and the 2D material.60-61
Currently, a substantial volume of work is focused on the synthesis and characterization of
2D materials and on the fabrication and characterization of devices using 2D materials. Some
studies have focused on optimizing transport properties of 2D/contact interface1, 53, 60, 62-71 while a
very small number have specifically examined the chemistry of the interface.72-75 There exists a
gap between these two topics of research, resulting in a lack of understanding of the relationship
between contact processing, interface chemistry, and electrical and thermal transport properties.
Central to the work presented here is the study of interface chemistry using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. Different aspects of contact processing are addressed, including contact deposition
conditions, post-deposition heat treatments, polymer-aided processes. In combination with
photoelectron spectroscopy and metal depositions in high and ultra-high vacuum, ex-situ electrical
and thermal interface characterization methods are employed. The results obtained have profound
implications for both fundamental materials science and 2D device design and fabrication
processes.

1.3 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is organized into six chapters of experimental work presented following
Materials and Methods (Part 2). Each experimental chapter investigates the interface chemistry or
transport properties resulting from a particular process related to the contact interface. The chapters
are grouped into a section on graphene (Part 3) and another on TMDs (Part 4). An introduction to
relevant aspects of the properties, applications and processing of graphene and metal contacts to
5

graphene will be presented in the introduction of Part 3 followed by two separate experimental
studies on titanium/graphene interface chemistry and effects of processing conditions. A review
of literature on metal interfaces with a focus on MoS2 and WSe2 is provided in the introduction to
Part 4. Four chapters investigating topics such as reactivity of metal/MoS2 interfaces, property
engineering in titanium contacts to MoS2 and WSe2, and effects of polymer removal procedures
on geological and synthetic MoS2 surface chemistry. Potential directions for future study are
discussed at the end of chapter, and the far-reaching implications of the work presented are
summarized in Part 5.
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Overview
The experiments reported in this dissertation were performed using both geological and
synthetic 2D materials as well as in-vacuo and ex-situ characterization methods. Synthetic
materials include both chemical-vapor deposited (CVD) materials as well as those deposited in the
McDonnell lab UHV system via molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The primary characterization
method used in this work is X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for analysis of interface
chemistry. XPS results are supplemented by ex-situ materials characterization techniques
including Raman spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Electrical and thermal transport properties are measured using probe station
and time domain thermoreflectance (TDTR). This chapter provides an overview of the capabilities
of our laboratory and our collaborators, as well as an explanation of the physical principles
governing the materials and methods which were used in this work.

2.2 Materials and Synthesis
2.2.1 Geological Materials
Geological MoS2 (0001) crystals are used in this work in Part 4. Due to their natural earthabundance, they are commonly used in laboratory settings for the fabrication of MoS2 devices1-4
as well as fundamental studies5-10. Crystals are mined from different geographic locations
including Canada and Australia, and can be purchased at a low cost from a number of different
vendors.8 A typical crystal used in this work is shown in Figure 2.2.1(a). Geological material can
be mechanically exfoliated using scotch tape to isolate thin flakes of material down to one
11

monolayer.1 A single geological crystal can therefore yield countless samples depending on the
application. Mechanical exfoliation using adhesive tape is the same procedure that has been
applied to highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) crystals in order to isolate graphene.11 This
method is possible due to the weak van der Waals forces between layers which are easily overcome
by adhesion to scotch tape. Other techniques for processing geological material include exfoliation
in the liquid phase using solvents or ion intercalation.12-14 While the experiments in this dissertation
utilize bulk crystals rather than thin flakes, exfoliation via scotch tape is implemented as a method
of cleaning the sample prior to experiments as shown in Figure 2.2.1(b). Upon exfoliation, the
surface layers are removed, exposing a clean surface free of oxides and adventitious carbon
species.

Figure 2.2.1. (a) As-received geological MoS2 (0001) used in this work. The crystals are
purchased from SPI.15 Smaller sample sizes can be obtained by slicing the crystal with a razor
blade. (b) The surface is cleaned via scotch tape exfoliation immediately prior to an experiment.

Geological material, as well as most synthetic material, occurs in the semiconducting 2H
polymorph. The 2H polymorph is the most stable among the four polytypes which include the
metallic 1T type, distorted 1T (1T’) and semiconducting 3R.8, 16 The number in the polymorph
name represents the number of layers per unit cell and the letter designates the type of symmetry
12

(trigonal, hexagonal, or rhombohedral) as shown in Figure 2.2.2. Geological material exhibits
different types of intrinsic defects including S vacancies, Mo-rich metallic clusters6, and impurities
such as Fe (~1000 ppm), W (~4000 ppm), and Re (~5000 ppm)8. McDonnell et al.6 have identified
variations in MoSX stoichiometry from X=1.8 to 2.3 on the surface of a single crystal. The work
function has been found to vary from 4.4 to 5.3 eV resulting in both n- and p-type conductivities.6,
8

Macroscopically, the material is rough and exhibits regions of bunched step edges and flakes that

are partially delaminated, however flakes on the order of microns are atomically flat exhibiting
extremely low surface roughness.17

Figure 2.2.2. Metal coordination and stacking sequences of TMD structural unit cells. The
geological crystals used in this work exhibit the 2H structure. Adapted from Ref. 18.
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2.2.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition
Exfoliation of graphene from HOPG or thin flakes of MoS2 from a bulk geological crystals
yields a low volume of samples with poor control over thickness and area.19 Chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is a low-cost route to high throughput synthesis of wafer-scale thin films. It has
been used in the semiconductor industry to synthesize a wide range of materials including III-V
semiconductors and SiGe20-21 and has been widely applied to the fabrication of 2D materials. In
general, the CVD process is defined as the reaction of precursor materials in the vapor phase
resulting in the formation of a thin film on a heated substrate.22 The graphene used in Chapters
3.2-3.3 and the MoS2 used in Chapter 4.5 were synthesized using this method. The CVD samples
used in this work were purchased from commercial vendors or acquired from collaborating
institutions.
In CVD synthesis of graphene, gaseous reactants, typically CH4:H2, form a stable solid
over a catalytic substrate at temperatures around 1000 ºC.23 The dissociation of the C-H bonds in
CH4, or dehydrogenation, is a highly endothermic process requiring energy of approximately 4-5
eV. The dissociation energy is largely reduced on metal surfaces making metal foils a suitable
substrate material as it also acts as a catalyst. The CVD process involves initial annealing of the
substrate in a controlled atmosphere to clean its surface, introducing the precursor gases over the
substrate to achieve film growth, and cooling in an inert atmosphere to prevent oxidation. The
CVD process for graphene growth was initially developed on Ni substrates but failed to yield
uniform, monolayer graphene due to the high C solubility in Ni.24 During growth, carbon atoms
diffuse into the bulk of the Ni substrate. Graphene growth on Ni occurs via precipitation of carbon
out of Ni during cooling step after growth. Cu substrates have been found to result in substantially
improved control over number of layers due to the relatively low C solubility in Cu, resulting in
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surface-mediated, self-limiting process.23 A comparison of the growth mechanism on the two
substrates is shown in Figure 2.2.3. The material used in this work was grown on Cu.

Figure 2.2.3. Growth mechanisms in CVD-graphene on Ni and Cu substrates with CH4 precursors.
Adapted from Ref. 23.

There are a number of different approaches to CVD synthesis of MoS2.25-26 The first is the
sulfurization of Mo metal or oxide thin films which were pre-deposited on the substrate by electron
beam evaporation.19, 27-30 The second approach involves the reaction of Mo and S species in the
gas phase, which can be achieved by evaporation of sulfur and MoO3 powders in an inert
atmosphere31-34, or utilizing metalorganic gas phase precursors such as Mo(CO)6 and (C2H5)2S.35
Lastly, direct evaporation and recrystallization of TMD powders has also been reported via a
vapor-solid process.36 In each of the methods mentioned, a number of parameters are tunable
including substrate material, substrate temperature, background pressure, and precursor quantity,
and flow rate. As a result, the literature exhibits a large variability in reported chemical,
morphological, and electronic properties of MoS2
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A set of samples used in this work in Chapter 4.5 was created by our collaborators at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) via sulfurization of an electron-beam
deposited Mo metal film on SiO2/Si Sulfurization was achieved by flowing H2S diluted with Ar
carrier gas. This method produces multilayer MoS2 where the thickness of the MoS2 film depends
on the thickness of the Mo metal precursor initially deposited. This process is typically performed
at growth temperatures of 700-1000 °C19 at which the migration of Mo metal atoms is suppressed
given the high melting point of Mo (2610 °C). The result is typically a highly polycrystalline
film.26 MoO3, which evaporates at 700 °C, can be deposited as an alternative precursor to Mo
metal to achieve higher quality material at sulfurization temperature around 500 °C.30 We note that
even when Mo metal is deposited, some oxide is present due to a partial pressure of oxygen in the
electron-beam evaporator or due to subsequent air exposure.
A second set of samples used in Chapter 4.5, created by our collaborators at Tel Aviv
University, were grown in the vapor phase on sapphire substrates by the evaporation of MoO3 and
S powders at a temperature of 750 °C with 20 sccm of Ar flow at atmospheric pressure. This type
of CVD process has been found to be highly sensitive to the substrate treatment prior to growth.25,
31, 34

The sapphire substrate was cleaned prior to growth by sonication in acetone and isopropanol

for 15 minutes each followed by piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2, 3:1) for 1 hour at 90 °C. Following
growth the films were transferred from sapphire onto SiO2 substrates using a polystyrene mediated
transfer process.37 Polymer mediated transfer processes are commonly used to fabricate devices
on SiO2 from CVD material grown on different substrates.38-39 CVD synthesis in the vapor phase
exhibits inherently different growth kinetics than the sulfurization of solid precursors, yielding
samples that are morphologically different. An example comparison form the literature is shown
in Figure 2.2.4. Micrographs of the material used in our work is shown in Chapter 4.5.
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Figure 2.2.4. Comparison of CVD MoS2 by (a) reactions in the vapor phase (from Ref. 34) and
(b) sulfurization of Mo films at different temperatures (Ref. 19).

2.2.3 Molecular Beam Epitaxy
Like CVD, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has also been widely used for traditional
semiconductors such as Si, SiGe, and III-V materials40-42, and reports of MBE growth of TMDs
were first published in the 1980s.43-46 During MBE growth, evaporated material impinges on a
substrate that is held at a high enough temperature to enable the adatoms to arrive at lattice sites
to slowly form a crystal. The pressure for MBE is low enough such that the mean-free path between
molecular collisions is longer than the source-substrate distance, making the reactant transport a
molecular beam.42, 47 The major advantage of MBE over CVD is the minimal contamination and
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high purity achieved in UHV, in addition to precise electronic control over fluxes of the reactants
which provides a superior ability to tune stoichiometry, morphology, and thickness. What
distinguishes MBE growth of TMDs growth from the growth of 3D-bonded materials is the ability
to grow on arbitrary substrates due to the absence of dangling bonds on the TMD surface, a
consequence of its layered structure.43-46, 48 This means that high quality heterostructures can be
synthesized regardless of the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the film.
MBE was applied in this work to produce WSe2 films in Chapter 4.4 The MBE module in
our lab, shown in Figure 2.2.5 on the right, is maintained at a base pressure of < 8 × 10-11 mbar
achieved with a combination of turbo molecular, titanium sublimation, and ion getter pumps. The
chamber is also equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooling shroud to minimize oxidizing species
during growth. A built-in manipulator heater allows for sample heating to ~1000 °C. The chamber
is fitted with two EFM-4 2 kV electron-beam evaporators capable of co-evaporating refractory
metals. Electron-beam (sometimes abbreviated as e-beam) evaporation will be discussed in a later
section. The reported deposition rate capabilities are 0.1 monolayer/minute to 1000
monolayers/second; however, in our work deposition rates as low as 0.1 monolayers/hour have
been achieved. The films grown for this work were deposited at approximately 0.5
monolayers/hour. Two NTEZ 40-10-KS effusion cells allow for the controlled co-deposition of
chalcogens. The chamber is also fitted with an SRS 200 amu residual gas analyzer for the
monitoring partial pressures during source outgassing and growth. The MBE is isolated from the
analysis module with a single gate valve, allowing for in-vacuo transfer of samples between the
two chambers for post-growth characterization.
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Figure 2.2.5. ARPES-MBE ultra-high vacuum system from ScientaOmircon

WSe2 samples for this work were grown on grade 1 high ordered pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) purchased from SPI15. Prior to loading into UHV, HOPG is cleaved using tape and
mounted onto a Mo sample plate with Ta foil. HOPG substrates are typically outgassed overnight
at 200 °C and then for 10 minutes prior to growth at 600 °C to remove physisorbed contaminants.
The substrates are then set to the growth temperature of 550 °C, and Se (99.999%, Kurt J. Lesker)
and W (99.9+%, Goodfellow) are simultaneously evaporated onto the substrate after the
appropriate beam equivalent pressures (BEPs) are achieved as indicated by the beam flux monitor.
A typical BEP for W is 0.4 ×10-9 mbar and for Se is 2.8×10-6 mbar. The first stage of growth is
performed with an “interrupted growth method” to create a ripening layer.49-51 During this process
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the W shutter is cyclically open for 30 seconds and closed for 90 seconds for a total of 38 minutes.
After this process, the deposited material is left to cool in a Se flux to a temperature of 250 °C and
is then re-heated to the growth temperature. The remainder of the film growth is conducted with
the W shutter open continuously. After growth is complete, the sample is held at the growth
temperature for 2 min then allowed to naturally cool to room temperature in a Se flux to avoid
evaporation of Se from the film. The Se shutter is closed when the samples reach 250 °C to avoid
Se condensation.
The thickness of an MBE-grown film is monitored during growth by in-situ reflection highenergy electron diffraction (RHEED), which is commonly used for surface structural analysis on
MBE-grown films. Due to the grazing angle of the electron beam, only the top few planes of
material are probed.52 The diffraction pattern of the scattered electrons appears on a phosphor
screen. Before growth, the substrate pattern is visible and as the film reaches one monolayer
thickness, the pattern corresponding to the 2D film begins to appear and eventually bury that of
the substrate. The evolution of the RHEED pattern and corresponding line profiles acquired during
the growth of WSe2 on an HOPG substrate is shown in Figure 2.2.6. The time for the disappearance
of the substrate RHEED pattern is measured to determine the deposition rate for approximately
one monolayer. This deposition rate is then used to estimate the time necessary to achieve the
desired thickness. The spacing between the diffraction lines obtained from the change in intensity
(dI/dx) can be used to determine the lattice parameter.
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Figure 2.2.6. RHEED patterns acquired during the growth of WSe2 on HOPG. Line profiles of the
intensity were taken horizontally across each captured photo yielding intensity (I) vs. position (x).
The locations where dI/dx is equal to zero represents inflection points. Courtesy of Peter Litwin.

2.2.4 Electron Beam Evaporation
Electron beam evaporation53-55 is an effective method of depositing high purity thin films.
High power densities can be achieved (104-109 W/cm2) making it possible to evaporate materials
with high melting temperatures at controllable deposition rates with a minimal consumption of
energy. Metals, metal oxides, and other compounds including organic materials can be evaporated
using this method. Electron beam evaporation is a common method for depositing metal contacts
in device fabrication and is used in this work to deposit metals onto 2D materials for interface
studies.
Electron beam evaporation requires pressures at least as low as HV (~10-6 mbar). Electrons
bombard the source material at a high kinetic energy which is converted to heat, causing the source
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material to melt or sublime. Different types of electron beam sources exist, but thermionic
emission guns, also known as e-type guns, are most commonly used.54 In this type of electron
beam source, a high current is passed through a wire filament of W, a low work function metal, to
emit electrons via thermionic emission.53-54 The electrons emitted from the filament are accelerated
to an anode held at a high voltage and focused on the source materials. Depending on the type of
evaporation system and the melting temperature of the source material, some source materials are
evaporated as pellets in a crucible and some are evaporated as rods. In some systems, the thickness
of the deposited film is monitored by a quartz crystal monitor.
The work in this dissertation utilizes two separate electron beam evaporation systems for
the deposition of metal films on 2D materials. The analysis module of our Scienta Omicron UHV
chamber is equipped with a Mantis QUAD EV-C electron beam evaporator holding four separate
evaporation sources. This evaporator was used for depositing metals for in-situ interface
characterization. Evaporation in UHV results in cleaner interfaces, and yields oxide free films of
metals which are highly susceptible to oxidation under HV conditions. Ni and Ti are evaporated
as rods whereas Au pellets are evaporated in a BN-lined Mo crucible. Deposition rates are on the
order of 1 Å/min and are adjusted by manual control of the power supply. The thickness of the
deposited film is calculated using attenuation analysis with XPS which will be discussed in
Chapter 2.3.
The UVA Microfabrication Laboratory (UVML) houses a six crucible CHA electron beam
evaporator that operates at 10-6 Torr (1 Torr = 1.33 mbar) or 10-7 Torr when pumped down
overnight. This system similar to those used in typical device fabrication processes. This
evaporator was used in Chapter 3.3 for Ti contact deposition and for the deposition of thick Au
capping layers for all electrical and thermal transport measurements in this work. All materials are
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evaporated from pellets in crucibles. Thickness is measured by a quartz crystal monitor, and the
desired thickness is specified by the user prior to the deposition. In addition to thickness, deposition
rates can also be programmed in the range of 0.1-5 Å/s.

2.3 Characterization Methods
2.3.1 Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Photoelectron spectroscopy56-58 is heavily used in this work to characterize interface
chemistry at metal/2D material contacts. In this surface-sensitive method, a monochromatic photon
source is focused on the sample resulting in photoionization and emission of electrons from the
atoms in the sample as shown in Figure 2.3.1.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3.1. Schematic of the photoemission process showing an incident X-ray ejecting a corelevel electron into vacuum, leaving behind a core-hole (a) in the atomic view (adapted from Ref.
59 and (b) in an energy band diagram (adapted from Ref. 58).
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The kinetic energies of the photoemitted electrons are detected by a hemispherical electron
analyzer. The kinetic energy of the photoelectron *+, is related to the binding energy *- as follows:
ℎ/ = *- + *+, + 34

Equation 2.1

The actual kinetic energy of the photoelectron *+, is related to the kinetic energy that is measured
by the analyzer *+ according to56
*+ = *+, − (347 − 34 )

Equation 2.2

where 347 is the work function of the spectrometer and 34 is the work function of the sample. This
work function difference and its effect on kinetic energy is illustrated in Figure 2.3.2. The work
function is defined as the minimum energy needed by an electron to overcome the attractive forces
that bind it to the material and escape from the material’s surface into vacuum.60 The binding
energy of the sample photoelectron is effectively the difference between the initial ground state of
the neutral atom and the final excited state of the ionized atom, of an electron depends on the
number of protons in the nucleus, the density of electrons around the respective atom, and electronelectron interactions.57 As a result, the measured value of binding energy is highly sensitive to the
environment of the electron making this technique an effective method of compositional and
chemical analysis of materials at or near the surface.
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Figure 2.3.2. Energy band diagram showing the sample in electrical contact with the spectrometer.
Adapted from Ref. 59 The diagram illustrates that the difference in work function between the
spectrometer and the sample must be accounted for in order to determine the true kinetic energy
of the photoemitted electron.

2.3.1.1 Analysis System Features
Our analysis module, shown in Figure 2.2.5 on the left, is comprised of a monochromated
Al kα X-ray source, a He UV photon source, the R3000 analyzer and a four-pocket electron beam
evaporator. The manipulator which holds the sample in the analysis module allows for both polar
and azimuthal motorized rotation and as well as control over the sample temperature from 1001103 K using liquid nitrogen cooling and a built-in heater. The R3000 ScientaOmicron analyzer
is optimized for high-resolution photoemission spectroscopy. The hemispherical analyzer is 135
mm in diameter and is equipped with three curved and three straight slits for balancing intensity
and energy resolution. The 2D low noise digital CCD-MCP detector has a noise level of <0.01
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cps/channel. The energy resolution at 2 eV pass energy and 20 eV kinetic energy is <3 meV. In
transmission mode, the analyzer has an acceptance angle of ±15° and angle lens modes allow for
the collection of up to ±10° data. Chemical analysis can be carried out using x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. Al Kα (1486.7 eV) X-rays are generated using a XM1200 monochromated X-ray
source with a 500 mm Rowland circle diameter and a spot size of ~ 1mm. For ultra-violet
photoelectron spectroscopy and angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy, the photon source is a
HIS 13 high intensity VUV source offering a flux of 6 × 1012 photons/s using He I and II. The use
of a three-stage differential pump allows for data acquisition while maintaining a chamber pressure
of < 2 × 10-9 mbar.
2.3.1.2 Core Level Shifts
Quantum mechanics dictates that electrons bound to an atom or ion can exist only in
specific energy states referred to as stationary states57 or bulk Bloch eigenstates61. States that are
spatially close to the atomic nucleus are called core levels. Each core level is designated by the
principal quantum number and the angular momentum quantum number that is associated with the
atomic orbitals s, p, d, and f. These orbitals represent the spatial distribution of the electrons around
the atomic nucleus. All p, d, and f orbitals exhibit spin orbit splitting, meaning that a single state
will have two energetically distinct sub-states related to the magnetic quantum number. This
results in doublet peaks with distinct binding energies. An example survey spectrum from X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is shown in Figure 2.3.4. The spectrum was acquired following
the deposition of Au on MoS2. Each peak or doublet represents a different atomic core level as
labeled in the figure.
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Figure 2.3.3. Survey spectrum of Au/MoS2

A particular core level in a particular atom has a unique binding energy that is dictated by
the Coulombic interaction between its neighboring electrons and protons. When an atom exists in
a chemical state other than its elemental solid form and is bonded to a different atom, its core level
electrons are in a different environment and exhibit different Coulombic interactions. This results
in a change in binding energy to a value that is different than the elemental solid form. An example
is shown in Figure 2.3.4. Here we see a comparison of metallic Ti (Ti0) with Ti that is partially
oxidized to form TiO2. The oxidation of Ti results in a shift of the Ti 2p3/2 core-level from 454.1
eV to 458.8 eV.62 A change in the spin orbit splitting between the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 components also
occurs from 6.17 eV for the metal to 5.54 eV for the oxide. The relative compositions of metal and
oxide can be easily calculated using the integrated intensities of the two chemical states. In this
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case of core level shift due to bonding, both types of atoms involved in the bond will exhibit a
chemical state corresponding to the bond in all of its core levels. This type of core level shift is
called a chemical shift.

Figure 2.3.4. XPS spectrum of the Ti 2p region showing (a) Ti metal and (b) partially oxidized Ti
to illustrate core-level shifts due to chemical reactions.

A different type of core level shift which does not correspond to chemical bonds can also
be observed. This is an electrostatic shift, which occurs due to a change in doping which causes a
change in the position of the Fermi level.63-64 In this type of core level shift, all core levels and the
valence band of the material shifts by the same magnitude in the same direction. This is often
observed after the deposition of a metal overlayer on a sample which can result in charge-transfer
doping or after annealing a sample which causes the removal of surface adsorbates that contribute
to doping. As the Fermi level of the material aligns with that of the adlayer, the valence and
conduction bands bend at the interface as shown in Figure 2.3.5. Due to the surface sensitivity of
XPS, given that the metal is sufficiently thin as to not completely attenuate the substrate signal,
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the area probed is within the depletion width even for a bulk semiconductor such as a geological
MoS2 crystal allowing us to probe electronic interactions at the interface.65

Figure 2.3.5. Illustration of how XPS probes band bending at metal/semiconductor interfaces from
Ref. 65.

2.3.1.3 Spectral Deconvolution
To determine both peak positions and intensities for any type of quantitative analysis of
XPS data, spectral deconvolution of the experimental data in this work is implemented using a
specialized software package, kolXPD.66 In kolXPD it is possible to subtract the background and
construct fits to the data using appropriate line-shapes for each spectral feature. Background
subtraction removes the contribution of inelastically scattered electrons.67 Most metal peaks, such
as the Ti 2p peak shown in Figure 2.3.3(a), are fit with an asymmetric Doniach-Sunjic line shape68
convoluted with a Gaussian to account for instrumental broadening.67 The asymmetry on the highbinding energy side arises from a potential created between the core-hole remaining from
photoemission and the valence electrons of the metal.67-69 Non-metallic core-level states are
typically fit with a symmetric Voigt function, which is a convolution of a Lorentzian and Gaussian
profile.70-71 The Lorentzian component is the natural line shape of the photoemission peak as it
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originates from the finite lifetime for the core-hole state, and the Gaussian contribution stems from
instrumental broadening as well as crystal disorder. During the peak fitting process, initial values
of asymmetry, Lorentzian and Gaussian widths, amplitude, and binding energy are iteratively
adjusted to achieve the best possible fit to the data. When reference spectra are available for a
given material, values of widths and asymmetry are fixed accordingly. In spectra with spin-orbit
splitting, the ratio of the two spin-orbit split components is fixed to the ratio of photoionization
cross sections reported by Scofield.72 The spin orbit splitting value of binding energy can be fixed
based on the XPS Handbook62 or values reported in the literature for the specific material being
measured. An example of spectral deconvolution is shown in Figure 2.3.6. The goodness of fit is
assessed by a plot of the residuals which represents the difference between experimental data and
the fit envelope. The residuals shown indicate a good fit to the data as the overall shape of the
curve is flat and deviations from 0 correspond only to noise in the data. If the fit were in poor
agreement with the experimental data, this would be reflected in the residuals as peak or a dip.

Figure 2.3.6. O 1s spectrum of UV-O3 exposed CVD MoS2 on a SiO2 substrate with three O 1s
components corresponding to the substrate, physisorbed organic species, and Mo oxide. Residuals
are shown in (b).
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2.3.1.4 Quantitative Compositional Analysis
While the binding energy provides information about the chemical state of the atom, the
relative intensities of different chemical states and different atomic core levels provide quantitative
compositional information. XPS was first implemented as a quantitative analytical tool in 1951 by
Stienhardt and Serfass73 and was later developed further by Nordling et al.74 earning them the
Nobel Prize in 1981.75 The measured intensity of a core-level peak from an infinitely thick sample
is given by76
8 = 9:;3<=>?

Equation 2.3

where 9 is the number of atoms per cm3 of the given element that is present in the measured
material, : is the flux of X-ray photons impinging on the sample, ; is the photoelectric crosssection, 3 is the angle between the photon path and the path of the photoemitted electrons, < the
photoelectric ground state efficiency factor, = is the area of the sample from photoelectrons are
emitted, > is the efficiency of detection of photoelectrons by the analyzer, and ? is the mean-free
path of the photoelectrons. To calculate atomic composition of a specific element based on a
particular core-level intensity, the measured intensity is divided by the product ;3<=>? which is
known as the relative sensitivity factor (RSF). The RSF can be determined for each core level
using the physical constants specific to each core-level, like the Hartee-Slater subshell
photoionization cross section energies72, and analyzer-specific values such as the transmission
function77. The RSF-normalized intensity of a given core-level, or 9, can then be compared with
that of other core-levels to determine composition as an atomic percentage. We note that due to
the nonlinearity of transmission function of the R3000 analyzer, there are errors in our calculated
RSF values, resulting in errors in our calculated values of composition and stoichiometry.
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2.3.1.5 Layered Structures and Angular-Resolved Measurements
XPS data can also be used to quantitatively determine the thickness of a thin film on a
substrate. An electron from the substrate will travel a finite distance before being scattered in the
overlayer leading to an attenuation of the signal from the substrate that reaches the detector. The
probability of scattering, and therefore the degree of attenuation, depends on the thickness of the
overlayer. The thickness of a film can then be measured by calculating the attenuation of the signal
from a core level in the substrate S according to the following equation78-80:
8@ = 8@A exp

EF

Equation 2.4

GH,J ∗LMN O

and the corresponding intensity of overlayer A is
8P = 8PA (1 − exp

EF
GJ,J ∗LMN O

Equation 2.5

8@ and 8P are the integrated intensities of the core-level peak of the substrate and overlayer,
respectively, 8@A and 8PA are the intensities of an infinitely thick substrate or film without any
overlayer, d is the overlayer thickness, θ is the photoelectron take-off angle relative to the surface
normal (45° under typical measurement conditions), and ?@,P is the effective attenuation length
(EAL), or mean free path, of an electron from the substrate that is being attenuated in the overlayer.
Similarly ?P,P is the EAL of a core level electron from the overlayer in the overlayer. The
theoretical mean free path as a function of the kinetic energy of the electron is shown in Figure
2.3.7. The EAL of an electron from a particular atomic core level in a particular elemental or
compound overlayer can be calculated more accurately using the NIST EAL database which
accounts for the atomic number and density of the overlayer.81 We note that when a ratio of 8P / 8@
is calculated using equations 2.4 and 2.5, the RSF can be used instead of an experimentally
determined 8PA /8@A , however the latter is more accurate due to the error in RSFs.
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Figure 2.3.7. The universal curve for electron mean free path as a function of kinetic energy,
adapted from Ref. 82.

Attenuation analysis can be implemented in the case of n layers on a substrate S. The
intensity ratio between any layer i and the substrate where 1 is the topmost layer and N is the layer
directly on top of the substrate is given as79
ST
SH

=

STU
SVU

[1 − exp

EFT
GT,T ∗LMN O

]exp (

,
LMN O

(

Z[\ FY
Z[, GH,Y

−

Z[^E, FY
Z[, GT,Y ))

Equation 2.6

where ?@,Z is the EAL of the substrate in layer j and ?^,Z is the EAL of layer i in layer j. The
equations can be fit to experimental data acquired at different angles to determine the thickness of
any given overlayer.
The angular dependence on the volume of material probed by XPS is useful for depth
profiling, as the surface sensitivity of the measurement can be varied by changing the angle
between the sample surface and the detector as illustrated in Figure 2.3.8. In the case of unknown
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overlayer composition or thickness, the equations presented above can be used to generate
theoretical intensity ratios at each angle, which can then be compared with experimental data
acquired at each angle to estimate thickness and/or composition. This is implemented in Chapter
4.2 to determine the spatial distribution of reaction products resulting from the deposition of Ti on
MoS2.

Figure 2.3.8. Schematic illustration of angular resolved XPS with _ defined relative to the normal
of the surface

In the case where an overlayer is comprised of two different materials A and B which are
spatially located at the same vertical depth on the sample, we assume a total thickness of d that is
a sum of contributions from materials A and B such that ` = `P + `a .80 Alternatively `P = b ∗ `
where b is the fractional composition of material A and `a = 1 − b ∗ `. The intensity ratio 8P /8@
is therefore

SJ
SH

=

U
SJ

,Ecde E

SHU cde

fg∗h
iJ,J jkl m

fg∗h
fg(hfo)
n
iH,J jkl m iH,p jkl m

Equation 2.7

and 8a /8@ is similarly
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Sp
SH

=

fg∗(ofh)
ip,p jkl m
fg∗h
fg(ofq)
n
iH,J jkl m iH,p jkl m

,Ecde E

U
Sp

SHU cde

Equation 2.8

where 0 < b < 1. In the case where the total thickness ` and the compositional fraction b are
unknown, the two variables can be simultaneously optimized numerically. This will be
demonstrated in Chapter 4.2.
Finally, when a substrate is only partially covered by an overlayer A, the ratio 8P /8@ is
dependent on the fraction of the surface covered by the overlayer. The ratio is given by83

SJ
SH

=

U
s∗SJ
∗ ,Ecde

fg
tJ,J jkl m

,Es ∗SHU ns∗SHU ∗cde

fg
tH,J jkl m

Equation 2.9

where b corresponds to the fraction of the substrate surface covered by the overlayer and 0 < b <
1. Equation 2.9 is useful for determining the quantity of material present on the surface with
incomplete surface coverage when Equations 2.4 and 2.5 are inapplicable. It can also be used to
model intensities of overlayers that exhibit agglomeration. This method is implemented in Chapter
3.2 to calculate the percent surface coverage of Ti islands on graphene.
We note that all equations described above yield semiquantitative results. The first reason
for this is that the thickness d in the above equations is assumed to correspond to a layer of uniform
thickness. In many cases this assumption is not realistic due to a number of factors. The equations
also assume that the angle measured corresponds to the angle that was set in the manipulator. For
example, the surface of a geological MoS2 crystal is very rough
2.3.1.6 Ultra-Violet Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) is employed in this work to determine the
work function. This is achieved by measuring the difference between the Fermi level and the
inelastic secondary electron energy cutoff.84 At the low binding energy region of the spectrum, the
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valence band features are visible. The signal between the valence band features and the secondary
electron energy cutoff is due to electrons which were emitted from the valence band states and
then inelastically scattered. An example spectrum, acquired on UHV-deposited infinitely thick Ti
metal, is shown in Figure 2.3.9. The cutoff, which occurs at about 17.03 eV corresponds to
electrons that had the minimum energy necessary to escape from the surface of the material into
vacuum. By simply subtracting the secondary electron cutoff energy from the photon energy,
which was 21.2 eV, the work function is determined to be 4.17 eV. A bias (~9 V) is typically
applied to the sample by connecting a battery to shift the spectrum away from features associated
with the spectrometer.84 UPS is also useful for angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
(ARPES) for probing the band structure of a material. This is possible due to the angular resolution
of an R3000 analyzer. ARPES is implemented in Chapter 3.2 to image the band structure of CVD
graphene.

Figure 2.3.9. UPS spectrum of UHV-deposited infinitely thick Ti metal showing the low energy
cutoff (at ~17 eV) used to determine work function.

2.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy85-86 optically probes the vibration modes in a material. During a
Raman measurement, a laser beam is focused on the sample causing phonons in the material to
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scatter the incident photons by both elastic and inelastic processes. Raman spectroscopy is based
on the inelastic process in which the incident photons (with energy ℎuv ) exchange energy with the
atomic vibrations (with an energy of ℎu4 ). This interaction results in a shift in the energy of the
scattered photons, given by ℎuv - ℎu4 . In Raman measurements, a spectrometer records these
energy shifts which corresponds to a particular vibrational mode in the material. Different laser
wavelengths can be used to excite different vibrational modes. The Raman spectrometer at the
UVA’s Nano Materials Characterization Facility is the inVia system by Renishaw. The system is
equipped with 405 nm and 514 nm lasers. The presence of particular phonon modes, and their
relative intensities and Raman shifts provide valuable chemical and structural information about
layered 2D materials including thickness, strain, doping, and defect levels.5, 87-92 An example
Raman spectrum of CVD graphene transferred to SiO2 is shown in Figure 2.3.10. The ratio of the
D peak intensity to that of the G peak in the graphene Raman spectrum is related to the
concentration of defects.89 The ratio of the intensity peak 2D peak to that of the G peak can provide
information doping.93 Thorough Raman analysis of the Ti/graphene interface is implemented in
Chapter 3.2 on graphene, and Raman has been routinely to assess the quality and thickness of
materials used in our lab.
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Figure 2.3.10. Raman spectra of CVD graphene after transfer to SiO2 acquired with 514 nm laser.
The D, G, and 2D positions and intensity ratios provide quantitative information about thickness,
strain, doping, and defects.

2.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)94-95 is used to image the surface topography of various
samples in this work. The AFM is comprised of a micro-machined cantilever probe with a sharp
tip is mounted onto a piezoelectric actuator. The tip interacts with the surface of the sample via
two types of atomic forces. The first type is a short-range repulsive force resulting from the overlap
of charges which dominates at short tip-to-sample distances. The second is a long range attractive
force resulting from dipole or van der Waals interactions.96 A laser beam is deflected from the
cantilever onto a position-sensitive photodetector as the tip scans over the sample surface. The
mode of operation used in this work is semi-contact mode, or tapping mode, where the tip lightly
taps the surface at a set frequency. In this mode of contact, the attractive van der Waals forces are
dominant in causing the bending of the cantilever. The oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is
sensitive to surface topography. A feedback loop uses the signal from the photodetector to keep
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the tip oscillations at a constant amplitude by adjusting the piezoelectric actuator to change the tip
to sample distance. The changes in height are recorded as a function of the lateral position of the
tip to generate images of surface topography. Two AFM systems were used in this work. The first
is a system from NT-MDT Spectrum Instruments located in Prof. Floro’s lab at UVA. The second
is Bruker Dimension Icon located at James Madison University.

2.3.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy97 (TEM) was performed by our collaborators at NIST
to image metal/TMD cross sections in Chapter 4.2. TEM provides images of a cross section of
material with atomic resolution. Prior to TEM measurement the sample is cross sectioned and
thinned using a focused ion beam (FIB). The sample must be no thicker than 100 nm in order to
be transparent to electrons. Electrons are emitted from a cathode and accelerated at a high voltage
to form a high-energy beam near 200 keV. Electromagnetic lenses, a solenoid with two poles,
focus and deflect the electron beam onto the sample. The magnification power of the lens is
adjusted via the current in the solenoid. An objective aperture is used to select the non-diffracted
or diffracted electron beams. Contrast in TEM images is relies on there being a difference in the
number of electrons being scattered away from the transmitted beam. This can be achieved by
differences in density or diffraction in crystalline materials.
An FEI Nova NanoLab 600 dual-beam (SEM/FIB) scanning electron microscopy and
focused ion beam system was employed to prepare cross-sectional scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) samples of Ti/MoS2 and Ni/MoS2 in Chapter 4.2. Using electron beam
deposition, 10 nm carbon and subsequently 100 nm Pt was initially deposited on top of the sample
to protect the sample surface. Next, 2 µm Pt was deposited by ion-beam induced deposition. To
reduce Ga-ions damage in the final step of FIB preparation, the STEM samples were thinned with
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2 kV Ga-ions using a low beam current of 29 pA and a small incident angle of 3 degrees. An FEI
Titan 80-300 STEM/TEM equipped with a monochromator and a probe spherical-aberration
corrector was employed to acquire atomic-resolution STEM images, X-ray energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectrum-images. Atomicresolution annular dark field (ADF) STEM images were acquired with an operating voltage of 300
kV, probe convergence angle of 14 mrad and collection angle of 34-195 mrad.

2.3.5 Transfer Length Measurements
Electrical transport is characterized by transfer length measurements (TLM) which is a
commonly used method for measuring contact resistance of metal/2D interfaces.98-99 In this
method, the resistance is measured at a probe station as a function of separation distance between
two identically shaped contacts. This TLM structure is achieved by electron-beam evaporation of
the contact metal onto the substrate through a patterned shadow mask. The contact resistance of
the interface is determined by plotting contact resistance vs. separation distance and extrapolating
the y- intercept from a linear fit to the data. In the limit of zero spacing between contacts, the
device resistance is that of the contacts. The measured resistance at each spacing is given by100:
w = w4x

y
z

+ 2w{

Equation 2.10

where w4x is the sheet resistance, | is the channel length, } is the length of the contact, and w{ is
the contact resistance. The measurements in Chapter 3.3 were performed in Prof. Hopkins’ lab
using 19 micron tips from CascadeMicrotech in the probe station (JmicroTechnology, LMS-2709)
connected to a SourceMeter unit (SMU, Keithley Instruments 2612A). The source current applied
is 1 mA.
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2.3.6 Time-Domain Thermoreflecance
Time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR)

98, 101-106

, performed by members of Prof.

Hopkins’ group, is a technique used to determine the thermal boundary conductance across
metal/2D interfaces. The thermal boundary conductance ℎ~ relates the heat flux across an interface
^\Ä to the temperature drop Δ> such that ℎ~ =

ÇTÉÑ 106
.
ÖÜ

It is inversely related to the thermal

boundary resistance. The TDTR method involves a two-step, pump-probe process. In the first step,
a pump signal from a laser impinges on the sample generating a heating event. Prior to
measurement, samples for TDTR are coated in a reflective metal film (70-80 nm Au in this work)
that converts the incident photons from the pump signal into thermal energy. The energy is
transported to the underlying layers through phonon-phonon interactions for semiconducting or
insulating layers and through electron-electron interactions for metallic layers.105 The heating
event causes a temperature change in the sample that affects the reflectivity of the top metal
layer.101, 106 The second step of the measurement involves the probe pulse, that is time-delayed
with respect to the pump pulses, which measures the changes in the reflectivity of the sample that
occur due to the heating event from the pump signal. The reflected probe signal is measured by a
photodiode. The laser used in this work is a 80 MHz Ti:Sapphire laser that is split into the pump
and probe paths with a beam splitter as shown in Figure 2.3.11. The pump and probe 1/e2 radii are
~8 and ~4.5 mm, respectively, after being focused through a 10 x objective. The pump signal
wavelength is 400 nm after passing through a bismuth triborate (BiBO) crystal and red filter.
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Figure 2.3.11. Schematic representation of the TDTR experimental setup from Ref. 106.

The repetition rate of the pulse signal, on the order of 12.5 ns for a 80 MHz laser, does not
allow sufficient time for the material to return to equilibrium between laser pulses.104-105 This
means that the measured signal is the accumulation of the heating events initiated by multiple
pulses. These include the response to a single impulse as well as the response to a modulated
thermal wave. The pump signal is modulated electro-optically at a frequency ω0 and a lock-in
amplifier measures the in-phase and out-of-phase components of the probe signal at the modulation
frequency, returning an amplitude and phase that are functions of the time delay between the pump
and probe pulses as well as the physical properties of the material.105 The in-phase component
represents the temperature rise due to the impulse and the out-of-phase component represents the
temperature rise from the modulated thermal wave.106 The thermal response of the sample is
modeled by the one-dimensional thermal diffusion equation. The equation can be adapted to
account for radial conduction due to the non-negligible size of the Gaussian laser spot compared
to the length scale of the thermal response.101, 104 The equations are solved numerically for various
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pump probe delay times to extract the interfacial conductance. An in-depth mathematical
description can be found in the reports by Cahil in Ref. 101 and Schmidt et al. in Refs. 104-105.

2.3.7 Measurement of Cross-Plane Seebeck Coefficient
The Seebeck coefficient is defined as á = à/∆> where à is the voltage generated due to a
temperature gradient ∆> across the material.107 Therefore, the Seebeck coefficient is measured by
applying a temperature gradient and measuring the resulting voltage, and performing a linear fit to
à vs. ∆>. To collect this data, the sample is placed on a thermoelectric module which provides a
temperature gradient in the cross-plane direction. The temperature gradient is measured using two
K type thermocouples at the top and bottom contacts. The temperature signals from the
thermocouples are converted by the NI 9211 temperature input module. The voltage is measured
with probes at the top and bottom contacts using a Keithley 2400 source meter. A schematic of the
measurement is for a metal/WSe2/HOPG sample is shown in Figure 2.3.12. Measurements of the
Seebeck coefficient are performed in collaboration with Prof. Zebarjadi.

Figure 2.3.12. Illustration of the Seebeck measurement implemented in Chapter 4.4.
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2.3.8 Measurement of Cross-Plane Electrical Resistance
A standard four-wire sensing method is used to measure cross-plane electrical resistance
in Chapter 4.4. This four point probe method eliminates the parasitic contact resistance at the
probe/contact interface.108 Like in the Seebeck measurement, two probes are placed on the top
contact and two are placed on the bottom. On the top and bottom, one of the probes injects a current
through the sample while the other measures the voltage drop across. The current and voltage were
supplied and measured by a Keithley 2400 source meter. The resistance is derived from the slope
of a linear fit of the current vs. voltage curves. These measurements are performed in collaboration
with Prof. Zebarjadi.
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3 GRAPHENE
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Properties, Applications, and Processing
Graphene is a single atomic layer of sp2 bonded carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb
structure and can be described as a triangular lattice with two atoms per unit cell, with a lattice
parameter of 2.46

and a bond length of 1.42

.1 Each atom forms three covalent σ bonds by

hybridization of the 2s, 2px, and 2py orbitals. One electron per atom forms the out-of-plane π bond
that is delocalized and therefore responsible for the energy bands near the Fermi level. Graphene
can be characterized as a zero band gap semiconductor or a zero-overlap semimetal2 as
demonstrated by its unique band structure shown in Figure 3.1.1(c). Unlike most materials, the
valence and conduction bands are linear rather than parabolic, and they meet in the K and K’ points
of the Brillouin zone. The point of intersection is known as the Dirac point and the band structure
at the Dirac point is described as a Dirac cone. The linear dispersion relation of graphene describes
massless Dirac fermions3, resulting in an extremely high carrier mobility (µ > 105 cm2 V-1 s-1 for
exfoliated material) which is two orders of magnitude higher than Si and one order of magnitude
higher than III-V semiconductors.4 The Fermi level (EF) lies exactly at the Dirac point in intrinsic
graphene and can be shifted into the valence or conduction band by electrostatic or chemical
doping. The density of states in graphene vanishes near EF.
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Figure 3.1.1. (a) Lattice structure of graphene where a1,2 are the lattice vectors and δ1,2,3 are
nearest neighbor vectors; (b) Brillouin zone of graphene; (c) Electronic dispersion showing the
Dirac cone at the K and K’ points. Adapted from Ref. 1.

The unique electronic properties of graphene present both advantages and challenges in
terms of device design. High mobility is the most frequently stated advantage of graphene for use
in transistors, but the absence of a band gap in graphene is problematic for digital logic FET
applications as it inhibits switching between ON and OFF states.5 Conventional Si CMOS devices
exhibit ION/IOFF ratios on the order of 104-107 whereas this value is typically ≤ 10 in graphene
devices.6 A band gap can be introduced by applying strain or by constraining the graphene film in
one direction to form nanoribbons, but significant limitations are associated with these approaches
including edge roughness, reproducibility, and scalability.5-7 An ideal application for zero band
gap graphene is in radio frequency (RF) analog devices such as small-signal amplifiers which are
typically operated in the ON mode.5,

8

The combination of high conductivity and high light

transmittance (~98%) of graphene makes it a suitable as a conductive electrode in applications
such as solar cells and light emitting diodes.6 Applications in photodetection have been
demonstrated by using an external field or metal-induced internal field to separate charges in the
absence of a band gap.9-10 The thermal properties of graphene also make it an excellent candidate
for applications in nanoelectronics as well as thermal interface materials.11-12 Graphene has an in-
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plane thermal conductivity of 2000-4000 Wm-1K-1, one of the highest reported values for any
material.12
The first graphene devices were created from flakes which were mechanically exfoliated
from bulk highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) crystals.13 While this method is commonly
used to produce high quality micron-sized flakes in research settings, it is not amenable to large
scale device fabrication and commercialization of graphene technology. The rapidly growing
interest in graphene led to the development of large area synthesis via chemical vapor deposition
(CVD).14-16 In this process, gaseous reactants, typically CH4:H2, form a stable solid over a catalytic
substrate which aids in the decomposition of CH4 at temperatures around 1000 ºC. The CVD
process for graphene growth was initially developed on Ni substrates but failed to yield uniform,
monolayer graphene due to the high C solubility in Ni. Cu substrates have been found to result in
substantially improved control over number of layers due to the relatively low C solubility in Cu.16
Another route to the synthesis of high quality graphene is the sublimation of Si from SiC at 1200
-1600 °C under vacuum.17-18 This method produces epitaxial graphene on a semi-insulating
substrate, presenting the possibility of device fabrication directly on the growth substrate.19
While growth of graphene on insulating substrates has also been demonstrated20, the CVD
method is the most suitable for large scale processing. For device fabrication using CVD-grown
graphene, graphene must be transferred onto an insulating substrate such SiO2. To achieve this,
CVD-grown graphene is coated with a polymer film, typically polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA),
to mechanically support the fragile graphene film as the Cu growth foil is dissolved.21 After
transfer onto SiO2, the PMMA film is dissolved in acetone. Removal of PMMA residues by
annealing in UHV or an ambient gas is typically employed as residues have been found to affect
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doping and carrier mobility.22-24 After transfer onto the target substrate, graphene is patterned,
etched, and metallized via conventional photolithography and electron beam evaporation methods.

3.1.2 Metal/Graphene Contacts
Efficient electrical and thermal transport across the metal/graphene interface is an essential
requirement for the realization of graphene devices, however the crystal and electronic structure
of graphene present fundamental obstacles to the formation of low resistance contacts. The absence
of dangling bonds on the surface inhibits chemical bonding at the interface and limits the degree
of interaction between graphene and the metal, and the small density of states near the Fermi level
(EF) of graphene is thought to suppress charge injection from the metal.7, 25 A large volume of
theoretical and experimental studies in the literature are aimed at understanding the nature of the
metal/graphene interface. Relevant findings are summarized in this section to provide a context
for the work completed in this dissertation.
3.1.2.1 Types of Metal/Graphene Interfaces
Theoretical studies by Giovanetti et al.26, Gong et al.27, and Khomyakov et al.28 classify
metal/graphene contacts as either physisorption or chemisorption interfaces depending on the dorbital configuration of the metal. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations conclude that
metals such as Ag, Al, Cu, Cd, Ir, Pt, and Au are physisorbed when deposited on graphene. A
metal that is physisorbed forms an interface that exhibits no chemical interactions. The only change
that occurs in graphene due to the presence of a physisorbed metal overlayer is a change in doping
due to charge transfer across the interface and the intrinsic band structure remains unperturbed.27
This means that the linear Dirac cone structure is preserved, but EF shifts away from the Dirac
point to align with that of the metal. Physisorbed metals with a work function less than 5.4 eV are
expected to result in n-type doping while those with a higher work function are likely to be p-type
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dopants.7 Physisorption interfaces have an equilibrium interfacial distance > 3.0 Å and metals are
easily detached from the graphene surface due to weak adhesion.27
A chemisorption interface – formed by metals such a Ni, Co, Ru, Pd, and Ti – causes strong
perturbation of graphene’s intrinsic band structure via orbital hybridization between the pz states
in graphene (which form the π band) and the d-orbitals of the metal.27-28 DFT calculations reveal
that a combination of orbital hybridization and a small contribution from Pauli exclusion
interactions result in the opening of a band gap with a high density of randomly distributed “gap
states” within the hybridization region. This changes graphene from a “semimetal” to a metallic
material under the contact. The equilibrium interfacial distance for these interfaces is < 2.5 Å, and
chemisorbed metals have been experimentally found to adhere well to the graphene surface
following deposition.
3.1.2.2 Transport Properties
The two quantities of interest in this dissertation in the discussion of transport across
metal/graphene interfaces are RC, the electrical contact resistance, and hK, the thermal boundary
conductance. Both are highly relevant parameters in the realization of nanoelectronic devices. RC
is considered to be the major limiting factor in the ON state current of a graphene FET29 and in
device scaling of RF transistors30. hK is of equal importance as inefficient thermal transport can
lead to localized heating at the contact, hindering device performance and reliability. Measurement
techniques for these properties are discussed in Sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6.
Reported values of RC for graphene/metal contacts are summarized in a review by Giubileo
et al.7 The most commonly used metals are Au, Pd, Ti, and Ni. Values of RC for all of these metals,
and for a single given metal, vary over a wide range. Furthermore, no single metal consistently
outperforms the rest. For example, reported RC of Au contacts ranges from 50–2000 Ω µm, and
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values spanning 23–7500 Ω µm are reported for Ti. While one might expect chemisorbed
interfaces to yield better electronic transport properties, this is not necessarily the case. The larger
interfacial gap in physisorbed interfaces is a tunneling barrier with a considerably high probability
of transmission.27 The variability in reported values of RC for a given metal, and the difficulty in
identifying the “ideal contact”, can be explained by differences in contact geometry, measurement
technique, graphene type (exfoliated, CVD, or sublimated SiC), as well as processing conditions
which will be addressed in the next section. Several experimental reports demonstrate that RC is
independent of the gate voltage and the number of graphene layers, indicating that it is dominated
by the properties of the metal/graphene interface.29, 31-32
Measurements of hK across bulk graphite/metal interfaces, used as an approximation for
graphene/metal interfaces, have shown that chemisorption interfaces exhibit higher hK than those
which are physisorbed.33 For example, values of hK of 7–20 MW m-2 K-1 are reported for
Au/graphite34 whereas values as a high as 120 MW m-2 K-1 have been reported for Ti/graphite.33
Thermal transport across graphene/metal interfaces, which is dominated by acoustic phonons, has
been found to be highly dependent on the degree of bonding at the interface as it affects the phonon
flux and energy mismatch between the phonon modes in graphene and the metal overlayer.33, 35-36
Work by Koh et al.35 and Guzman et al.37 suggests that metals with higher Debeye temperatures
result in higher values of hK. Functionalization of graphene with interface adsorbates by Hopkins
et al.36 and Foley et al.38 provides evidence of the link between bonding at the interface and hK.
Huang et al.39 reveal that the transfer process of CVD graphene compromises hK due to the
presence of voids at the interface.
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3.1.2.3 Effects of Processing
The key processing steps which are addressed in this dissertation are surface cleaning
procedures and contact deposition conditions. Surface cleaning is essential for the removal of
adventitious carbon or PMMA residues in the case of transferred CVD graphene. Different
methods of surface cleaning are employed in the literature, including annealing in UHV or
background gases, and exposure to UV-O3.22,

24, 40-41

Hydrocarbon contaminants and oxygen

species present on the surface of graphene, or those impinging on the surface during contact
deposition, can react with the metal contact or otherwise interfere with adhesion and electronic
interactions at the interface. For example, Joiner et al.42 have shown that Ti reacts with PMMA
residues, and McDonnell et al.43 have shown that Ti deposited under in high-vacuum results in Ti
oxide. Therefore, both surface cleaning and contact deposition undoubtedly affect interface
chemistry and transport properties. Improvements in RC have been attributed to enhanced removal
of PMMA residues40-41 or the employment of PMMA-free transfer methods.44 Russo et al.31 have
suggested that deposition base pressure may have an effect on measured RC in graphene devices
contacted with Ti/Au. They experimentally measured a RC value of 800 ± 200 Ωµm when Ti was
deposited at a base pressure of 8×10-7 Torr, whereas lower values of < 400 Ωµm and < 250 Ωµm
were achieved in the literature when the deposition was performed at lower base pressures of
2.5×10-8 and 8×10-9 Torr, respectively. This provides strong evidence for RC dependence on base
pressure, yet deposition parameters are scarcely reported in device papers.

3.1.3 Motivation for Titanium/Graphene Contact Studies
A wealth of literature is focused on graphene-based devices. Despite the widespread
interest in improving contact properties, characterization of interface chemistry – which is required
in order to truly understand chemical and electronic interactions at the interface – is largely lacking.
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Due to its prevalent use in devices and generally favorable electrical and thermal transport
properties, Ti has been selected to be the focus of this work. The Ti/graphene interface is repeatedly
classified as one that is chemisorbed, yet the extent of interaction between the two materials, and
the effect of processing conditions, is unknown. The first set of experiments described in Chapter
3.2 aim to closely examine interface chemistry, effects of surface cleanliness, and the thermal
stability of the Ti/graphene contact interface under “clean” conditions – in UHV and without any
polymer-aided transfer. Given the well-documented susceptibility of Ti to oxidation, the effect of
more realistic device processing conditions including HV deposition with PMMA transfer are
examined in Chapter 3.3. The two chapters presented here address the gap in the literature from
two angles, each providing insight into the relationship between interface chemistry, processing
conditions, and transport properties.
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3.2 Ultra-High Vacuum
Interface Chemistry

Study

of

Titanium-Graphene

The following section is reproduced with permission from Freedy, K. M.; Beechem, T. E.; Litwin,
P. M.; Sales, M. G.; Huang, M.; Ruoff, R. S.; McDonnell, S. J., Unraveling Chemical Interactions
between Titanium and Graphene for Electrical Contact Applications. ACS Applied Nano Materials
2018, 1 (9), 4828-4835. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

Abstract
The chemical interaction between Ti and graphene is of significant interest for engineering low
resistance electrical contacts. To study interface chemistry, sequential depositions of Ti are
performed on both as-received and UHV-annealed CVD-grown graphene samples. In-situ X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) reveals no experimental evidence for the reaction of Ti with
graphene at room temperature or after heating to 500 °C. The presence of the TiC chemical state
is instead attributed to reactions between Ti and background gases in the UHV chamber as well as
adventitious carbon on the surface of the graphene sample. We find that surface contamination can
be substantially reduced by annealing in UHV. The deposition of Ti on graphene results in n-type
doping which manifests in core-level shifts and broadening of the graphene C 1s peak. Annealing
the sample following the deposition of Ti reverses the n-type doping. Raman spectroscopy results
are in agreement with XPS analysis, which together provide insight into the possible mechanisms
driving the changes in graphene doping.
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3.2.1 Introduction
As discussed, Ti this is thought to form a chemisorbed interface with graphene via
hybridization between the π-orbital in graphene and the d-orbital of the metal.1 Reports in the
literature indicate that the effects of orbital hybridization between Ti and graphene manifest
experimentally in observations of band structure renormalization, carrier scattering, and n-type
doping.2-4 The exact mechanisms behind these phenomena remain ill-specified, however, owing
to both a lack of chemical analysis of these interfaces and disagreement surrounding the possibility
of graphene reacting with the metal adsorbates.
Recent reports are contradictory in the assessment of a graphene-Ti reaction as part of
adsorption. Gong et al.5 and Politou et al.6 both report the presence of TiC in Ti/graphene contacts,
attributing it to a reaction at the interface between the two materials. This is supported by other
experimental findings in which the addition of transition metal atoms by electron beam deposition
lowers the activation energy for vacancy formation in graphene, which could potentially promote
reaction with metal adatoms.7 Conversely, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) work by Hsu
et al.8 suggests that graphene does not react with Ti but instead forms a strongly hybridized
interface that manifests in the graphene core-level spectrum. Using molecular dynamics
simulations, Fonseca et al.9 also conclude that no reaction should occur. Zan et al.10 have found
that metals aggregate in hydrocarbon surface contamination rather than directly interacting with
the graphene. Here, we seek clarification regarding the chemical nature of Ti/graphene interfaces
through a thorough XPS investigation that follows sequential depositions of small quantities of Ti
on graphene. Understanding the nature of chemical interactions at the Ti/graphene interface is
extremely important for electrical contacts.
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In order to understand the intrinsic chemical properties of the interface, it is necessary to
perform experiments under ultra-high vacuum with in-situ XPS characterization. To understand
the effects of surface contamination which have been previously disregarded in the literature 5-6,
we examined two separate samples. One was annealed for 12 hours in UHV prior to Ti deposition
to remove adventitious carbon, whereas the other underwent Ti depositions in its as-received state.
This work concludes that no reaction occurs between graphene and Ti and that interface
hybridization effects are observed even in the presence of contamination. TiC formation is
attributed instead to reactions with background gases in the chamber and surface contamination.

3.2.2 Materials and Methods
All experiments were performed our UHV system containing both XPS (ScientaOmicron)
and an electron beam evaporator (Mantis QUAD-EV-C evaporator)11 at a base pressure of ~2 x
10-10 mbar. XPS measurements were performed using a monochromated Al Kα X-ray source
having a photon energy of 1486.7 eV. Data was acquired with a Scienta Omicron R3000 analyzer
at a pass energy of 50 eV and a straight slit of 0.8 ´ 4 mm. XPS spectra were deconvoluted using
kolXPD software.12 Before beginning experiments with Ti on graphene, it was necessary to verify
that the Ti source is free of carbon contamination. This allowed us to determine if the Ti
evaporation rod (Goodfellow, 99.6+%) and/or gases in the chamber are sources of carbon for the
formation of TiC. To achieve this, Au was evaporated in UHV onto a Si substrate to create a
completely carbon-free surface. Next, Ti was deposited on the Au surface and XPS was acquired.
The spectra of the carbon-free Ti/Au are shown in the following section.
The graphene used in this experiment was obtained from Dr. Ming Huang and Prof.
Rodney Ruoff at the Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology. The graphene was grown
on Cu(111) foil at 1050 ºC in an atmosphere of flowing H2 and CH4 at rates of 20 and 3 sccm,
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respectively, and a pressure of 2 Torr for 30 min. To assess the quality of the material, low energy
electron diffraction (LEED), electron microscopy, and electron-backscattered diffraction
measurements of our graphene on Cu(111) have been compared with measurements of graphene
grown in polycrystalline foils. The results of these measurements are a testament to the high
quality, uniformity, and large grain size of our material and have been discussed in a prior
publication from the Ruoff group by Bao et al.13 In summary, LEED patterns acquired at random
locations of the continuous film had six diffraction spots arranged in a regular hexagon that
corresponds to the graphene lattice. The positions of the graphene LEED spots and the underlying
Cu surface coincided, indicating that the graphene was grown epitaxially on the Cu(111) foil. The
consistent orientation of the LEED patterns acquired at different positions across the whole sample
(1 × 1 cm2) shows that the graphene film has a single crystalline orientation. In addition to the
characterization reported in prior studies, angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES)
has been used to verify the presence of a single Dirac cone as shown in Figure 3.2.1. The broadness
of the spectrum can be attributed to the roughness of the surface which causes local variations in
the analysis-surface angle. This result reconfirms the conclusion drawn from the LEED analysis
that the graphene has a single crystal orientation.
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Figure 3.2.1. ARPES image of Gr/Cu(111) acquired with He I photons at an energy of 21.2 eV
and a pass energy of 2 eV.

Since polymer residues present from transfer processes are known to have an effect on the
resulting interface chemistry14, this work utilizes graphene on its original Cu growth substrate. To
minimize total air exposure time and keep the surface as clean as possible, the samples were
vacuum sealed within 30 minutes of synthesis and loaded into UHV within 2 hours of breaking
the vacuum seal. The samples were mounted onto Mo plates with Ta foil which were sonicated in
acetone and isopropanol prior to mounting and loading in UHV. Following preliminary XPS
characterization, the first graphene sample was annealed for 12 hours at a temperature of 550 °C.
XPS was acquired again after cooling to ensure adequate removal of physisorbed contaminants.
Sequential depositions of thin Ti at a rate of ~ 0.2 Å/min were performed with XPS measurements
following each deposition. After the final deposition, the sample was annealed again to 550 °C to
determine if heat treatment would promote Ti-graphene reaction. The second sample was not
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annealed prior to or following sequential Ti depositions. The process and resulting changes in the
material are summarized in Figure 3.2.2.
Raman spectroscopy was performed in ambient using a Renishaw inVia system employing
a 405 nm laser as a means of assessing changes in doping and strain. Samples were characterized
in their as-received state, after annealing, after Ti deposition and after post-deposition heating. In
order to avoid an air break at different stages of the experiment – which would expose the sample
to contaminants – Raman was performed on separate samples analogous to those examined with
XPS.

Figure 3.2.2. Schematic illustration of experimental process

3.2.3

Results and Discussion

3.2.3.1 Carbon Contamination in UHV
XPS spectra of the Ti/Au/Si control sample are shown in Figure 3.2.3. Figure 3.2.3(a)
shows the Au 4f spectrum of the in-situ deposited Au starting surface with no carbon
contamination. Figure 3.2.3(b) shows the Ti 2p spectrum acquired immediately after the deposition
of Ti also showing no evidence of carbide. Lastly, Figure 3.2.3(c) displays the C 1s spectrum
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acquired after 4 hours in UHV with no further Ti depositions. Here we see a new peak at 282 eV
which corresponds to the Ti-C chemical state. Since the evaporation material appears to contain
no carbon as shown in Figure 3.2.3(a-b), the only possible source of carbon here is the residual
gases in the chamber. From the Hertz-Knudsen equation15, we estimate a flux of about 3.8 x 1010
molecules/cm2 s of hydrocarbon gases in our UHV chamber assuming a partial pressure of 10-10
mbar of hydrocarbons. Hsu et al.8 attributed the observed carbide in their work to residual gases
as opposed to reaction between graphene and carbon. While the presence of carbide on our
Ti/Au/Si sample indicates that carbide forms from gases in the chamber, it does not eliminate the
possibility of a reaction between Ti and graphene. The control sample therefore provides a baseline
for TiC formation on any Ti surface in our UHV chamber. If other sources of carbon contribute to
TiC formation (i.e. graphene or adventitious carbon on the surface of a sample), a faster rate of
TiC formation is expected. This will be discussed later.

Figure 3.2.3. Control sample comprised of (a) carbon-free UHV-deposited Au and (b) UHVdeposited Ti on Au to show that no carbon contamination is present in the evaporation source.
Carbide appears in (c) which was acquired after 4 hours in UHV.
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3.2.3.2 Carbon Contamination on As-Received Graphene
To determine the efficacy of a 12-hour heating step for removal of surface contaminants,
the C 1s and Cu 2p spectra of the Gr/Cu sample before and after heating are shown in the black
and red curves, respectively, in Figure 3.2.4. The figure demonstrates that annealing the asreceived sample substantially reduces the intensity of the C 1s signal thereby changing its width
and line shape. This is attributed to the desorption of adventitious carbon species such as C-H, COH, and C=O groups from the surface of the graphene. The removal of carbon contamination from
the surface also leads to an increase in the substrate signal shown in the Cu 2p spectrum. Following
the anneal, the C 1s signal can be fit with a single asymmetric Doniach-Sunjic line shape that is
characteristic of metals and metallic graphitic materials.16-17 Fits of the C 1s spectra before and
after annealing are shown in Figure 3.2.5. It is clear that only the graphene line shape remains after
annealing. The shift of the peak to higher binding energies is consistent with a Fermi level shift,
or a change in doping, which has been previously observed to occur at high temperatures due to
the removal of surface contaminants.14, 18

Figure 3.2.4. C 1s and Cu 2p spectra acquired before (black) and after (red) annealing the sample
in UHV for 12 hours at 550 °C
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Figure 3.2.5. Comparison of fit results of the C 1s spectrum before and after UHV annealing.

3.2.3.3 Titanium Carbide Formation on Graphene
Figure 3.2.6 shows C 1s and Ti 2p spectra acquired following each Ti deposition on both
the annealed (a) and as-received samples (b). Since such small quantities of Ti will form clusters
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on graphene

19-20

rather than a continuous film, the quantity of Ti is reported here as % surface

coverage assuming that complete surface coverage of graphene occurs at a thickness of 0.6 nm of
Ti. This thickness for complete surface coverage of graphene has been verified experimentally by
Fallahazad et al.21 The % surface coverage was calculated using core level peak intensities with
the method described in Section 2.3.1.5 adapted from Refs. 22-23:
fg
tãT jkl m

8 = 8v 1 − äÜ^ + äÜ^ 8v e

Equation 3.1

where 8v is the intensity at 0% surface coverage, ` is the thickness of Ti corresponding to 100%
surface coverage of a single monolayer (6 Å21), ? Ü^ is the effective attenuation length (EAL) of a
given core level in Ti, and θ is the electron take off angle which is 45°. Attenuation is simply the
ratio 8/8v . To calculate the % surface coverage using the experimental values of intensity, the
above equation is rearranged yielding:
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Equation 3.2

E,

This expression provides an estimate of surface coverage. Systematic errors arise from
uncertainties in the EAL and the assumption that the Ti islands are only 0.6 nm in thickness. EAL
is taken here to be constant for a given kinetic energy, but is in fact also sensitive to composition
and thickness. The äÜ^ values represented are reported as the average of äÜ^ calculated using Cu
2p and äÜ^ calculated with the Cu 3p core level. Using the NIST EAL Database24, we find the
EALs of Cu 2p and Cu 3p in a Ti overlayer to be 13.39 Å and 28.57 Å, respectively. Ideally,
calculations with the two core levels should yield identical values, however the systemic errors
discussed above lead to the small deviations, particularly at ~ 100% coverage where assumption
of Ti islands with only 0.6 nm thickness becomes invalid. As can be seen in Figure 3.2.6, for both
the UHV annealed and as-received samples, we observe an increase in the Ti-C signal (~282 eV)
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with each subsequent Ti deposition. The feature at ~283 eV, denoted in the literature as C-Ti*, is
attributed to a disordered state at TiC grain boundaries or at the interface between carbon and
TiC.25-28

Figure 3.2.6. C1s and Ti 2p spectra prior Ti deposition and after each Ti deposition for (a) annealed
graphene and (b) as received graphene. The percentage value corresponds to % surface coverage
of graphene by Ti.

To more carefully examine the effect of surface contamination on the XPS line shape, we
address the differences between the spectra corresponding to ~30% surface coverage for each
sample. Higher TiC composition is observed for the as-received sample. This is expected given
the presence of excess carbon available for reaction at the surface is greater for the as received
sample. In order to determine if any graphene has been consumed to form TiC, we have plotted
the attenuation of the different core level intensities as a function of Ti coverage and compared the
experimental data to theoretical prediction in Figure 3.2.7. In the as-received sample, a graphene/Ti
reaction is highly improbable due to the presence of non-graphitic carbon at the interface which
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provides additional carbon for reaction with Ti and also acts as a physical barrier for the interaction
of Ti with graphene. These other carbon species have been removed from the annealed sample.
Therefore, we have implemented the following attenuation analysis on the annealed sample only
using Equation 3.1. Given that EALCu2p< EALC1s < EALCu3p, if the C 1s signal corresponding to
the graphene peak decreases solely due to attenuation in the clusters, its attenuation curve should
fall between that of the two Cu core levels. If any of the graphene were to undergo a chemical
reaction to form TiC, the graphene peak would attenuate a faster rate than predicted based on
EALs. The fits of the C 1s spectra that were used for this analysis are shown in Figure 3.2.8. The
sum of the blue and pink peaks is what is used for the attenuation analysis, and these features are
well-separated from the carbide peak. Note that since the total integrated intensities of the Cu 2p3/2
and Cu 3p are used, the analysis is not sensitive to spectral deconvolution. These spectra shown in
Figure 3.2.9.

Figure 3.2.7. Attenuation of core-levels as a function of surface coverage.
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Figure 3.2.8. C 1s spectra at different Ti surface coverages, showing the graphene (blue), dopantinduced broadening (magenta) and TiC (green) chemical states and fit residuals on the right.
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Figure 3.2.9. Spectra of Cu 2p and Cu 3p (offset along y-axis) acquired for attenuation analysis

The results shown in Figure 3.2.7 therefore provide no evidence that graphene is being
consumed by a reaction with Ti as the attenuation of the C 1s signal falls firmly between that of
the Cu 2p and Cu 3p modes, in agreement with the theoretically predicted attenuation curves. This
is further supported by the rate of increase in the TiC signal observed for the annealed sample.
Quantitatively, the TiC signal in Figure 3.2.6(a) increases by approximately 40 intensity counts
per hour (normalized to the number of iterations). We note that each Ti deposition was three to six
minutes in length whereas each XPS scan was approximately three hours leaving time for carbon
to accumulate on the surface of the sample between each deposition/measurement cycle. This 40
counts/hour rate of increase was also observed for the Ti/Au/Si control sample left in UHV for 4
hours as shown in Figure 3.2.10. The identical rate of increase in TiC for both samples supports
the conclusion that graphene is not a source of carbon for TiC formation.
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Figure 3.2.10. TiC intensity as a function of time for each sequential Ti deposition showing a
steady increase at about ~40 counts per hour for the annealed sample and the Ti/Au control sample.
The as-received sample exhibits a significantly higher increase in the carbon signal.

While there is a constant partial pressure of carbon species impinging on the surface of the
sample during deposition, we note that no carbide was observed in Figure 3.2.3(b), the spectrum
acquired on the control sample within minutes following the deposition of Ti. Thus, we conclude
that the majority of carbon accumulates on the surface of the sample during the time between Ti
depositions. The amount of carbide that forms during the deposition process at the graphene/Ti
interface is below our detection limit. We therefore assume that the graphene is coated in clusters
of metallic Ti which form a thin layer of carbide at their surface over an extended period of time.
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3.2.3.4 Doping and Hybridization Effects
An important feature to address in Figure 3.2.6 is the spectral broadening that occurs in C
1s graphene peak. This has also been observed by Hsu et al.8 In their analysis, it is explained as a
splitting of the graphene peak into two contributions where the first contribution retains the
original graphene line shape and the second is a broad feature at a higher binding energy that is
loosely attributed to the electronic perturbation of the graphene lattice due to surface hybridization
with Ti. Our experiment shows a similar result. However, we attribute the broadening of the
spectrum more specifically to doping. This phenomenon is predicted by theoretical calculations16
and supported by experimental results reported in graphene29 as well as other material systems3031

. Based on the doping model, the high binding energy component corresponds to strong plasmon

satellites which increases in intensity as a function of doping relative to the intensity of the main
peak. It follows that we expect an increase in broadening as a greater fraction of the graphene
surface comes into contact with the dopant material, which is what is observed in Figure 3.2.6.
Others have also detected an increase in doping as a function of surface coverage via electrical and
spectroscopic measurements.2-4
The n-type doping of graphene by Ti is extensively reported in the literature and is typically
attributed to symmetry matching and spatial overlap of the Ti 3d orbital with the C 2pz orbital 3,
which forms the π band in graphene. Broadening is observed both in the annealed sample and in
the as-received sample, however it is important to note that the two samples exhibit inherently
different types of Ti interfaces. Nevertheless, given the well-documented sensitivity of the
electronic structure of graphene to its adsorbates, it is not surprising that spectral changes are
observed even in the presence of TiC or adventitious carbon at the interface.
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3.2.3.5 Effect of Post-Deposition Heat Treatment
Yang et al.32 report TiC formation via microwave sintering of graphene with Ti. This
implies that a chemical reaction between Ti and graphene can be driven with adequate energy. The
Ti-C phase diagram shows that 550 °C is sufficiently high to drive a reaction between titanium
and carbon.33 Graphene is known to be stable on Cu substrates to temperatures up to 1000 °C 34,
however we must consider the affinity for reaction with Ti or the possibility of reaction at defect
sites. To examine the thermal stability of the Ti/graphene interface, the Ti/graphene/Cu sample
that was annealed prior to Ti deposition was annealed again following the final Ti deposition for
1 hour at 550 °C. The C 1s and Ti 2p spectra from before and after this heat treatment are shown
in Figure 3.2.11. In the comparison of the C 1s spectra, we observe narrowing and shifting of the
graphene peak as well as an increase in Ti-C intensity. The Ti 2p spectra show the transformation
from Ti that was mostly metallic (at a binding energy of ~454.1 eV

35

) to a predominant

composition of TiC at a binding energy of ~455.0 eV.36 The TiC signal in the C 1s spectrum
increased by 150%, over the course of an hour, which is significantly more than expected based
on the rate shown in Figure 3.2.10. We report no decrease in the integrated intensity of the
graphene peak indicating that no graphene was decomposed for the formation of TiC. The rapid
increase in TiC is therefore attributed to diffusion. The high thermal energy in combination with
the concentration gradient present in the stacked TiC/Ti structure likely promoted the
homogenization of carbon composition in the Ti layer. This resulted in a higher fraction of Ti
atoms interacting with carbon, yielding an increase in the intensity of the Ti-C chemical state. This
is realistic considering that the nominal diffusion distance in 1 hour at 550 °C is 0.2 µm (one order
of magnitude faster than at room temperature) which far exceeds the thickness of Ti deposited. In
the C 1s spectrum, we observe a shift in the binding energy which indicates a shift of the Fermi
level toward the valence band corresponding to a decrease in n-type doping. This is consistent with
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findings by McCreery et al. which show that a change in the chemical state of metallic Ti
adsorbates (via oxidation) leads to a decrease in doping.4 The apparent restoration of the graphene
line shape to its pre-Ti state is similar to the effect observed by Hsu et al. following oxidation of
the Ti film. Based on the broadening model discussed earlier, the narrowing of the line shape is
expected when doping decreases. While our heating experiment resulted in the carbidization of Ti
rather than the oxidation of Ti performed by McCreery et al. and Hsu et al., the changes in the
spectrum indicate that a similar effect has occurred, decoupling Ti from graphene. This will be
discussed in more detail.

Figure 3.2.11. Ti 2p and C 1s spectra from before (black) and after annealing (red) the
Ti/graphene/Cu sample for 1 hour at 550 °C.

XPS reveals that heating the Ti/graphene/Cu sample leads to an increase in TiC
composition and a reduction in the n-type doping that resulted from the initial heating of the sample
and the subsequent deposition of Ti. The observed changes in doping are attributed to structural
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and chemical changes in the Ti/TiC clusters. Heating nonstoichiometric TiC has been found to
induce the redistribution of carbon atoms and structural vacancies, leading to a transformation to
ordered phases.33, 37 As mentioned, we have calculated C/Ti composition of this sample to be
approximately 0.2 before heating. After heating, the C/Ti ratio increased to a value of 0.5. This
means that following heating, the number of Ti atoms bonded to C atoms increased by a factor
greater than 2. The change in C/Ti ratio and the accompanying change in Ti 2p chemical state from
metal to TiC support the argument that carbon atoms distributed throughout the metal clusters
during heating, substantially increasing the total fraction of carbidized Ti atoms. According to the
Ti-C phase diagram 33, the equilibrium state at 550 °C in this compositional range is a two-phase
composite of nonstoichiometric TiC (Ti2C) and Ti metal. Based on the diffusion calculations, it is
reasonable to conclude that the entire cluster transformed to its equilibrium phase. The electronic
interaction at the interface between graphene and the adsorbate was undoubtedly affected by this
phase transformation. Since bonding in TiC involves charge transfer to the Ti 3d orbital which is
essential for hybridization and doping effects in graphene, the increase in the number of Ti-C
bonds would explain the observed decoupling effect that is characterized by the resulting Fermi
level shifts.
3.2.3.6 Raman Spectroscopy Characterization
Quantitative analysis of Raman data was performed by Thomas Beechem at Sandia
National Laboratories. Raman spectroscopy has been previously used to quantify both strain and
carrier concentration on multiple forms of including graphene realized by epitaxial38-39, CVD40-41,
and exfoliated42-43 methods. To corroborate the conclusions arrived upon with XPS, Raman
spectroscopy monitored changes in defects, doping, and strain as a function of the Ti-deposition
and heat treatments described above. Qualitatively, the Raman spectra differ most strikingly in the
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relative positions and magnitudes of the G- (1580 cm-1) and 2D (2751 cm-1)-peaks. In contrast, the
so-called defect peak at 1350 cm-1 that emerges with disruptions to sp2 bonding changes to a lesser
extent. This is assessed quantitatively in Figure 3.2.12 where the ratio of the I(D)/I(G) ratio at each
stage is presented. While small alterations are indubitably observed, their magnitude is small
compared to that expected if carbon in the graphene were consumed in a reaction. The reaction of
graphene would lead to I(D)/I(G) values exceeding 0.3.44 This is consistent with the conclusion
arrived at with XPS that graphene is not a source of carbon for the formation of TiC.

Figure 3.2.12. Ratio of the intensity of the D peak to the intensity of the G peak in the Raman
spectra of each sample (average of 10 spots) acquired with a 405 nm laser.

Raman-based quantifications of carrier concentration and strain were performed
simultaneously using the methods reported by Schmidt et al. 45 While annealing cleans the surface
resulting in a net n-type doping as observed with XPS, Figure 3.2.12(a) indicates a small increase
in p-type doping for the graphene. This seeming contradiction is entirely expected. Such
discrepancies in dopant type have been previously reported when comparing results of
measurements performed in UHV to those performed in air.14 This occurs due to the doping effects
of adsorbed H2O and O2.46 Upon deposition of Ti, the hole carrier concentration decreases to
almost 0 as a result of n-type doping implicit with the chemisorption of the metal. Evidence of
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chemisorption is further observed in the relaxation of tensile stress shown in Figure 3.2.12(b) that
occurs owing to “stretching” of the graphene by the Ti, which possesses a 20% larger lattice
constant. 47 Upon heating, the effects of n-type doping by Ti are reversed. In total, the results are
consistent and corroborate those arrived at with XPS. A summary of the results of XPS and Raman
measurements can be found in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.2.13. Summary of (a) hole concentration and (b) compressive strain calculated from fits
to Raman spectra acquired with 405 nm laser
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Table 3.1. Summary of Results
Process
XPS Result
UHV annealing of as-received Removal of adventitious carbon
graphene at 550 °C
Increase in n-type doping*
UHV Ti deposition on UHV

UHV annealing after
deposition at 550 °C

Raman Result
No damage to graphene lattice
Increase in strain
Increase in p-type doping*

Formation of TiC over time due No damage to graphene lattice
to reactions with background Decrease in strain
gases
Increase in n-type doping
Attenuation of graphene signal
solely due to Ti overlayer; no
evidence of graphene reaction
Increase in n-type doping
Ti Increase in TiC composition
Increase in p-type doping

No damage to graphene lattice
Increase in p-type doping
Increase in strain
*discrepancy due to measurement in UHV (XPS) vs. ambient conditions (Raman)

3.2.4 Conclusion and Future Work
This work provides insight into the chemical and electronic interactions of the Ti/graphene
interface that is commonly fabricated for electrical contacts to graphene. This work definitely
concludes that, despite the observation of TiC bonding, no reactions take place between graphene
and adsorbed Ti, either during room temperature deposition, or after a subsequent 550 °C anneal.
Graphene can be successfully cleaned of surface contaminants by annealing for 12 hours at 550
°C. On a clean graphene surface, the formation of TiC results from background gases in the
chamber. The presence of adventitious carbon on as-received CVD graphene substantially
contributes to TiC formation. The n-type doping of graphene by Ti via orbital hybridization
manifests in the Raman spectra as well as XPS binding energy shifts and broadening of the
graphene C 1s peak. The effects of hybridization can be reversed with heat treatment which
promotes diffusion of carbon from the surface into the Ti clusters, resulting in what we believe to
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be an ordered non-stoichiometric TiC state. The bonding configuration of Ti in TiC, which changes
the electron occupation of the d orbital, interferes with the orbital hybridization mechanism that
facilitates doping in graphene.
A topic of future study could include Ni/graphene interface behavior. Like Ti, Ni is a
commonly used contact to graphene devices.48-51 As mentioned previously, Ni was used as the
substrate material in the early years of CVD graphene growth however the high solubility of C
atoms in Ni resulted in poor control over film thickness.52 While this behavior is well-documented,
uncertainty remains regarding the behavior of graphene covered with a Ni contacts. Lahiri et al.53
report that Ni deposited on graphene (grown on a Ni substrate) exhibits a decrease in surface
coverage due to diffusion and the formation of Ni carbide at temperatures above 100 ºC. Politou
et al.6 have identified Ni-carbide via XPS in Ni-contacted TLM structures, however they also
reported Ti carbide in Ti-contacted devices which is now known to be due to reactions with
adventitious carbon or background gases. Given that Ni exhibits high reactivity with amorphous
carbon54, it is possible that the observed Ni carbide phases are simply also due to reactions with
background gases or adventitious carbon on graphene surfaces. Work demonstrating the ability to
transfer graphene using a Ni film is evidence of strong interactions at the interface even under
high-vacuum deposition conditions.55 An experimental procedure of sequential Ni deposition in
UHV can be implemented to determine if a Ni-graphene reaction occurs or if

electronic

interactions at the interface manifest in XPS features.
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3.3 Processing Effects of High Vacuum-Deposited Titanium
Contacts to Transferred CVD Graphene

The following section has been adapted from Freedy, K. M.; Giri, A.; Foley, B. M.; Barone, M.
R.; Hopkins, P. E.; McDonnell, S., Titanium contacts to graphene: process-induced variability in
electronic and thermal transport. Nanotechnology 2018, 29 (14), 145201.

Abstract
Contact Resistance (RC) is a major limiting factor in the performance of graphene devices. RC is
sensitive to the quality of the interface and the composition of the contact, which are affected by
the graphene transfer process and contact deposition conditions. In this work, a linear correlation
is observed between the composition of Ti contacts, characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, and the Ti/graphene (Gr) contact resistance measured by the transfer length method.
Large variability in both oxide composition of the Ti and contact resistance is observed for samples
processed by nominally identical procedures. This is attributed to defects introduced inevitably
during the transfer process, particularly during the removal of polymer residues. We find that for
a single piece of transferred graphene, contact composition is tunable via deposition rate and base
pressure, however, variability between separately transferred samples dominates composition
irrespective of the deposition conditions. The effect of contact deposition conditions on thermal
transport measured by time-domain thermoreflectance is also reported and interfaces with higher
oxide composition appear to result in a lower thermal boundary conductance. Possible origins of
this thermal boundary conductance change with oxide composition are discussed.
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3.3.1 Introduction
The overwhelming majority of reports in the literature on metal/graphene contacts assume
ideal interfaces in which RC is explained by intrinsic interactions between graphene and the metal
such as effects of orbital hybridization, electrochemical equalization, and other mechanisms which
cause changes in the electronic structure of graphene due to the presence of a metal overlayer.1 As
discussed previously, the effects of processing conditions on the chemistry and properties of the
contact are often overlooked. The details of graphene processing procedures and contact deposition
conditions such as base pressure and deposition rate are rarely reported in device studies, even in
those which focus specifically on characterization of contacts. McDonnel et al.2 have shown that
the chemical composition of Ti is extremely sensitive to the deposition environment due to its high
reactivity with oxygen species. This warrants a thorough investigation to understand the effect of
deposition conditions on interface chemistry and transport properties.

3.3.2 Materials and Methods
The starting material (Graphene Supermarket 4”x4” Gr/Cu) was cut into ~2x2 cm2 pieces
for transfer onto 300 nm SiO2/Si purchased from University Wafer. A solution of 30 mg/mL
PMMA (Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in chlorobenzene was spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds
onto the Gr/Cu stack. The PMMA/graphene/Cu stack was cured on a hotplate at 60 °C for 10
minutes. The stack was placed in 3:1 deionized (DI) H2O:HNO3 for 1 minute followed by DI H2O
for 1 minute to remove graphene from the back of the foil. This was repeated twice. The Cu foil
was then dissolved in a solution of 0.5 M ammonium persulfate (APS) for a total of 21 hours. The
PMMA/graphene film was then transferred onto a 300 nm SiO2/Si wafer. Before transfer, the wafer
was cleaned with methanol, acetone, and DI water. The Gr/SiO2 was left to air dry for 30 minutes
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and was then heated to 180 °C for 5 minutes. Following this process, PMMA was dissolved in
acetone. The samples were then annealed in ultra-high vacuum at 350-410 °C for three hours to
remove PMMA residues.3 Following the anneal, the wafer was diced into smaller pieces to make
a sample set for each experiment. This minimizes any variability that might exist between
separately transferred samples.
After transfer onto SiO2, 5 nm of titanium was deposited onto graphene/SiO2 in a HV
electron beam evaporator at pressures of 10-7 or 10-6 Torr and deposition rates ranging from 0.01
to 0.5 nm/s, indicated by a quartz crystal monitor. Samples for TLM measurements were fixed
with a shadow mask prior to metal evaporation. The samples were not exposed to atmosphere
following the deposition of Ti. Au was deposited to cap the samples prior to removal from UHV
in order to prevent further oxidation of the Ti layer upon air exposure. Au films of 500 nm, 80 nm,
and 2 nm were deposited on samples for TLM, thermal measurements, and XPS, respectively. Xray photoelectron spectroscopy data was collected with a monochromated X-ray source at a pass
energy of 50 eV in our Scienta Omicron UHV system described previously in Section 2.3.1.1. The
samples were then characterized by the transfer length method (TLM) and time-domain
thermoreflectance (TDTR) to determine RC and thermal boundary conductance, respectively.
An explanation of TLM can be found in Section 2.3.5. We note that TLM data was acquired
under ambient conditions within 12 to 14 days of the initial graphene transfer and within one week
of contact deposition. Prior to measurement, the samples were stored in a desiccator. On each
sample, sixteen TLM structures were measured and the resistances corresponding to each contact
separation distance were averaged. Results acquired on the same samples after six months of air
exposure show a trend consistent with the original analysis shown in Figure 3.3.5. Other graphene
TLM studies utilize a wide range of TLM geometries typically processed by photolithography with
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contact spacings less than 100 µm.4-7 In these studies, typical reactor base pressures and deposition
rates were not reported. In our work, potential variations induced by photoresist residue was
avoided by using a shadow mask. Several TDTR scans are performed by Ashutosh Giri in Prof.
Hopkins Lab at different locations across the samples to ensure repeatability of the measurements,
and the data are fit with a model that accounts for thermal diffusion in a two-layer system by fitting
for hK across the Au/SiO2 interface.

3.3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.3.1 Deposition Rate and Contact Composition
We have found that oxide composition is largely dependent on the contact deposition
conditions. Titanium is highly reactive and will readily oxidize under high-vacuum deposition
conditions. As others have suggested2, 8-9 , the adsorption of oxidizing species onto the substrate
surface during deposition will affect the chemistry of the contact which is expected to manifest in
the electrical and thermal properties of the interface. Figure 3.3.1 shows oxide composition vs.
deposition rate for samples fabricated from three individually transferred pieces of graphene. Each
color represents a single piece of graphene transferred to SiO2 and subsequently split into three (or
four) samples to receive metal deposition at three (or four) different deposition rates. Sample-tosample variability is observed, but there appears to be a trend of decreasing oxide composition
with increasing deposition rate. The deposition rate determines the impingement rate of Ti atoms
on the surface of the substrate relative to the impingement rate of the oxidizing species from
residual gases. It is therefore expected that higher deposition rates result in lower oxide
composition, since at higher deposition rates, Ti atoms arrive at the sample surface at faster rates
than oxidizing species in the chamber.
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Figure 3.3.1. Plot of Ti oxide composition vs. deposition rate at a pressure of 1x10-7 Torr on
graphene/SiO2 samples. Each identical marker shape represents samples cut from the same piece
of graphene.

The presence of anomalous data points, namely the blue triangle at 0.5 nm/s, can be
explained by the presence of additional oxidizing species from PMMA residues. PMMA is
typically removed by dissolution in acetone followed by an anneal in UHV at a temperature high
enough to dissociate the various hydrocarbon species.10 The thermal decomposition of PMMA is
inherently a random process, and generated radicals can react with defects in the graphene or form
longer polymer chains that cannot be removed.11 Therefore, samples which undergo the same
PMMA removal process can be left with different quantities of PMMA residue, and the quantity
of PMMA residue is unlikely to be uniform across a single sample. Lee et al. have shown that a
PMMA-free transfer process results in lower contact resistance than that which uses PMMA12,
however PMMA is used for photolithography even when PMMA-free transfer processes are
employed. As mentioned earlier, PMMA residues are known to dope graphene and alter its
electronic properties.10 Furthermore, transport across the Ti/graphene interface will be inhibited
by the presence of contaminants which scatter charge carriers and obstruct hybridization between
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the graphene π-orbitals and Ti metal d-orbitals.1, 13 Orbital hybridization will also be inhibited by
the presence of an oxidized contact rather than a metallic one due to the different configuration of
the d orbitals. It has been shown that PMMA residues react with Ti overlayers to form oxide.14
The presence of PMMA residues on the samples used in this experiment is evident in XPS
and Raman spectra acquired before and after annealing the transferred graphene. The XPS
spectrum in Figure 3.3.2(a) shows the spectra components from PMMA residue, similar to the
results reported by Pirkle et al.10 The figure indicates a reduction in in polymeric species following
the anneal however it is clear that residue remains. The Raman spectra in Figure 3.3.2(b) show an
increase in the D-peak and a broadening of the G-peak following the anneal. This is consistent
with results reported by Gong et al.15 and is attributed to the presence of decomposed polymer
species.16

Figure 3.3.2. (a) XPS spectra acquired before and after annealing in UHV where the large peak at
284.8 eV corresponds to graphene and the smaller peaks correspond to different polymer residue
species. (b) Raman spectra acquired before and after annealing
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Other sources of variability in both the interface and contact chemistry could be related to
intrinsic defects in the CVD-grown graphene film or due to other extrinsic effects of transfer
process including residual Cu (although no Cu was found within our detection limit), incomplete
removal of graphene from the back of the Cu foil, wrinkles and tears in the film, or adsorbates.
While measures can be taken to assess the quality and uniformity of the transferred graphene prior
to device fabrication, such as characterization with Raman spectroscopy, these defects are inherent
to the transfer process and are fundamentally uncontrollable.
3.3.3.2 Effects of Base Pressure on Composition
Base pressure also has a substantial effect which can dominate over deposition rate. The
base pressure is a measure of the quantity of residual gases in the chamber. Depositing at higher
pressures increases the amount of oxidizing species available for reaction with Ti and low
deposition rates increase the impingement rate of Ti relative to that of oxidizing species, resulting
in a high coverage of oxidizing species on the surface of the sample which will then react with Ti.
This is observed in Figure 3.3.3. To overcome the issue of sample-to-sample variability, each
sample represented in Figure 3.3.3 was cut from a single piece graphene/SiO2 produced in a single
transfer. Two out of the three samples were deposited on at the same rate and different base
pressures, and two out of three were deposited on at the same base pressure but different rates. In
Figure 3.3.3(a), (i) corresponds to a deposition 1x10-7 Torr and a rate of 0.01 nm/s, (ii) corresponds
to a deposition at 1x10-7 Torr and a rate of 0.1 nm/s and (iii) corresponds to a pressure of 1x10-6
Torr at a rate of 0.1 nm/s.
The corresponding TLM data for each are shown in Figure 3.3.3(b). Comparison of (i) and
(ii) illustrates the effect of deposition rate alone at the same base pressure. As previously discussed,
a lower oxide composition results at a faster deposition rate. In (ii) and (iii), we observe the effects
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of varying base pressure at the same deposition rate. Depositing at 1x10-7 Torr yields 25% oxide
whereas 1x10-6 Torr results in 78% oxide. This indicates that base pressure has a substantial effect
on oxide composition. These results also show that base pressure has a stronger effect on contact
composition than deposition rate, since (i) shows a comparable oxide to (iii). The TLM results
corresponding to (i) and (iii) indicate that two samples of similar oxide composition can exhibit
markedly different RC if deposited under different base pressures. It is known that UHV
depositions result in cleaner interfaces and improved RC for unreactive metals like Au.17 Our
comparison of samples processed under lower and higher base pressures show that RC might be
dominated by the composition of the interface rather than the composition of the contact itself.
The larger error bars and confidence interval in the TLM data in (iii) are also indicative of greater
variability in measured RC throughout different regions of the sample.
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Figure 3.3.3. (a) Ti 2p core-level spectra for Ti deposited onto samples cut from a single
graphene/SiO2 sample at different deposition conditions resulting in different oxide compositions.
(b) Corresponding TLM results for each sample where black line represents the linear fit and the
red lines represent the upper and lower 95% confidence bounds.

3.3.3.3 Effect of Oxide Composition on RC
We have observed an overall correlation between RC and the oxide compositions of the
contacts shown in Figure 3.3.4. While large sample-to-sample variability is observed, the data has
a linear correlation coefficient of 0.7. The extent which there exists a linear correlation between a
set of points (x1,y1)…(xN,yN) is measured by the linear correlation coefficient, r, given by18

é=

èhê
èh èê

Equation 3.3
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where ;së is the covariance, and ;s and ;ë are the standard deviations of x and y. Eq. 1 can then
be written as
é=

sT Es (ëT Eë)
(sT Es)í (ëT Eë)í

Equation 3.4

If all points (xi,yi) lie exactly on the line <^ = = + ìb then the value of r will be ±1. The
quantitative significance of r depends on the number of measurements, N, which determines the
probability that two uncorrelated variables will yield a particular value of r. This can be applied
conversely to determine the probability that a particular value of r indicates that two variables are
correlated. For the data reported in this work plotted in Figure 3.3.4 of the text, the measurement
of oxide composition and RC on thirteen distinct samples yielded a correlation coefficient of 0.7.
By the methods reported in Ref. 18, this represents a 0.8% probability that oxide composition and
RC are uncorrelated. We therefore infer a 99.2% probability that RC is linearly correlated with
oxide composition. This value corresponds to a highly significant probability of linear correlation
between oxide composition and RC. Differences in the cleanliness of the interface observed in
Figure 3.3.3 might explain why contacts of similar oxide composition show large variation in RC
as seen in Figure 3.3.4.
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Figure 3.3.4. Plot of width-normalized contact resistivity as a function of oxide composition
showing a linear trend with a correlation coefficient of 0.7. Each set of identical markers on the
plot corresponds to samples which were cut from the same piece of transferred graphene but
processed under different conditions

Despite the inevitable sample-to-sample variability, our results suggest that some degree
of control over contact composition is achievable during the deposition process, particularly via
deposition rate and base pressure. The overall linear correlation between oxide composition and
RC summarized in Figure 3.3.4 is not surprising given that the electrical resistivity of TiO2 is orders
of magnitude higher than that of metallic Ti.19 The results presented in Figure 3.3.3 indicate that
the cleanliness of the graphene/TiOx interface, which is affected by the base pressure of the
deposition, likely dominates RC to a greater extent than the oxide composition. While we observe
a relationship between deposition rate and oxide composition in Figure 3.3.1, and a correlation
between RC and oxide composition in Figure 3.3.4, it is important to note that deposition rate does
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not have a substantial effect on RC. For example, a difference of 42% in oxide composition can fail
to have an appreciate impact on RC as was shown in Figure 3.3.3. It then follows that oxide
composition is not the prevailing factor determining RC.
3.3.3.4 Effects of Oxide Composition on hK
The effects of contact processing conditions manifest in thermal transport properties.
Figure 3.3.5(a) shows XPS spectra acquired for four samples fabricated with four different
deposition rates and (b) shows the corresponding thermal boundary conductance hK as a function
of oxide composition. XPS shows significant oxide composition at the slowest deposition rate of
0.01 nm/s. The oxide composition decreases between 0.01 and 0.1 nm/s. The thermal data indicates
that thermal boundary conductance hK is inversely related to the oxide composition. For the
deposition rate of 0.1 nm/s which resulted in the lowest oxide composition, hK =65±7 MW m-2 K1

, whereas for the slowest deposition rate which resulted in the highest oxide composition, hK =32

± 3 MW m-2 K-1. The values of hK correspond to Au/SiO2 interface where the effective interfacial
regions between Au and SiO2 for this analysis is the Ti/graphene layers, as mentioned previously.
The measured value of hK for the slower deposition rates matches very well with those
measured for a similar Au/Ti/graphene/SiO2 interface deposited at 0.05 nm/s and reported by Koh
et al.20 The twofold increase in hK with the faster deposition rate corresponds to the relative
decrease in the oxide composition between the different deposition rates as shown in Figure
3.3.5(a). Thus, a higher oxide composition in the Ti layer at an Au/Ti/graphene/SiO2 contact leads
to a lower hK (higher resistance) than a lower oxide composition. Stated differently, our results
suggest that to minimize the thermal resistance at the Au/Ti/graphene/SiO2 contact, the Ti should
be as metallic as possible. In contrast to thermal transport, electrical transport does not appear to
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be as sensitive to the composition of the contact for this particular sample, however the results
shown in Figure 3.3.3 indicate that the reactor base pressure does have an impact on RC.

Figure 3.3.5. (a) Ti 2p core-level spectra for graphene/SiO2 deposited at different rates at a base
pressure of 1x10-7 Torr. Values in parenthesis in red were acquired after six months of sample
fabrication, indicating that air exposure. (b) Time-domain thermoreflectance data for the same
samples as a function of oxide composition.

An in-depth analysis of the thermal transport results was performed by Prof. Hopkins. The
value of hK provides a quantitative metric for the efficacy with which energy is exchanged across
interfaces.21 In practice, these reported values represent the thermal boundary conductance across
an Au/SiO2 contact with contributions from the Ti and graphene layers and contaminant interfaces.
These measured Au/SiO2 thermal boundary conductance values represent a lumped conductance
value that accounts for heat flow from the Au, across the Au/Ti interface, through the Ti layer,
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across the Ti/Gr interface, and finally across the Gr/SiO2 interface. Due to the relatively small
thicknesses of the Ti and graphene, this Ti/Gr layer is treated as the interfacial layer between the
Au and SiO2, and thus these values for hK are indicative of the thermal conductance across an
Au/SiO2 contact with Ti/Gr in between, consistent with prior TDTR analyses and descriptions on
similar systems.20, 22 The appropriate analysis procedure to measure hK and the details of the
experimental setup are given elsewhere.23 The specific assumptions in our analysis regarding
similar Au/Ti/Gr/SiO2 systems are outlined in detail in previous work.22 The possible origins of
the change in thermal boundary conductance with change in oxygen content of the Ti layer
between the Au and graphene could manifest from various changes in electronic and vibrational
scattering and interfacial transport in each layer of the Au/Ti/graphene/SiO2 boundary region. The
major contributors to this change in thermal resistance, DR = D (1/hK) ~15.9 m2 K GW-1, could be
the change in hK at the Au/Ti interface, the change in thermal conductivity of the Ti, and the change
in hK across the Ti/graphene/SiO2 interface that would occur with a change in oxygen content in
the Ti layer. For exemplary purposes we pose the extreme cases in which one would expect the Ti
layer to either be fully TiO2, with a thermal conductivity of ~1.2 W m-1 K-124 or fully metallic Ti,
with a thermal conductivity of ~21.9 W m-1 K-125 . These cases lead to a change in resistance of
this layer as DR = 5x10-9/1.2 - 5x10-9/21.9 ~ 4 m2 K GW-1. We note this example calculation
considers the extreme case to calculate the maximum hypothetical resistance change of this layer.
As is evident, the above calculation for DR cannot explain the entire observed change in thermal
boundary resistance with different oxygen content in the Ti layer (as previously mentioned, DR
~15.9 m2 K GW-1). We note also that size effects were not considered in this DR calculation.26
Thus, the change in thermal resistance of the Ti layer cannot solely explain the measured changes
in thermal boundary conductance.
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Another possibility for the observed change in thermal conductance across the
Au/Ti/graphene/SiO2 region is the change in the Ti/graphene/SiO2 thermal boundary conductance.
Our previous work has demonstrated that changes in graphene surface chemistry induced from
plasma functionalization (including oxygen functionalization) can lead to appreciable changes in
thermal boundary conductance.22 Thus, one could hypothesize that the change in oxygen
stoichiometry in the Ti layer would also lead to changes in how the Ti reacts with residues and
thereby lead to changes in the chemistry at the Ti/graphene interface; thus impacting thermal
boundary conductance. We note that residual PMMA residue is present on all samples. Therefore
it is presumed that all Gr/Ti interfaces will actually be TiOx/graphene with some variation in the
amount of hydrocarbon incorporated.14 The impact of the variations in hydrocarbon incorporation
at the interface on the thermal boundary conductance is unknown and therefore cannot be ruled
out as a potential mechanism.
Finally, we consider the change in thermal boundary conductance at the Au/Ti interface as
a possible contributor to the measured change in DR of the Au/Ti/graphene/SiO2 interfacial region.
At pure metal/metal interfaces, the thermal boundary conductance is driven by the electron density
of states at the Fermi energies of the metals27, and this corresponding thermal boundary
conductance can be more than an order of magnitude greater than those at metal/non-metal
interfaces.28 We can assume that the resistance associated with the metallic phase of Ti in contact
with the Au will offer negligible resistance as compared to the non-metal oxide phases in the Ti
layer. Indeed, typical values for thermal boundary conductances across Au/non-metal interfaces
range from ~50 – 100 MW m-2 K-1, 29-32 limited by the relatively narrow spectral phonon bandwidth
in the Au. This corresponds to a DR of ~10 – 20 m2 K GW-1, on the order of our measured change
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in thermal boundary conductance with changes in oxygen content in the Ti (DR ~15.9 m2 K GW1

).
We estimate these various electron-electron and phonon-phonon resistances at the Au/Ti

layer interface in more quantitative detail through the use of diffuse mismatch models (DMM). As
mentioned previously, the electron DMM (eDMM) predicts the thermal boundary conductance
between two materials with large electron density of states compared to phonon density of states
(e.g., at metal/metal interfaces).30 Assuming values for the electron density of states at the Fermi
energy and calculated Fermi velocities for Au and Ti33-34, we predict a thermal boundary resistance
of Ree,Au/Ti = 0.17 m2 K GW-1 (thermal boundary conductance of 5,970 MW m-2 K-1 between the
electronic systems in Au and Ti, assuming both are pure metals). This eDMM calculation thus
predicts the thermal transport across the Au/Ti interface in the case when Ti is fully metallic. When
the Ti layer is oxidized, this electron-electron interfacial thermal transport pathway will be
reduced, and thus the Au phonon/Ti phonon interfacial thermal transport pathway can become a
dominant conductance, since the electronic densities of states of the TiOx regions of the adhesion
layer will be greatly reduced compared to the metallic Ti regions. Thus, we quantify this phononphonon thermal boundary resistance using the traditionally implemented phonon DMM
(pDMM).21 We calculate the phonon-phonon thermal boundary resistance of two cases: Au/Ti and
Au/TiO2 (rutile). In our pDMM calculations, we assume sine-type phonon dispersions of the
longitudinal and two degenerate transverse acoustic modes in each material with zone edge phonon
frequencies taken from Ref. 35 for Au (Γ ®X direction), Ref. 36 for Ti (Γ ®A direction), and
Ref. 37 for rutile (G®A direction). From this, we predict phonon-phonon thermal boundary
resistances of Rpp,Au/Ti = 6.17 m2 K GW-1 (hK,pp,Au/Ti = 162 MW m-2 K-1) and Rpp,Au/TiO2 = 6.76 m2
K GW-1 (hK,pp,Au/TiO2 = 148 MW m-2 K-1) for the Au/Ti and Au/TiO2, respectively. Based on these
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eDMM and pDMM calculations, the predicted change in thermal boundary resistance associated
with the change from a metal/metal Au/Ti interface (electron-electron) to a metal/non-metal Au/Ti
(Au/TiO2) interface (phonon-phonon) as DR = 6.0 m2 K GW-1 (6.6 m2 K GW-1). While this
calculation of DR is slightly lower than our observed change in thermal boundary resistance across
the Au/Ti/graphene/SiO2 interfaces (DR ~15.9 m2 K GW-1), we caution that the assumptions
required for DMM predictions could lead to uncertainties in these predicted values. Regardless, a
clear change in Au/Ti thermal boundary conductance will occur when the interfacial transport
transitions from an electron to phonon dominated process.
These simple qualitative and quantitative analyses suggest that the changes in thermal
boundary conductance across the Au/Ti/graphene/SiO2 boundary originate from changes in
resistance at the Au/Ti interface and possible additional changes in thermal conductivity in the Ti
layer. However, much more work needs to be pursued to study this precise interface in more detail
and to understand the fundamental electron and phonon scattering mechanisms driving this thermal
transport process with respect to changes in oxygen chemistry. This points to the future promise
of manipulating metal/metal contacts through metal type and chemistry to impact the thermal
resistances of graphene devices.

3.3.4 Conclusion and Future Work
This work sheds light on the inherent variability in graphene devices. By attempting to
correlate deposition conditions with the contact composition and contact resistance, we have found
that contact resistance is sensitive to the partial pressure during contact deposition, and that the
oxide of a Ti contact can strongly impact the thermal boundary conductance. It should be noted
that reactor pressure and deposition rate are not parameters that are typically reported when
describing device fabrication and yet this work demonstrates that both clearly affect device
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properties. The relationship between interface chemistry and contact resistance as well as thermal
transport opens doors for interface engineering. The data indicates that conditions which minimize
the adsorption of oxidizing species on the substrate, low base pressure and fast deposition rate,
result in lower electrical and thermal contact resistance, respectively. Directions for future work
are discussed below.
3.3.4.1 Transport Properties of UHV-Deposited Contacts
The results of Chapter 3.2 provide evidence of electronic coupling at the Ti/graphene
interface deposited in UHV, and the results of Chapter 3.3 suggest that UHV deposition conditions
might be optimal for achieving low RC and high hK. Therefore, future work should examine
electronic and thermal transport properties of UHV-deposited contacts. For measurements of RC,
it will be necessary to transfer the CVD graphene onto SiO2. A polymer free transfer process12, 38
could be used in order to keep the interface as clean as possible. Alternatively, a PMMA-aided
process could be performed with UHV metal deposition to in order to study the effect of variations
in hydrocarbon incorporation at the interface on transport properties in the absence of other sources
of oxide.
3.3.4.2 Deposition Conditions and Contact Morphology
Another topic for future study is the effect of contact deposition conditions on contact
morphology, and subsequent effects on transport properties. Our study in Chapter 3.3 accounts for
the effect of deposition rate on the chemistry of the interface, however, deposition rate likely also
affects morphological properties such grain size and roughness. While comparing the performance
of different metal contacts to graphene (all deposited under the same HV conditions at the same
deposition rate and thickness), Watanabe et al.39 have found that grain size was a more important
factor than metal work function in determining RC. Metals which yielded low values of RC
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(including Ti) had small grain size and high uniformity, whereas metals which resulted in high RC
exhibited large, non-uniform grains. This work suggests that RC and hK are likely also affected by
the morphology of contact. Future experiments can utilize transmission electron microscopy and
atomic force microscopy to examine the microstructure of the metal/graphene interface and the
surface topography of the contact, respectively, for Ti contacts deposited under different
deposition conditions.
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4 TRANSITION METAL DICHALCOGENIDES
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Properties, Processing, and Applications
Layered transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are materials with the composition MX2 where
M is a transition metal such as Mo, W, Sn, Hf, or Zr and X is a chalcogen such as S, Se, or Te.
Compounds which form layered TMD structures are shown in Figure 3.1.1(a). This part of the
dissertation will focus on 2H-MoS2 with work on 2H-WSe2 in Chapter 3.3. In a monolayer of a
layered TMD, the metal is covalently bonded to the chalcogen atoms on either side of it, yielding
a X-M-X sandwich structure.1-2 Like in graphite, the bonding between layers is characterized as a
weak van der Waals interaction. MoS2 and WSe2 occur in different polymorphs: hexagonal (2H),
rhomboheral (3R), trigonal (1T), and distorted 1T (1T’).3 The semiconducting 2H phase is the
most stable and most commonly observed in geological and synthetic MoS2 and WSe2, however
other phases can be synthesized and stabilized via methods such as metal intercalation, electron
beam irradiation, and strain engineering.3-4 In the 2H polytype, the metal coordination is trigonal
prismatic.1 The in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters are, respectively, 3.16 and 12.3 Å for
MoS2 and 3.29 and 12.95 Å for WSe2.5-7 The red rhombi in Figure 3.1.1(c) represent the primitive
unit cells of both materials.
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Figure 4.1.1. (a) Periodic table showing the transition metals and chalcogen elements that
crystallize in layered structures. The partially highlighted elements are those which form layered
structured with only some of the chalcogenides. For example, NiTe2 is layered whereas NiS2 is
not. Adapted from Ref. 1. (b) Structure of 2H-MoS2, representative of the structure of layered
TMDs, adapted from Ref. 8. (c) Three views of the lattice structures of 2H-MoS2 and WSe2,
adapted from Ref. 7.

For the fabrication of TMD-based devices and for the study of fundamental material properties,
geological material is frequently used.8-13 Geological material can be exfoliated mechanically to
produce thin or monolayer flakes via scotch tape or by liquid-phase exfoliation using sonication
in solvents or ion intercalation.14-16 These are the same types of procedures applied to isolate
graphene from HOPG. Like with graphene, exfoliation of geological TMD crystals is not suitable
for the large-scale development of TMD devices given the low yield and poor control over size
and thickness. Exfoliation of flakes of on the order of 10 mm2 has been demonstrated17, however
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there will always be a fundamental limit due to the crystal size itself. Geological MoS2 has been
found to have a high concentration of impurities and other defects such as S vacancies, Mo-rich
metallic clusters and other impurities as well as spatial variation of n- or p-type conductivities.1820

Methods of synthesizing TMDs include chemical vapor deposition (CVD)21-24, molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE)25-31, chemical bath deposition32-33, chemical vapor transport34-35. Synthetic routes
to TMDs offer not only potential for large scale processing but also improved control over
impurities, stoichiometry, defects, and doping. Geological, CVD, and MBE materials are
employed in this work and the procedures are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.2.
The electronic and optical properties of TMDs evolve as a function of the number of
layers.36 Bulk MoS2, for example, has an indirect band gap of 1.29 eV. The band gap increases
with thickness to a direct band gap of approximately 1.90 eV for a monolayer of material.36-37 A
similar indirect-to-direct gap crossover is expected for all MoX2 and WX2 compounds in the
semiconducting 2H phase spanning a range of band gap energies from 1.1 eV in the bulk to 1.9 eV
in the monolayer.38-41 This phenomenon occurs due to quantum confinement and the change in
hybridization between the pz orbitals on the chalcogen atoms and the d orbitals of the metal
atoms.41 Since the band gap of both bulk and monolayer material is close to that of conventional
semiconductors such as Si and GaAs (1.1-1.45 eV), TMDs are suitable for use in digital transistors
as well as optoelectronics. MoS2 transistors are predicted to exhibit ON/OFF ratios > 1010.42 The
highest reported value to date is 2.6×109.43 The ability to achieve high ON/OFF ratios with TMDs
presents a major advantage over graphene, whose lack of a band gap results in a very poor ON/OFF
ratio despite a high ON current.44
TMDs are particularly appealing for transistor applications due to the ability to achieve
extremely thin channels. The thinness of the material leads to superior gate control over the channel
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by reducing short channel effects.45 Electrostatic control of the channel charge by the gate has been
regarded as the biggest challenge in scaling silicon and III-V MOSFETs.46 One example of a short
channel effect is drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL). This occurs when the threshold voltage
of the channel becomes dependent on the bias applied to the drain due to poor electrostatic
shielding at short channel lengths. Liu et al.47 demonstrate a factor of 2 difference in DIBL between
a 12 nm thick flake and a 5 nm thick flake of MoS2 at a channel length of 50 nm. Yoon et al.42
calculate that for monolayer MoS2 with a channel length of 75 nm, DIBL can reach values as low
as 10 mV/V while simultaneously realizing the ideal value of ~60 mV/decade for MOSFET
subthreshold swing, a measure of the gate voltage required to change the drain current but an order
of magnitude.48 Furthermore, non-classical transistor designs such as tunnel-FETs48-50and
nonplanar geometries such as FinFETs51 present an opportunity for further enhancing subthreshold
characteristics, making TMDs suitable for low power operation.
Despite the promise of overcoming short channel effects, TMDs present a disadvantage for
high speed digital logic applications due to their low carrier mobility, which decreases from the
bulk to monolayer scale.52 The room temperature mobility for bulk MoS2 is 200-500 cm2 V-1 s-1
and the exfoliation of single layers of geological MoS2 onto a SiO2 substrate decreases this value
to 0.1-10 cm2 V-1 s-1.8, 53. Bulk WSe2 has an intrinsic hole mobility of up to 500 cm2 V-1 s-1.54 Due
to the weak screening of charge carriers in TMDs, mobility of carriers is highly sensitive to its
dielectric environment.55 The deposition of a high-k dielectric suppresses Coulomb scattering at
charged impurities and has been found to result in an improvement in mobility in monolayer MoS2,
yielding values of 150- 200 cm2 V-1 s-1 52, 56-57 Mobility improvements with high k-dielectrics have
been demonstrated in graphene58 and GaAs59 as well. Synthetic MoS2 exhibits electron mobility
values on the order of ~ 10 cm2 V-1 s-1.60 The theoretical phonon-limited electron mobility of
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monolayer MoS2 at room temperature is 410 cm2 V-1 s-1.52, 61 Similar values are expected for other
layered TMDs yet experimental values are typically 5 times lower.55
The values of mobility achieved with TMDs are low in comparison to Si (~1000 cm2 V-1 s1

) and extremely low in comparison with III-V semiconductors such as GaAs (~7000 cm2 V-1 s-1)

or InSb (~12000 cm2 V-1 s-1).46 It has been suggested that measured values of mobility are
underestimated due to the effects of contact resistance.10, 62-63 While TMDs are unlikely to compete
with III-V devices for high performance applications, their potential in the field of low power
electronics is widely recognized.42,

49-50, 64

Furthermore, due to their band gap energies

corresponding to visible light, TMDs are useful for applications in optoelectronics.65 Tsai et al.66
have reported a type II heterojunction solar cell with monolayer MoS2/p-Si with an efficiency of
5.23%, showing the ability to integrate TMDs with existing Si technology. More recently, a
WSe2/MoS2 heterostructure solar with 10% efficiency has been achieved.67 A number of highly
responsive TMD-based photodetectors have also been demonstrated,

68-72

as well as a variety of

flexible electronic and optoelectronic devices.73-75
Applications in thermoelectric energy conversion have also been suggested.76-81. Due to
the weak coupling between the 2D layers in TMDs, the materials exhibit low thermal conductivity
in the cross-plane direction. Disordered WSe2 has been found to exhibit the smallest thermal
conductivity ever observed in condensed matter, a value of 0.05 W m-1 K-1 reported by Chiritescu
et al.82 Low thermal conductivity in the cross-plane direction allows there to be a large temperature
gradient across a layered stack of TMDs sandwiched between two metal contacts, resulting in a
large voltage difference via the Seebeck effect, which will be explained in more detail in Chapter
4.4. On the order of 10 nm thickness, electron and phonon transport is ballistic and the power
generation mechanism is said to be thermionic rather than thermoelectric.77, 81, 83 Optimization of
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the generated power relies on efficient transport of electrons through the contacts as well as low
thermal boundary conductance and good thermal stability at the TMD/metal contact.
In summary, TMDs present a number of unique electronic and optical properties which
make them scientifically remarkable while also useful for a range of applications including
nanoscale low power electronics, photodetectors, and renewable energy technology including solar
and thermoelectric. The focus of the work presented in Part 4 of this dissertation is not specific to
a single type of TMD device or application. Instead it is meant to address gaps in the present
understanding of the metal/TMD interfaces which exist in all devices that are dependent on the
flow of current and heat for optimal operation and reliability. It is widely accepted that contact
interface is the dominant performance limiting factor for TMD transistors at short channel
lengths47, 63, 84, and as mentioned previously, high electrical contact resistance is thought to skew
measured values of carrier mobility.10,

62-63

The metal/TMD interface plays a key role in the

response speed of phototransistors71, in the performance of solar cells73, in the thermoelectric
figure of merit77, and in thermal management.85 A review of relevant literature on the metal/TMD
interface is presented in the following section along with an overview of the experimental work
reported in the following chapters.

4.1.2 Metal/TMD Interfaces
4.1.2.1 Electrical Contacts: The Role of Processing and Interface Chemistry
The study of metal/TMD interfaces has been largely motivated by the goal of achieving
Ohmic or low resistance contacts for electronic devices. While measurements of electrical contact
resistance are not performed in Part 4 of this work, a discussion of electronic properties of
metal/TMD contacts provides a context for characterization of metal/TMD interface chemistry. A
conventional approach to low resistance contacts stems from the Schottky Mott model, which
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predicts that the height of the barrier for electron injection is dependent on the degree of band
bending at the metal/semiconductor interface.19, 86 This is quantified by the absolute value of the
difference between the work function of the metal and that of the semiconductor.87 For an n-type
semiconductor, the condition for an Ohmic contact is that the work function of the metal be less
than that of the semiconductor. This means that that the charge induced in the semiconductor when
the Fermi levels align upon contact is provided by the majority carriers.88 When the work function
of the metal is greater than that of the semiconductor, a Schottky barrier is formed leading to a
higher resistance contact. Based on the Schottky Mott model, metal contacts should be chosen
based on work function to meet the condition for Ohmic contact. Given the propensity of MoS2
for n-type doping89, the ideal candidate contact based on this model would therefore be a low work
function metal. WSe2 is more likely to exhibit p-type doping90 which would make high work
function metals preferable for Ohmic contact. Low work function metals include Ti (4.3 eV)10, 91,
In (4.1 eV)7, Mo (4.5 eV)92, Cr (4.5 eV)91, and Sc (3.5 eV)10 may seem to be favorable candidates.7,
55

High work function metals include Ni (5.0 eV)10, Pt (5.9 - 6.1eV)10, 93, Au (5.4 - 5.7 eV)10, 93, Pd

(5.6 eV)7.
It has been experimentally observed that metal/MoS2 interfaces rarely adhere to the
behavior predicted by the Schottky Mott model.9-10,

84, 91, 93

In other words, contact behavior

(Ohmic vs. Schottky or n-type vs. p-type) is found to be not entirely dependent of the work function
difference between the semiconductor and the metal. For example, in the first report of a MoS2
based transistor, Radisavljevic et al.8 report Ohmic behavior for Au contacts to n-type MoS2. Given
the high work function of Au, this result is surprising. Similarly, Das et al.10 show that while the
Fermi levels of Ni and Pt are expected to line up close to the valence band of MoS2 resulting in ptype conduction, FETs produced with these contact metals exhibited n-type characteristics.
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Kaushik et al.94 observe the same n-type behavior for devices contacted with Au and Pd. Fontana
et al.13 show that Pd can form a p-type contact in agreement with Schottky Mott model, while Au
forms an n-type contact in agreement with the results of others.
It is apparent that two types of discrepancies exist in the literature concerning the electronic
properties of metal/TMD contacts. The first, as stated previously, is the deviation of experimental
results from the Schottky Mott model. The model assumes that the two materials maintain their
intrinsic properties upon contact. Given the absence of dangling bonds on the surface of TMDs,
they were believed to be chemically inert exhibiting minimal interactions with a metal overlayer.95
This is in contrast with conventional semiconductors, like Si or III-Vs, which have surface
dangling bonds that result in the formation of defect-induced or metal-induced gap states that pin
the Fermi level.96-97 Gong et al.93 suggest that in metal/MoS2 contacts dipoles formed at the
interface modify the metal work function, and that the S-Mo bonding is weakened by the adsorbed
metal leading to the formation of states in the band gap of MoS2. McDonnell et al.19 show that the
presence of defects in geological MoS2, specifically Mo-rich clusters, are a likely explanation for
the effective lowering of the Schottky barrier height in MoS2. These defects provide parallel
conduction paths for the electrons and manifest in the measurement of low electron Schottky
barrier contacts with high work function metals such as Au. Additionally, a number of low work
function metals including Ti, Mn, Ir, Sc, and Cr have been found to react with TMDs.12, 98-102
Reaction products can also result in the creation of states in the TMD band gap which pin the
Fermi level.12 Ultimately, the deviation from the Schottky Mott model is the result of different
chemical and electronic interactions that occur at the metal/TMD interface.
The second discrepancy in contact behavior is that which is found between different reports
in the literature studying the same metal/TMD systems. One such example already mentioned is
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the n-type conduction observed by Kaushik et al. and the p-type conduction reported by Fontana
et al. for Pd/MoS2 contacts. Similarly, English et al. report that Ti contacts behave worse than Ni
contacts whereas Das et al. report the opposite. We note that the key finding in the paper by English
et al. is that Au contacts deposited in UHV (~10-9 Torr) exhibit contact resistance that is three
times less than that of Au contacts deposited in HV (~10-6 Torr). This illustrates that two seemingly
identical metal/TMD systems can exhibit different electronic properties due to different processing
conditions, highlighting the important role of processing in interface properties that are often
discussed in the literature as solely material-dependent. Processing effects also explain deviations
between theory and experiment. For example, Chaung et al. show that MoOx contacts to p-type
MoS2 and p-type WSe2 exhibit Schottky barriers.103 McDonnell et al. note that this deviates from
band alignment calculations which predict Ohmic behavior.104 The disagreement is attributed to
the deposition of MoOx in HV, where the deposition results in a higher concentration of carbon in
the film yielding a lower MoOx work function.
Other investigations published by McDonnell et al.101 and Smyth et al.12,

102, 105

demonstrate that the base pressure during contact deposition, a process parameter that is typically
unreported in device papers, has a measurable impact on the chemistry of the interface. In addition
to affecting the concentration of carbon in the metal film or at the interface, the base pressure
determines which chemical states will be present at the metal/TMD interface. In the case of Ti, for
example, the presence of oxygen in HV deposition chambers prevents chemical reactions between
Ti and MoS2 as Ti instead reacts with oxygen species to form TiO2.101 In HV deposition of metals
on WSe2, WOx is found to form at the contact interface with Au, Cr, and Ir, whereas no oxidation
of the film is observed in UHV.12 Cr and Ir react to form Cr-Se and Ir-Se chemical states in both
HV and UHV on both MoS2 and WSe2 substrates, unlike Ti which reacts with MoS2 only in UHV.
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As mentioned, reactions can contribute to Fermi level pinning, which dominates the behavior of
the contact. These findings emphasize that an understanding of the effects of process conditions
on interface chemistry is essential for understanding device behavior. Furthermore, achieving
control over interface chemistry can be leveraged for property engineering.105
4.1.2.2 Control of Interface and Surface Chemistry
The ability to tune interface chemistry via deliberate processing steps is central to the work
presented in this part of the dissertation. The processing steps which we address are briefly
discussed here. One route to controlling interface chemistry is through post-deposition contact
annealing which is explored in Chapter 4.2. Annealing the device after contact deposition is
common practice in device processing and notable changes in device transport properties after
annealing have been observed.

9, 11, 105-107

English et al. report that post-deposition annealing

reduces hysteresis and stabilizes electrical measurements for Au contacted FETs.9 Baugher et al.
claim that vacuum annealing of devices with Ti/Au contacts eliminated all Schottky behavior.11
Abraham and Mohney observe decreased contact resistance by rapid thermal annealing of MoS2
FETs with Ag contacts.
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The improvement is speculated to be due to the diffusion of Ag into

MoS2, resulting in local doping under the contact. Liu et al.108 show a current improvement of two
order of magnitude after vacuum annealing WS2 FETs with Ti/Au contacts, stating that annealing
enhances contact adhesion. In all of the examples mentioned, chemical characterization of the
interface is lacking while the observed improvements are almost certainly correlated with change
in interface chemistry. Recently, Smyth et al.105 reported substantial improvement after annealing
WSe2 FETs contacted with Pd. They find that annealing Pd/WSe2 in forming gas at 400 ºC drives
the formation of PdSex which results in Ohmic band alignment. They also note that annealing in
UHV results in a smaller composition of PdSex and a higher Schottky barrier in comparison with
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annealing in forming gas. It is clear that, like contact deposition annealing, post-deposition
annealing conditions also play an important role in determining contact properties. Chemical
characterization of as-deposited and annealed metal/TMD interfaces is largely lacking in the
literature.
A second method for control of interface chemistry is through an opposite approach.
Instead of promoting contact adhesion, diffusion, and chemical reactions via annealing, the metal
contact is decoupled from the TMD via an interfacial oxide layer. Improvements in electrical
contact resistance, device stability, on-current, and mobility via this method using Ti/TiO2 contacts
have been demonstrated in a number of publications.109-112 The success of the interfacial oxide
approach has been attributed to Fermi level de-pinning by Park et al.109 and Kim et al.111 via
electrical measurements of the Schottky barrier height. The presence of an oxide is said to block
the penetration of the metal wave function into the semiconductor, preventing metal-induced gap
states which pin the Fermi level. Another possible mechanism discussed by Kaushik et al.112 is the
lowering of the electron Schottky barrier due to n-type charge-transfer doping from the oxide to
MoS2. We expand this work to consider the impact of an oxide layer on thermal boundary
conductance in Chapter 4.3.
Another important aspect of processing that affects the surface and interface chemistry of
TMDs is polymer-aided processing. These processes include the initial transfer of a synthetic TMD
film from its growth substrate to a target substrate via a carrier film, as well as photolithography
which requires a polymer resist. PMMA is very commonly used for both purposes in the
fabrication of TMD-based transistors, solar cells, and photodetectors.66, 106, 113-115 In most cases,
PMMA is dissolved in acetone for removal. In graphene-based devices, acetone removal is known
to leave substantial PMMA residues resulting in compromised mobility and contact resistance.116122
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As a result, different methods of surface cleaning are typically employed following acetone

dissolution, including annealing in UHV or background gases, and exposure to UV-O3.116, 119-121
While the removal of residues from graphene has been studied extensively, in MoS2 this has not
been examined. Given that PMMA residues have been shown to react with deposited contact
metals122, inadequate removal of PMMA residues can affect metal/TMD interface properties. The
experiments in Chapter 4.5 evaluate the efficacy of PMMA removal procedures on geological and
synthetic MoS2.
4.1.2.3 Thermal Transport at Metal/TMD Contacts
Power dissipation is regarded as a major challenge in scaling devices.85 Heat transport in
the cross-plane direction is critical for devices since it is the direction that contributes the most to
thermal resistance.123 In multilayer material, the weak van der Waals forces result in low thermal
conductivity in the cross-plane direction that is nearly 50 times smaller than the in-plane thermal
conductivity.83, 124 Due to their low dimensionality, heat transport in 2D devices is almost entirely
limited by their interfaces. At the MoS2/SiO2 interface, Raman thermometry and molecular
dynamics simulations by Yalon et al.125 and Suryavanshi et al.126 have found the thermal boundary
conductance to be 14 ± 4 and 15.5 ± 1.5 MW m-2 K-1. Using frequency domain thermoreflectance,
Goni et al.123 observe that the interfacial thermal conductance is found to be over three times higher
for monolayer MoS2 than multilayer MoS2. This is explained by the fact that monolayer MoS2 has
been found to conform better to SiO2 than multilayer material.127
The literature currently includes many reports on the intrinsic thermal properties of TMDs
and on thermal resistances across interfaces between TMDs and insulating substrates such as
SiO2.83, 123, 125-126, 128 Very few reports specifically focus on metal/TMD contact interfaces and the
majority are based on density function theory, making this topic of research largely uncharted
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particularly from an experimental perspective.129-133 The thermal boundary conductance across
metal/TMD interfaces is dominated by phonon transport, with a negligible contribution from
electron-phonon coupling.131 Using DFT, Yan et al.130 found that phonon-phonon coupling and
phonon transmission across the metal/TMD interface is strongly dependent on the degree of orbital
hybridization between the metal and TMD. Stronger chemical and electronic interactions between
the metal and TMD result in a higher thermal boundary conductance. A similar observation with
DFT was reported by Mao et al.129 in which thermal boundary conductance was correlated with
bonding. They also note that the thermal boundary conductance in metal/TMD interfaces is lower
than that of metal/graphene interfaces due to the mass disorder phonon scattering introduced by
the heavy metal atoms sandwiched between the lighter chalcogen atoms. Choi et al.134 have
experimentally measured hK at Ti, Al, and Au interfaces with WSe2, showing that higher degree
of bonding at the interface results in an increase in WSe2-WSe2 interlayer resistance due to a
change in the phonon density of states of the top WSe2 layer.
Although high thermal boundary conductance is desirable for most device applications for
effective heat removal, applications in thermoelectric energy conversion rely on high thermal
resistance across the device. Furthermore, the contact must be thermally stable as to not degrade
at high temperatures.135 As discussed previously, WSe2 is particularly promising for these
applications due to its record low thermal conductivity.78, 82 The dependence of thermal transport
on interface chemistry – and the need for control over transport properties to address applicationspecific requirements – further motivates the understanding of thermal transport properties across
different interfaces as well as the development of processes for control of interface chemistry. The
topic of thermal transport at metal/TMD interfaces is explored in Chapters 4.3-4.4.
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4.2 Reactivity of MoS2 with Metal Contacts and Effects of
Thermal Annealing

Abstract
The prevalent implementation of thermal annealing in contact processing and the need for contacts
to be thermally stable during device operation warrants an investigation of the thermal stability of
metal/MoS2 interfaces, which also requires an investigation of the as-deposited interface
chemistry. This work examines Ti, Ni, and Au contacts. Ti has been previously shown to react
with MoS2 at room temperature. Here we perform a detailed analysis of the chemical composition
and spatial distribution of reaction products at the Ti/MoS2 interface with angular resolved XPS,
supplemented by transmission electron microscopy with EELS and EDS. In the as-deposited state,
Ti diffuses into MoS2 causing scission of the Mo-S bond and the formation of Ti-S species. Mo
metal and Ti-S compounds are found to coexist in the same region with a diffuse interface between
disordered Ti-rich and Mo-rich regions. Thermal annealing of the interface to 100 °C shows a
small increase in reaction products which increase further upon subsequent annealing to 300 and
600 °C. STEM indicates partial recrystallization of the disordered regions at 400 °C. Ni deposited
on MoS2 is found to exhibit interactions at the interface that manifest in the formation of new
chemical states in the Mo 3d spectra that resemble sulfur vacancy defects and new chemical states
in S 2p that likely correspond to Ni-S surface states. A similar result is observed following the
deposition of Au. The new states formed at the Ni/MoS2 interface vanish upon thermal annealing.
XPS, AFM, and STEM also provide evidence of agglomeration and diffusion of Ni into MoS2
upon annealing. Unlike with Ni, the new chemical states at the Au/MoS2 interfaces remain after
annealing. The interaction also manifests in the Au 4f spectra.
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4.2.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the chemistry of the metal/MoS2 interface and changes that occur
as a result of thermal annealing. This study is motivated by (1) the prevalent implementation of
thermal annealing in contact processing and (2) the need for contacts to be thermally stable during
device operation. As discussed in the introduction to Part 4, thermal annealing following contact
deposition is a common processing step thought to enhance device properties by improving contact
adhesion or promoting doping in the semiconductor. These phenomena undoubtedly occur as a
result of changes in the chemical composition at the contact/TMD interface that are driven by
heating. Reports in the literature generally indicate an improvement in electrical transport as a
result of annealing.1-2 The underlying mechanisms for the observed changes in measured device
properties are largely speculated or entirely overlooked.1, 3-6 Furthermore, the long term stability
of devices relies on contacts that retain consistent properties after many cycles of operation.
Changes in interface chemistry that occur due to heat dissipated during operating conditions can
therefore compromise reliability. This is particularly important for thermoelectric energy
conversion devices in which thermal conductivity is low and the device is subject to a large
temperature gradient.7 The acquisition and analysis of XPS data on metal/MoS2 structures after
heating to different temperatures can provide insight to address the aforementioned gaps. The XPS
results are supplemented by STEM images of cross-sectioned metal/MoS2.
Detailed XPS studies examining the reactivity of metal/MoS2 interfaces at different
temperatures were published in the late 1980s and early 1990s when metal/MoS2 composite
coatings were of interest for applications in tribology and heterogeneous catalysis. For example,
Durbin et al.8 studied Cr on MoS2, showing that Cr is reactive with MoS2 at room temperature
forming metallic Mo and Cr-S, and that heating the material following deposition results in an
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increase in the reaction products. Lince et al.9-10 report similar behavior for Mn on MoS2, whereas
Fe was found to delaminate from the MoS2 surface as a result of annealing. These studies illustrate
the differences in the behavior of reactive (Cr and Mn) vs. non-reactive (Fe) metals on MoS2 after
thermal annealing, however Mn and Fe are not commonly used as contacts for devices.
For 2D device applications, Ti is thought to be among the best contact metals to MoS2 due
to the low lattice mismatch (1%), high density of delocalized states near the Fermi level, and low
and narrow barrier for electron transport.11 Ti contacts are commonly used and often annealed post
deposition at temperatures ranging 200-400 °C.1, 5-6 McGovern et al.12 and McDonnell et al.13 have
demonstrated that a reaction occurs at room temperature when Ti is deposited on MoS2 in UHV,
resulting in the formation of metallic Mo and TixSy compounds. Wu et al.14 arrived at a similar
conclusion with density functional theory and STEM with EELS. The literature currently lacks
reports on the effects of annealing on the interface chemistry of Ti/MoS2. Annealed UHVdeposited Ti contacts to MoS2 have been found to perform relatively poorly compared to other
metals. The focus of this chapter is on developing a thorough understanding of the chemical
composition of the as-deposited Ti/MoS2 interface, and examining changes that occur as a result
of annealing. A preliminary investigation of the interface chemistry and thermal stability of Ni and
Au contacts to MoS2 is also presented. A summary of previous work characterizing metal/MoS2
interfaces is shown in Table 4.1. The table is focused on metals which are analyzed in this chapter
(Ti, Ni and Au) and others which are referenced and discussed. XPS studies of the effects of
thermal annealing on metal/MoS2 have been conducted only on Cr, Mn, and Fe which, as
mentioned, are not commonly used for electrical contact in devices. XPS for common contacts
(Au, Ti, Ni) has only been performed on as-deposited material.
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Table 4.1 Summary of literature on experimental chemical and electronic characterization of
metal/MoS2 interfaces. Ti, Ni, and Au are studied in this work. Work in the literature on Cr, Mn,
Fe, and Pd is discussed.
Ref.
12
14
13
1
15
16,
17

Deposition
UHV
UHV
HV and UHV
UHV
Unreported*
UHV

Annealing
None
None
None
300 °C for 2 hr in HV
None
Heated sequentially in
UHV to 927 , time not
specified

Characterization
XPS
TEM, EELS
XPS
TLM
FET I-V Curves
Auger
electron
spectroscopy
(AES)

Key Result
Reaction of Ti+MoS2 àTi-S + Mo0 at room temperature
Reaction of Ti+MoS2 àTi-S + Mo0 at room temperature
Reaction occurs in UHV only and not in HV deposition
High RC (~7 - 9 kΩ µm)
EF pinned near MoS2 conduction band (Φ=0.050 eV)
- No interactions below 327 °C
- Some diffusion of Ni into MoS2 at 327-527 °C
- Agglomeration of Ni film > 527 °C

1
15
18
19
1

HV
Unreported*
UHV
HV and UHV
HV and UHV

300 °C for 2 hr in HV
None
None
None
300 °C for 2 hr in HV

20

Unreported*

Unreported

8, 21

UHV

19

HV and UHV

Heated sequentially in
UHV from 425-850
°C,
time not specified
None

TLM
FET I-V Curves
XPS
XPS
TLM
FET- IV curves
TLM
FET I-V Curves
XPS

Mn

9

HV and UHV

Fe

10

UHV

Pd

22
18
23
20

RC ~ 4-7 kΩ µm
n-type Fermi level pinning (Φ=0.150 eV)
No chemical bonding
No chemical bonding
- RC for Au ~0.7 - 2 kΩ µm in UHV; ~3.5–5 kΩ µm in HV
- Φ = 0.15 eV
- RC ~ 30-45 Ω mm
- Φ = 0.12 eV
- Reaction of Cr+MoS2 àCr-S + Mo0 at room temperature
- Reaction driven to completion < 425 °C
- Increase in S composition at the Cr surface with temp.
- Coalescence of Cr > 650 °C
- Reaction occurs under both HV and UHV conditions
- HV deposition conductions also result in CrOx
- Reaction of Mn+MoS2 àMn-S + Mo0 as deposited
- Reaction driven to completion above 497 °C
- Increase in S composition at the Mn surface with temp.
- Coalescence of Mn > 767 °C
- No evidence of reaction in the bulk
- Fe-S surface states and S-vacancy states are observed
following initial deposition
- Heating eliminates these chemical states
No chemical bonding
No chemical bonding
- No chemical bonding
- Perturbation of the MoS2 surface due to Pd overlayer
- Pd aligns midgap with MoS2 (Φ =0.67 eV)
- RC ~ 75-200 kΩ mm
- Φ = 0.4 eV

Ti

Ni

Au

Cr

XPS

Heated sequentially in
UHV from 497-857
°C,
time not specified
Heated sequentially in
UHV from 327-927
°C, time not specified

XPS

HV
UHV
UHV

None
None
None

XPS
XPS
XPS

Unreported*

Unreported

TLM
FET I-V Curves

XPS

*In cases where deposition conditions are unreported, HV deposition is most likely due to its
prevalence in device processing
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4.2.2 Materials and Methods
MoS2 geological crystal samples (SPI24) were exfoliated for surface cleaning, mounted
onto Mo plates with Ta foil, and then immediately loaded into UHV (base pressure 2 x 10-9 mTorr).
XPS data was acquired on the pristine samples prior to metal deposition. A thin layer of metal (26 nm) was deposited by electron beam evaporation (Mantis Quad EV-C) in our UHV system and
XPS data was acquired in-situ after deposition.25 For the study of thermal treatment, samples were
heated in the UHV chamber to 100, 300, and 600 °C for 30 minutes at each temperature. XPS
measurements were performed following each heat treatment. All XPS data was collected at a pass
energy of 50 eV with a 1486.7 eV Al Kα photon source at 45° takeoff angle. Angular resolved
XPS was performed by varying the angle between the sample surface and the analyzer from 30°
to 70° in 10° increments. The XPS spectra were analyzed with kolXPD.26 Samples for STEM
analysis were heated to 400 °C. Additional information on the TEM measurement can be found in
Section 2.3.4.

4.2.3 Results and Discussion
4.2.3.1 Band Bending and Chemical Composition of As-Deposited Ti/MoS2
Before investigating the effect of post-deposition annealing, we closely examine the
interface chemistry of the Ti/MoS2 system in its as-deposited state. Normalized XPS spectra of the
Mo 3d and S 2p core levels of the sample before and after deposition are shown in Figure 4.2.1
below. Following the deposition of a thin layer of Ti in UHV, the Mo0 chemical state is observed
in the Mo 3d spectrum. New chemical states in the S 2p spectrum correspond to Ti-S reaction
products. Calculations by both McGovern et al. and Lince et al. conclude that the reaction to form
ideally stoichiometric TiS from Ti + MoS2 is thermodynamically favorable at 298 K having a
Gibbs free energy change of -24.1 kcal/mol.12, 22 TiS is an extremely rare compound found in
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nature for the first time in 2011 in a 2.4 billion year old meteorite.27-28 As a result, reference XPS
spectra are not available. A number of reference spectra are available for TiS2 and TiS3.29-32 TiS2
has its 2p3/2 component at 160.8 eV. TiS3 is characterized by two S 2p chemical states, one
corresponding to the S2- atom at 161.2 eV and one corresponding to the S22- disulfide cluster at
162.4 eV. Our S 2p spectra do not consistently match with either indicating that a different
stoichiometry occurs. In the fit shown in Figure 4.2.1, the Mo-S state intensity yields an RSF
normalized S/Mo ratio of ~2, and all widths and spin-orbit splitting values have been fixed based
making the fit realistic despite our inability to assign the specific S-Ti states. Calculation of the
S/Ti ratio will be revisited in the angular resolved study. The multiple states in the S 2s peak of
the Mo 3d spectrum correspond to those shown in the S 2p spectrum. In other words, their relative
intensities and positions were fixed to correlate with S 2p. A table of fit parameters is shown in
Appendix A.

Figure 4.2.1. Mo 3d and S 2p core levels before and after Ti deposition

Lince et al.22 note that since Mo atoms are unlikely to react with transition metals, any
observed core level shifts in the Mo 3d spectrum are attributed to band bending. This is in
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agreement with work by Domask et al.33 who note that the binary Ti-Mo system shows no
intermetallic compounds. In Figure 4.2.1, we observe a Mo 3d core-level shift of +0.34 eV (away
from EF) after the deposition of Ti, and an identical shift of +0.34 eV is also observed in the MoS peak of the S 2p spectrum. The identical shift in both core-levels is expected since Fermi level
shifts affect each core level equally. Band-bending, as described by Schottky and Mott, occurs due
to the work function difference between the metal and the semiconductor.34 The work function of
geological MoS2 ranges from 4.5 to 5.4 eV due to variations in local doping.35 We have measured
the work function of UHV-deposited Ti, ϕm, to be 4.17 eV. We note that this is lower than the
previously reported values of 4.33 eV36-37 however this is potentially due to differences in film
deposition conditions or time between deposition and measurement. The work function is known
to be sensitive to carbon concentration38, and as shown in Chapter 3.2, Ti readily forms carbide
even in UHV. Our data was acquired immediately following deposition to minimize the effects of
carbide formation on the measured work function.
When the metal-semiconductor contact is formed, charge transfer occurs at the interface
until the Fermi levels align. The charge transfer creates an electric field across the interface which
shifts the semiconductor valence and conduction band edges, resulting in band bending. The
degree of band bending is given as VBB=ϕm - ϕS. If ϕm > ϕs, the semiconductor valence and
conduction bands bend upward at the interface whereas the bands bend downward at the interface
for which ϕm < ϕs.34, 39 This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.2. For the case of a n-type semiconductor,
ϕm < ϕs results in an Ohmic contact whereas for a p-type semiconductor this results in a Schottky
contact. The opposite is true when ϕm > ϕs.
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Figure 4.2.2. Band diagrams of metal/n-type semiconductor interface where ϕm > ϕs on the left
and ϕm < ϕs on the right. Evac is the vacuum energy, EC is the conduction band minimum, EV is the
valence band maximum and χs is the electron affinity of the semiconductor. Adapted from Ref. 34.

McDonnell et al.18 report Mo 3d5/2 binding energies of 229.86 eV for n-type material, and
229.11 eV for p-type material. Based on these values, the material in our experiment is likely ptype, having an initial Mo 3d5/2 binding energy of 229.16 eV. At the lower limit of the work
function of MoS2, which is 4.5 eV, the value of VBB would be 0.33 eV. At the upper limit of 5.4
eV, VBB = 1.23 eV in a downward direction at the interface. The shift we observe is 0.34 eV toward
higher binding energies. It is close to what would be expected for MoS2 having a work function of
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4.5 eV. However, this work function clearly corresponds to n-type material where ours is p-type
based on the Mo 3d core-level binding energy. Therefore our result deviates from the Schottky
Mott model.
McGovern et al.12 observed VBB=0 eV following Ti deposition on air-cleaved MoS2. They
explain that the air-cleaved MoS2 exhibits Fermi level pinning from carbon contamination making
it insensitive to metal overlayers. One potential explanation for the discrepancy between our result
and that of McGovern et al. is that in our experiment, a different spot on the sample was measured
before and after Ti deposition as the sample had to be moved inside the chamber between
evaporator to the X-ray source. Variations in doping between different spots on MoS2 geological
crystals have been documented.18, 35, 40 In order to eliminate the possibility that the apparent core
level shift is simply due to spot-to-spot variability on the sample, we examine data from seven
separate experiments in which Ti was deposited on different pieces of MoS2 geological crystal.
The Mo 3d5/2 binding energies of the Mo-S peak before and after Ti deposition are represented in
Figure 4.2.3. It is clear from the values of pristine MoS2 that the material is highly variable,
exhibiting both n- and p- type regions. Nevertheless, a shift to higher binding energies is
consistently observed. By performing a two-sample t-test for equal group means41 to test for the
statistical significance of the apparent core level shifts at a significance level of 0.05, there is
sufficient evidence that a core-level shift does occur due the deposition of Ti (with a 9×10-4
probability of error). The appearance of new chemical states at the interface together with the
deviation from the Schottky Mott model indicate that the observed Fermi level shift is not simply
due to band bending from charge transfer between MoS2 and Ti. The Fermi level is likely pinned
at defect states formed due to chemical reactions.
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Figure 4.2.3. Representation of Mo 3d5/2 binding energy (of the Mo-S chemical state) in seven
different MoS2 samples before and after Ti deposition. Dashed lines indicate the maximum and
minimum values, the box boundaries represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of the samples, and
middle red line represents the median.

The result shown in Figure 4.2.3. indicates that Ti pins EF within a range of values
corresponding to n-type conductance. This is unlike the result observed by Dong et al.23 following
the deposition of Pd on MoS2. In their work, binding energies following the deposition of Pd were
reported to be identical on seven different spots on the sample, despite the sample initially
exhibiting a high degree of spot-to-spot variability and both n- and p- type conductances in its
pristine state. We note that our data was acquired from different samples which may have had
varying concentrations of adventitious carbon and oxygen on the surface. Additionally, unlike
Pd/MoS2, the Ti/MoS2 interface does undergo a reaction. Due to the reactivity of Ti/MoS2, the
Fermi level shift may be more susceptible to inhomogeneity.
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4.2.3.2 Angular Resolved XPS Analysis of As-Deposited Titanium on MoS2
An improved understanding of the vertical distribution of the various chemical species in
the Ti/MoS2 system can be achieved with angular resolved XPS (AR-XPS) measurements as
described in the Section 2.3.1.5. In this method, the surface sensitivity of the measurement is varied
by adjusting the angle between the sample surface and the analyzer. The spectra acquired at each
angle for a MoS2 substrate with ~3 nm of Ti deposited on MoS2 are shown in Figure 4.2.4 The
most surface sensitive measurement corresponds to the 30° takeoff angle (from the sample surface)
whereas the most bulk sensitive corresponds to 70°.

Figure 4.2.4. Angular resolved XPS data of Ti/MoS2 (as deposited)

Upon examination of the Mo 3d spectra, it is clear that the Mo0 peak intensity (227.3 eV)
decreases relative to that of the Mo-S peak (228.4 eV) as the measurement becomes less surface
sensitive (more bulk sensitive). This is expected given that Mo0 forms due to the reaction of MoS2
with Ti which was deposited on the surface. The Mo0 layer is therefore expected to be near the
surface, most likely at an interlayer between the substrate and Ti. As the measurement becomes
more bulk sensitive we also observe an increase in the S 2p peak near ~162.2 eV which roughly
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corresponds to the position of S bonded to Mo. The Ti 2p spectra appear to be predominantly
comprised of Ti metal, however the peaks are broader than pure Ti metal due to the superposition
of Ti-S chemical states as well as a small quantity of Ti-C. No carbon was present on the surface
of the MoS2 prior to Ti deposition, therefore all carbide formed due to reaction with background
gases in the chamber as discussed in Chapter 3.2.42-43 We note that the rate of carbide formation
over time was monitored, and all core level intensities were multiplied by a time-dependent
correction factor to compensate for the effects of attenuation in carbide.
An alternative means of visualizing the change in the relative quantities of chemical species
is shown in Figure 4.2.5. In this figure the percentages of the signals from different chemical states
within the XPS detection volume are plotted as a function of angle. The RSF-normalized intensity
from each species was taken as a percentage of the sum of intensities of all chemical states at each
angle. This approach treats the total signal as one that originated from an overlayer in which the
different species are homogeneously distributed. Given that the percentages change as a function
of takeoff angle, which varies the surface sensitivity, it is clear that that the species are not
homogeneously distributed and are instead vertically distributed in the sample. The data acquired
at 60° appears to deviate from the trend possibly due to spot-to-spot variability as the x-ray spot
was refocused between angles. The surface of geological MoS2 is macroscopically very rough as
shown in Figure 4.2.6. Probing a spot that is not flat could result in anomalous data. It is also
possible that the edge of the sample was measured. Since only this single data point deviates from
the expected trends, it is discounted in the subsequent quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, it is clear
that the composition of Ti and S-Ti species decreases as the measurement becomes more bulk
sensitive while the signal from Mo-S and Mo increases.
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Figure 4.2.5. Percent of total intensity corresponding to different species. Parenthesis indicate the
core-level.

Figure 4.2.6. Optical micrograph of geological MoS2 showing roughness on the macroscopic scale
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Quantitative models reported by Himpsel et al.44 and Vitchev et al.45 described in detail in
Section 2.3.1.5 can be applied and compared with the experimental results to determine the
approximate distributions and relative thicknesses of the different layers in the system. These
models account for the attenuation of a core-level intensity in an overlayer as a function of takeoff
angle _, overlayer thickness `, and the effective attenuation length λ of the core-level signal in the
overlayer. The theoretical ratio of core-level intensities from different layers in the material system
is computed using the model. The ratio is then compared with the experimental intensity ratio to
determine which interface structure is most likely. The models assume that overlayers have
uniform coverage. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterization of Ti/MoS2 is shown in
Figure 4.2.7. The absence of surface features indicates that Ti does not agglomerate but instead
forms a reasonably uniform layer on top of MoS2.

Figure 4.2.7. AFM image of as-deposited Ti/MoS2. The diagonal streaks are an artefact.

From examination of the raw data and percentages represented in Figure 4.2.5, we consider
two possible interface structures. The first is a layered structure of MoS2/Mo0/TixSy/Ti. In the
second possibility, Mo0 and TixSy exist in the same layer, having the structure MoS2/Mo0+TixSy/Ti.
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These are illustrated schematically in Figure 4.2.8. To test the first possibility, we apply the
following equation45
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Equation 4.1

to calculate the theoretical intensity ratio assuming a Mo0 overlayer on MoS2. The last two
exponential terms cancel out since the Mo 3d core level intensities from both the MoS2 and Mo0
are attenuated equally in the TixSy/Ti layer due to their nearly identical kinetic energies. We have
experimentally measured the ratio of 8óòU /8óò@í

A

to be 0.4. The value of λóò,óò is 15.638 Å and

λóò,Ü^h @ê is 30.832 Å according to the NIST EAL database.46

Figure 4.2.8. Schematic illustration of the two layered structures that are considered in this chapter
where (a) represents MoS2/Mo0/TixSy/Ti and (b) represents MoS2/Mo0+TixSy/Ti

A plot of the theoretical intensity ratios at different thicknesses `óòç as a function of
takeoff angle is shown in Figure 4.2.9. The bottom curve represents `óòç =10 Å and the top curve
represents `óòç =20 Å. The black circles represent the experimental data. To quantitatively
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determine which curve matches best with the data, we define a loss function that is the sum of the
absolute values of the deviation47 between the experimental and theoretical values of

Sïñç
SïñHí

for each

curve. The best fit to the data is that at which the loss function is closest to zero. As mentioned
previously, the data point acquired at 60° is omitted from all calculations in this chapter. A
minimum loss value of 1.15 is found at a thickness of 13 Å of Mo. It is clear that none of the data
points, fall close to the same line, even excluding the data at 60°, indicating that the assumption of
a Mo0 layer directly on top of MoS2 is not correct.

Figure 4.2.9. Theoretical curves of

Sïñç
SïñHí

ratios as a function of angle calculated at Mo0 layer

thicknesses ranging from 10 to 20 Å. Black circles correspond to experimental data.

To test whether a MoS2/Mo0+TixSy/Ti model in Figure 4.2.8(b) results in better agreement
with the experimental data, the following equation is implemented48
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Here we assume a constant overlayer thickness ` comprised of a combination of Mo0 and TixSy.
The relative quantities of Mo0 and TixSy are varied with 0 < õ < 1. This approach relies on the
optimization of two unknowns, ` and õ. Figure 4.2.10 shows plots generated using the equation.
Each plot corresponds to a fixed value of ` that is specified at the top of each plot. The different
curves correspond to different values of 9, where ` ∗ õ is the effective thickness of Mo0 and ` ∗
(õ − 1) is the effective thickness of TixSy. Initially, we set õ to range from 0.1 to 0.9 in increments
of 0.1 with the thickness ` ranging from 25 to 30 Å in increments of 1 Å. The minimum deviation
of the computed values from the experimental data, a value of 0.12, is observed at a thickness of
28 Å and a composition of 50% Mo0, 50% TixSy.
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Figure 4.2.10. Theoretical

Sïñç
SïñHí

ratios calculated as a function of angle at fixed overlayer

thicknesses with varied compositions of Mo0 and TixSy. Each plot represents a different total
overlayer thickness. The curves correspond to increasing Mo composition (decreasing TixSy
composition) from top to bottom from 0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1. The data points are
represented as black circles. The outlier at 60º is designated with an X and was not used to
determine the best fit.

To determine more accurate values of composition and thickness, the second iteration of
this analysis was conducted with composition ranging from 0.4 < õ < 0.6 in increments of 0.02.
Thickness was varied from 27 to 29 Å. The minimum loss was found to be a value of 0.08 at a
thickness of 27 and a composition of 56% Mo, 44% TixSy. The best fit model and the data are
shown below in Figure 4.2.11. It is clear that this model is in better agreement with the
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experimental data than the approach implemented in Figure 4.2.9 which assumed a Mo0 overlayer.
The coexistence of both the metal sulfide species and the Mo0 chemical states at the same depth is
consistent with the report by Durbin et al. on Cr/MoS2.8

Figure 4.2.11. Best fit result of the second iteration of the model in Equation 1.2 performed with
compositional increments of 2%. The curve is computed based on theoretical intensity ratios and
the experimental data points are represented as black circles. The outlier at 60º is designated with
an X and was not used to determine the best fit.

Next, we determine the thickness of the unreacted Ti layer remaining on the surface using
the following equation to calculate the theoretical Ti/Mo intensity ratio:
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We note that the Ti 2p intensity measured is a superposition of both metallic Ti and TixSy.
Deconvolution of the Ti 2p spectrum to resolve Ti from TixSy cannot be performed with accuracy
in the available software given the asymmetric line shape of the peaks and the unknown binding
energies and widths of the Ti-S states. As a result, an alternative method is used to determine
8Ü^ based on the results of the previous model. Assuming that Mo0 comprises 56% of the compound
interlayer between the substrate and Ti, we can calculate the total RSF-normalized intensity of the
compound interlayer using 8{òü7ò†\F =8óòç /0.56. The remaining 44% of the signal from the
compound interlayer is from some combination of Ti and S atoms that from the TixSy states. The
relative quantities of Ti and S can be varied with a constant 0 < ¢ < 0.44 such that

8{òü7ò†\F = 0.56 ∗ 8óòç + ¢ ∗ 8Ü^E@ + 0.44 − ¢ ∗ 8@EÜ^

Equation 4.4

where 8Ü^E@ is the intensity of Ti atoms bonded to S in the compound layer, 8@EÜ^ is the intensity
of S atoms bonded to Ti in the compound layer, and 0.44 − ¢ /¢ is the S/Ti ratio. The value of
¢ ∗ 8Ü^E4 is subtracted from the total experimental Ti intensity to determine what the metal
overlayer intensity 8Ü^ would be at a given S/Ti ratio in the compound layer. The best fit generated
by this model is shown in Figure 4.2.12. The best result is achieved at S/Ti = 0.37, ` Ü^ = 21 Å.
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Figure 4.2.12. Best fit of
as variables

SãT
SïñHí

as a function of angle with numerical optimization of S/Ti and dTi

We note that there are a number of sources of error in these calculations such as spot-tospot variability in XPS measurements due to surface roughness, errors in the fits of the data, and
errors in the RSFs, and effective attenuation lengths which vary with angle. Furthermore, our
model assumed a layered structure with abrupt interfaces between Ti, the compound layer
(TixSy+M0), and the substrate. In reality, the interface is likely to be graded where the relative
composition of Ti, S, and Mo0 species is not homogenous within a defined thickness region.
Therefore, some deviation from the model would be expected. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) data from Wu et al.14 indicates that the Ti
signal (L23 edge) decays as a function of depth in the MoS2, meaning that there exists a gradient in
Ti concentration.
STEM images with EDS data were acquired on our samples at NIST by Dr. Huairuo Zhang
and Dr. Albert Davydov. Data acquired on a cross section of as-deposited Ti/MoS2 is shown in
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Figure 4.2.13. The image reveals the presence of a Mo-S rich amorphous layer in contact with
MoS2 and a Ti rich disordered layer on top of the Mo layer. The EDS line scan in (b) provides
evidence of Ti diffusion into MoS2 as well as S diffusion into Ti. This is in agreement with the
results of our AR-XPS analysis which concluded that a compound layer of Mo and TixSy species
exists. The data also supports our statement that the assumption of abrupt interfaces is not accurate
since the STEM image shows that the interface between the Mo-rich layer and the Ti-rich layer is
highly diffuse. While this contributes to some errors in the XPS analysis, nevertheless, the
observation of diffuse interfaces does not invalidate our results since the structure is clearly
layered. We also note that the disordered layers here appear thicker than the prediction made by
XPS. This could likely be related to the fact that a thicker Ti layer was deposited on these samples
(6.5 nm) or, less likely, due to damage caused by the ion milling process.

Figure 4.2.13. (a) STEM of as deposited Ti/MoS2 and (b) Drift-corrected EDS line profile of the
S, Ti, and Mo K-edge. The red line on the image below the plot shows the line where the scan was
acquired. The yellow square represents the area monitored to correct for spatial drift.
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4.2.3.3 Thermal Stability of UHV-Ti/MoS2
To examine the effects of post-deposition annealing at different temperatures, the asdeposited Ti/MoS2 samples were heated in the UHV chamber to 100, 300, and 600 °C
consecutively. XPS data was acquired after each 30 minute heat treatment as shown in Figure
4.2.14(a). A slight increase in reaction products is observed after 100 °C. While this change is
minor in comparison with the other annealing temperatures, it may have important implications
for reliability of MoS2 transistors as 100 °C is within the range of transistor operating temperatures
(albeit at the upper extreme).49 At 300 °C, we observe a clear increase in the Mo0 intensity relative
to that of the Mo-S state, accompanied by an overall broadening of the S 2p spectra as more MoS bonds are broken. Figure 4.2.14(b) highlights the increase in the total S/MoS2 ratio, indicative
of the increased diffusion of S to the surface. This will be addressed again in the angular resolved
study.
The Ti 2p spectra exhibit broadening due to the superposition of the different Ti-S states
and show a decrease in intensity with increasing temperature. The reason for the apparent increase
in the Ti/MoS2 intensity ratio in 4.2.14(b) is a result of the MoS2 signal decreasing more
significantly than the decrease of the Ti signal. The decrease in Ti intensity can be explained as a
result of diffusion into the substrate as well as agglomeration. AFM images shown in Figure 4.2.15
are also indicative of the formation of clusters on the surface. This is similar to the result reported
by Durbin et al.21 in the case of Cr/MoS2, where annealing to 650 °C drives the reaction between
Cr and MoS2 while simultaneously causing coalescence of the Cr-containing portion of the film.
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Figure 4.2.14. (a) Mo 3d, S 2p, and Ti 2p spectra acquired on as-deposited Ti/MoS2 and after 30
minute anneals at three different temperatures. (b) Intensity ratios normalized to the as-deposited
sample

Figure 4.2.15. AFM images of two regions on a Ti/MoS2 sample heated for 30 min at 600 °C. The
scale bar represents 500 nm.

The core-level shift exhibited by the sample increases by another +0.36 eV after the final
heating step at 600 °C, amounting to a total shift of +0.70 eV compared to the pristine MoS2
surface. We note that while the sample was moved between initial XPS characterization and Ti
deposition, the sample was maintained in the exact same position after Ti deposition and after each
heat treatment. Therefore, the measured core-level shift after heating is not affected by potential
spot-to-spot variability. Ti and Mo have been shown to be n-type dopants in MoS2.50-51 The extent
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of the Fermi level shift is likely correlated with the amount of Ti and Mo incorporated in MoS2
which clearly increases with temperature.
AR-XPS data was acquired on a separate Ti/MoS2 sample that underwent a 30 minute
anneal at 600 °C in the UHV chamber. The results are shown in Figure 4.2.16, and summary of
the relative signal intensities is shown in Figure 4.2.17. We note that the spectra shown here exhibit
a higher MoS2 peak than the 600 ºC spectrum in Figure 4.2.14, however this sample was not heated
sequentially to different temperatures prior to the 600 ºC anneal. Due to the evidence of
agglomeration provided by the AFM images, the equations previously implemented to analyze the
AR-XPS data acquired on the as-deposited sample cannot be applied in this case, as the assumption
of layers of uniform thickness becomes invalid. The images also show the nonuniformity in the
spatial distribution and size of the clusters resulting in high spot-to-spot variability in XPS. This
is likely why the relative composition shown in Figure 4.2.17 fails to follow a clear trend as a
function of angle particularly for the Mo chemical states.

Figure 4.2.16. Angular resolved XPS of Ti/MoS2 annealed to 600 °C for 30 minutes
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Figure 4.2.17. Percent of total intensity corresponding to different species in the Ti/MoS2 sample
annealed to 600 °C for 30 minutes

Figure 4.2.17 highlights the large amount of S-Ti species at all angles relative to the other
chemical states. Given that the Ti signal comprises a much lower composition, this leads us to
evaluate whether the assignment of the S-Ti chemical state is correct. In other words, all S in the
system has been assumed to be bonded to Mo in the substrate or to Ti in the bulk, while this might
not be the case. In their experiment on annealing Cr/MoS2, Durbin et al.8 observe a similar
phenomenon as the S/Cr intensity ratio increases substantially with annealing temperature. They
attribute this to the presence of S species adsorbed on the surface of the Cr overlayer. The 2p3/2
components of these species are found at around ~160.7-161.4 eV and are superimposed with the
S-Cr chemical states in the S 2p spectrum causing broadening. Close examination of our S 2p
spectrum in Figure 4.2.16 shows that the valley between the two components of the S 2p spectrum
becomes better resolved as the measurement becomes less surface sensitive. This is consistent with
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the presence of surface adsorbed S species. The sequential heating experiment in Figure 4.2.14
indicates that these chemical states first become prominent at 300 ºC.
STEM images of a sample heated to 400 ºC for 30 min is shown in Figure 4.2.18(a). The
material appears to have partially recrystallized in the region above MoS2. Additionally, a new
phase appears to have formed at the interface between this layer and the Ti metal layer. The EELS
data shown in (b) indicates that the compositions of S and Ti both decrease in this region. The
HAADF intensity, that is dependent on the atomic number, reaches a maximum in this region
providing evidence that it is comprised of mostly metallic Mo. The fast Fourier Transform images
in (c) provides evidence of lattice ordering in the layer above MoS2 that was not present prior to
annealing. Further quantitative analysis with EELS, EDS, and FFT is needed to determine the
composition and crystallographic properties of the layers.

Figure 4.2.18. (a) STEM image of Ti/MoS2 heated to 400 ºC for 30 minutes showing evidence of
partial recrystallization and phase segregation. (b) Drift-corrected EELS and HAADF line scans
acquired from the region indicated by the red line with the yellow square representing spatial drift.
(c) Fast Fourier Transform of MoS2 and partially recrystallized region
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4.2.3.4 Study of the UHV Ni/MoS2 Interface
Ni has been used as a contact to MoS2 transistor in a number of reports and has been shown
to exhibit favorable electronic properties.1, 4, 15, 52-53 The interface chemistry of Ni on MoS2 has
been previously investigated, and ambiguity remains regarding the reactivity of the two materials.
In an XPS study, McGovern et al.12 observe that the valley between the spin-orbit split components
of the S 2p spectra appears to be filled following the deposition of Ni on MoS2 yet the Mo 3d line
shape appears unchanged. This finding provides inconclusive evidence of chemical reaction. Using
Auger electron spectroscopy, Kamaratos and Papageorgopoulos16-17 report that no reaction occurs,
however they observed diffusion of Ni into MoS2 at temperatures between 600-800 K and
agglomeration of the remaining Ni film above 800 K. English et al.1 report that Ni/MoS2 contacts
degrade following thermal annealing, however since the anneal was performed in high-vacuum
(10-5 Torr) and the degradation of the contact is attributed to the oxidation of Ni. Giannazzo et al.53
observe significant improvement in device properties after annealing Ni/MoS2 contacts at 150-220
ºC under a positive bias. Here we examine changes in interface chemistry and surface morphology
that occur following annealing at different temperatures in UHV.
Our sequential heating experiment followed the same procedure applied to Ti in the
previous section. The data is shown in Figure 4.2.19. An n-type core level shift of 0.14 eV is
observed following the deposition of Ni. This is consistent with reports of Ni as an n-type contact
despite its high work function.15 In the as-deposited Ni/MoS2, we observe the formation of a new
feature on the low binding energy side of the Mo 3d peaks. The new feature is 0.74 eV to lower
binding energy from the Mo-S state. We note that Mo0 is ~1.2 eV to lower binding energy,
indicating that the new state does not correspond to Mo0 and is therefore not indicative of Mo-S
bond scission. The intensity of this new peak is approximately 25% of the total Mo 3d intensity
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and remains at approximately this value after heating to 100 ºC (< 1% decrease). As the sample is
heated to 300 ºC, the new feature decreases in intensity to 7% of the total Mo 3d signal, and
disappears entirely at 600 ºC. The differences in line shape are more apparent in the normalized
spectra shown in Figure 4.2.20.

Figure 4.2.19. Mo 3d, S 2p, and Ni 2p spectra acquired on as-deposited Ti/MoS2 and after 30
minute anneals at three different temperatures

Figure 4.2.20. Normalized Mo 3d and S 2p spectra to highlight changes in line shape
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In the S 2p peaks, broadening is observed following initial deposition due to the formation
of new chemical states. The new chemical state is found at 0.15 eV to higher binding energy from
the main S-Mo peak. This causes the filling valley between the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 components. The
new chemical state initially comprises 48% of the S 2p signal in the as-deposited condition and
after heating to 100 °C. After heating at 300 °C it decreases to 33% and then disappears at 600 °C
and the line shape of S 2p is restored to its pristine condition. The Ni 2p spectra show a drastic
decrease in intensity with temperature as the Mo 3d and S 2p signals increase. As discussed
previously in regard to Ti, a decrease in the metal overlayer signal can be indicative of diffusion
into the substrate and/or the formation of islands which exposes the substrate. AFM images of
Ni/MoS2 before and after heating to 600 °C are shown in Figure 4.2.21 and provide evidence of
agglomeration.

Figure 4.2.21. AFM images of Ni/MoS2 (a) as-deposited and (b) after heating to 600 °C in UHV.

As mentioned, others have reported the diffusion of Ni into MoS2 occurring concurrently
with island formation at high temperatures.16-17 This is supported by TEM and EDS data acquired
at the NIST shown in Figure 4.2.22 below before and after heating to 400 °C. Initially a ~ 1 nm
layer of Ni is visible and after heating at 400 °C it appears to have possibly formed islands on the
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surface, although the features are also potentially due to ion beam damage. Nevertheless, the layer
is clearly no longer present on the sample after annealing. The EELS measurement was not very
sensitive to the 1 nm of Ni initially present on the surface as shown in Figure 4.2.23. Therefore the
amount of Ni diffused into MoS2 is below the limit of detection, however the decreased quantity
of Ni on the surface visible in the image provides some evidence that Ni diffused into the bulk of
MoS2.

Figure 4.2.22. Cross section TEM image of Ni/MoS2 (a) as-deposited and (b) after heating to 400
°C

Figure 4.2.23. EELS line scan collected from TEM measurement in the as-deposited Ni/MoS2
sample showing the low sensitivity to 1 nm of Ni on the surface.
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Lince et al.22 calculate a Gibbs free energy change of +2.3 kcal/mol for the reaction of
MoS2 with Ni to form Ni3S2 based on bulk equilibrium thermodynamics indicating that the reaction
is thermodynamically unfavorable. We observe no Ni-S compounds based on the Ni 2p spectra.
The binding energy of the main Ni 2p peak in metallic Ni compounds are all within 0.3 eV of Ni0
making it difficult to identify new chemical states via spectral deconvolution of the 2p peaks
alone.54 In Ni compounds, the position of the satellite peak is highly sensitive to the anion in the
compound. Nesbitt et al.54 write that Ni0 has a 2p-to- satellite separation of 5.8 eV and Ni bonded
to S should have a separation of 6.5 eV. By applying fit parameters from a Ni0 reference sample,
we find that our Ni 2p spectra from all annealing temperatures reveals a separation of ~5.9 eV
indicating that no detectable composition of bulk Ni-S is formed.
The Gibbs free energy value for the reaction of Ni with MoS2 (+2.3 kcal/mol) is close to
that of the reaction of Fe+MoS2 to form FeS (+3.0 kcal/mol).22 The Fe/MoS2 system has been
found to exhibit some degree of surface reactivity and the evolution of the XPS spectra with
temperature exhibit similar trends. Lince et al.10 report the formation of a Fe-S surface phase and
S-vacancy defects in as-deposited Fe/MoS2. In their Mo 3d spectrum in the as-deposited sample
they observe the same chemical state that is found in our experiment that is 0.7 eV away from the
main peak. This state is similar to what is observed in MoS2 with sulfur vacancies.55-57 If S atoms
in MoS2 are partially bonded with the surface metal layer, the neighboring Mo atom is not fully
coordinated. This would arguably have the same effect as the presence of a sulfur vacancy. As
their Fe/MoS2 sample is annealed above 600 K, agglomeration was observed leading to the
delamination of Fe from the substrate. This also causes disappearance of the new chemical states
in Mo 3d and S 2p. While Lince et al. did not discuss the possibility of the diffusion of Fe into
MoS2, however they observe a similar decrease in the Fe 2p/Mo 3d ratio.
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Dong et al.23 observe a similar phenomenon in the Mo 3d and S 2p spectra following the
deposition of Pd, a high work function metal that is also considered to be unreactive with MoS2.
In their spectra, there is an asymmetry on the low binding energy side of Mo 3d and on the high
binding energy side of S 2p. They attribute this to the perturbation of the MoS2 surface by the Pd
layer due to a redistribution of charges, which presumably results in some degree of hybridization
between the metal and the semiconductor that manifests in the core-level spectra. While no study
of thermal stability was reported, this finding also supports the idea of the formation of surface
states.
Our results presented in this section provide evidence of the formation of Ni-S surface
states exhibiting similarity to results previously reported for Fe/MoS2 and Pd/MoS2. In its asdeposited state, Ni is found to interact similarly with WSe2 as shown in Appendix B. Annealing
the Ni/MoS2 contact appears to decouple the interface, restoring the line shapes of the core levels
to their pristine form while promoting the agglomeration of the overlayer as shown by AFM and
STEM. Despite the disappearance of the new chemical states and delamination of the overlayer
from the substrate, the n-type core level shift remains. This is likely due to the diffusion of Ni into
MoS2 layers near the interface.
4.2.3.5 Preliminary Study of the UHV Au/MoS2 Interface
Au has a well-documented affinity to bond with sulfur-terminated compounds.58-62
However, due to the stability of Mo-S bonds in MoS2, Au is typically thought to exhibit a van der
Waals gap with MoS2 exhibiting no chemical reactions at the interface and a lack of orbital
overlap.11, 19, 63-65 The Gibbs free energy of formation of Au2S has a value of -58.07 kJ/mol whereas
MoS2 has a value of ∆G=-117.99 kJ/mol, making it the more favorable state.19 Lince et al.22,
McDonnell et al.18, Smyth et al.19, and Domask et al.33 explicitly state that no reaction occurs
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between the two materials. Despite its presumed large tunnel barrier for electron injection11, 64,
English et al.1 have found that UHV-deposited Au contacts (annealed at 300 °C for two hours)
exhibit the lowest electrical contact resistance in comparison with Ti, Ni, and Sc contact metals
processed identically. Radisavljevic et al.2 found that annealed Au contacts to MoS2 show a factor
of 10 decrease in contact resistance. This warrants an investigation of the chemical composition
of the Au/MoS2 interface before and after thermal annealing.
A sample of UHV-deposited Au on MoS2 underwent 600 °C annealing in UHV. In Figure
4.2.24(a), we compare the Au 4f spectrum acquired on as-deposited Au/MoS2 to a reference Au 4f
spectrum acquired from an infinitely thick Au film deposited on Si in UHV. While the low binding
energy sides of both the 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 components overlap almost perfectly, we observe an
asymmetry on the high binding energy side of each peak. We note that the background of MoS2 in
the Au 4f binding energy region is perfectly flat, and this observed asymmetry is therefore not due
to a contribution from the background signal of the MoS2 substrate. Therefore, the asymmetry is
believed to be due to a new chemical state superimposed on the high binding energy side of the
Au 4f peaks.
In the S 2p and Mo 3d spectra, we compare the as-deposited sample to a reference spectrum
of pristine MoS2. In the S 2p spectrum, we observe a filling of the spin-orbit splitting valley
between the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 components. The Mo 3d spectrum exhibits a slight asymmetry on the
low binding energy side. Spectral deconvolution identifies the binding energy of this chemical
state to be ~0.6 eV away from the main peak. This is the same as what was observed following the
deposition of Ni on MoS2. In Figure 3.3.17(b), the as-deposited Au/MoS2 samples shown in (a)
are compared with Au/MoS2 after annealing at 600 °C for 30 min. Upon heating, the degree of
asymmetry in Au 4f appears to be about the same as its as-deposited state, while the valley in the
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S 2p spectrum is nearly restored. This is apparent in (c) where the spectra acquired after annealing
are compared with the spectra acquired on pristine samples shown in (a). Asymmetry in the Mo
3d spectrum appears to increase while the S 2s peak increases relative to the noise, indicating the
superposition of another chemical state. Unlike with Ni/MoS2, the asymmetries in all core levels
do not vanish after heating indicating a fundamental difference in the interaction mechanism or in
the thermal stability of the interaction.

Figure 4.2.24. XPS core level spectra of Au 4f, S 2p, and Mo 3d comparing (a) reference samples
to as-deposited Au/MoS2 and (b) as-deposited Au/MoS2 to Au/MoS2 after annealing at 600 °C
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The changes in the line shapes of the three spectra lead us to examine two possibilities. The
first is the possibility of local doping of the MoS2 by Au. Gong et al.66 have shown that Au forms
islands on MoS2 with inhomogeneous interfacial spacing between the islands and the substrate.
Nonuniformity in surface coverage and spacing between the substrate and metal can lead to
variations in doping within the region sampled by XPS which could lead to the superposition of
two Mo 3d peaks corresponding to n- and p- type regions. However, doping would be expected to
cause a Fermi level shift which would affect all core levels equally, which is not what is observed
here. The asymmetry in S 2p occurs on the high binding energy side of the spectrum whereas the
opposite is observed for Mo 3d.
Given the known tendency of S to bond with Au and the previously observed behavior of
Ni/MoS2, the second possibility to consider is the formation of Au-S bonds. Au grown epitaxially
on MoS2 has been shown to result in misfit dislocations suggesting that bonding must be stronger
than van de Waals forces.67 DFT calculations by Zhou et al. show that the Au-S bond strength in
the Au-MoS2 system is stronger than the van der Waals forces between the MoS2 layers.68 This is
supported by Desai et al.69 who show that Au deposited on MoS2 can be used instead of scotch
tape to exfoliate flakes. If Au-S bond formation occurs, the asymmetry in the Au 4f and S 2p is
due to Au-S chemical states. The asymmetry in the Mo 3d spectrum is similar to what is observed
in Ni/MoS2 in the previous section. We therefore attribute it to Mo atoms that are not fully
coordinated by S due to S interactions with the metal overlayer.
To examine the viability of Au-S bonding, the spectra are deconvoluted to determine the
positions and amplitudes of the chemical states and to calculate an approximate value of S/Mo
ratio. Fits of the Au 4f and S 2p spectra of the as-deposited and 600 °C annealed samples are shown
in Figure 3.3.18. These fits are in agreement of Lustemberg et al.61 who report a binding energy
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of 84.7 eV for Au 4f and Vericat et al.62 who report a S 2p binding energy at ~162.1-162.2 eV for
Au-S bonds. Using the RSF-normalized intensity ratios, the S/Au ratio is calculated to be 2.7 in
both the as-deposited state and after annealing to 600 °C. We note that the predicted
thermodynamically favorable S/Au ratio of 0.5 corresponding Au2S. Therefore the stoichiometry
we calculate is not consistent with a bulk Au-S compound at either temperature. The primary
difference observed between the as-deposited and 600 °C spectra is narrowing of the Gaussian
widths of the Au-S states after annealing in both the S 2p and Au 4f core levels. This narrowing
could be attributed to an increase in bond ordering with temperature.

Figure 4.2.25. Spectral deconvolution of S 2p and Au 4f chemical states in the as-deposited sample
and after annealing to 600 °C.

Popov et al.11 comment that in multilayer MoS2, Au can chemically bond to non-saturated
S atoms at the edge, making an edge-contact geometry a potential route to better transport for
multilayer devices. The bulk geological sample has step edges making this a possible explanation
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for the observed formation of Au-S bonds. Since no Mo-S bonds need not be broken for this
reaction to occur, Mo0 is not observed. We note if the mechanism of bonding is by edge-contact
formation, our observed formation of Au-S bonds does not explain the superior performance of
Au/MoS2 contacts in the work by English et al.1 This is because their work examined top contacts
to a monolayer of MoS2 in which there are no step edges. Previous XPS work by Smyth et al.19 in
which Au was deposited on MoS2 in UHV concluded that no chemical bonding occurs. If the AuS bonding occurs only at step edges or defects, this was likely undetected in their experiment since
a much smaller XPS spot size (~300 µm) was used in their system. Another possible explanation
to reconcile our findings and those of Smyth et al. and English et al. is that bonding occurs on the
basal plane but to a lesser extent. This would also explain why Smyth et al. did not detect it by
XPS but why Au/MoS2 contact is improved upon annealing in monolayer flakes. Further study is
necessary to achieve a conclusive understanding of the nature of Au-MoS2 interactions. A study
of the evolution of surface morphology could also shed light on the observed changes in the XPS
spectra. Nevertheless, this work highlights the possibility of Au-S interactions at room temperature
with improved ordering upon annealing.
4.2.4

Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter provides a detailed analysis of the Ti/MoS2 interface chemistry. While the

reactive nature of this interface has been previously documented12-14, the chemical composition of
the interface and the spatial distribution of the chemical species had never been explored in detail.
Furthermore, no chemical analysis of the effects of annealing has been reported. It been previously
reported that annealing has detrimental effects on electrical contact resistance. We see that in the
as-deposited state the interface is a disordered mixture of different chemical states with
compositional grading from Mo-rich to Ti-rich at the top. Our results show drastic changes in
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interface chemistry upon annealing, resulting in the crystallization of a new compound and
segregation of compositionally different layers. This is unlike Au, which appears to maintain the
same interface chemistry before and after annealing. Here we find that drastic changes in interface
chemistry occur when annealing Ti/MoS2 contacts. The disorder of the MoS2 lattice is a likely
explanation for the poor contact resistance measured in annealed UHV Ti contacts by English et
al.1 Understanding interface chemistry is an essential step in improving post-deposition processing
procedures for achieving lower resistance contacts. Additional analysis of the STEM results is
necessary for understanding the exact crystallographic and chemical changes that occur as a result
of annealing.
While work in this chapter was focused on the effects of annealing from the perspective of
device processing, the observed changes in the Ti/MoS2 XPS spectra after annealing at 100 ºC
suggest that heat generated during device operation is sufficient to elicit changes in interface
chemistry with potential detriment to device properties. This implies that highly reactive contacts
such as UHV-Ti are not optimal for long term device stability, however this would require further
study. We also report that chemical interactions occur at the MoS2 interface with Ni and Au
contacts. The interaction at the Ni/MoS2 interface vanishes upon annealing while the Au/MoS2
interface is thermally stable at 600 ºC. Suggestions for other future experiments based on our
findings are summarized below.
4.2.4.1 Evolution of the Work Function at Ti/MoS2 Contacts
As discussed in Section 4.2.3.1, core level shifts following the deposition of Ti on MoS2
deviate from the band bending predicted by the Schottky Mott model. We calculate band bending
by taking the difference between the MoS2 and Ti work functions, however the contribution of the
chemical states at the interface is overlooked. A more rigorous understanding of the band
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alignment at the interface can be achieved by taking work function measurements and core level
XPS on a pristine MoS2 surface and after sequential Ti depositions until an infinitely thick film is
deposited. This can be achieved in-situ using ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy. A similar
study has been previously conducted by Zhou et al.70 no changes in interface chemistry were
reported.
4.2.4.2 Interaction Mechanism of Minimally Reactive Metals
Both Ni and Au are reported to be nonreactive with MoS2, yet our results suggest otherwise.
As noted previously, geological samples have large bunched step edges (apparent in Figure 4.2.6)
with a high density of dangling bonds, providing a preferential site for bonding with metal
adlayers. To determine whether the metal/MoS2 interactions which we observed are confined to
large defects, XPS can be performed in a system with variable spot size such as the PHI VersaProbe
III in the NanoMaterials Characterization Facility. As the spot size is decreased, presumably the
probability of probing an area with large defects will be decreased. The relative intensities of the
new chemical states which are indicative of metal/MoS2 interactions can be monitored as a
function of spot size to determine if a correlation exists between the spot size and the detection of
additional chemical states that suggest metal/MoS2 bonding. If no correlation is found, this
provides strong evidence for metal-MoS2 interactions along the basal plane or along atomic step
edges. Another option is to use the XPS mapping capability of the PHI system. This will also
present the possibility of directly correlating spectral features with sample morphology.
4.2.4.3 Device-Relevant Properties and Processes
The focus of this chapter was on chemical characterization of UHV-deposited and annealed
metal/MoS2 interfaces, however the motivation for this work stems from device applications. The
overarching goal of these interface chemistry studies is to aid the optimization of post-contact
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annealing procedures for enhanced transport properties by providing insight into the changes that
occur at the interface on the atomic scale. To establish a clear process-structure-properties
relationship, interface chemistry analysis by XPS (ideally supplemented by TEM and EDS as
discussed) should be performed in parallel with characterization of electrical and thermal transport
properties, similar to the study executed on Ti/graphene in Chapter 3.2 where XPS, TLM, and
TDTR were performed on identically processed samples. This will allow for a correlation of
chemical composition and band alignment with device properties, enabling us to understand which
processes result in optimal properties and to identify the underlying physical mechanism. Smyth
et al.71 have performed a similar type of study on the Pd/WSe2 interface. They showed that while
a reaction is not observed at room temperature, annealing promotes a reaction to form PdSex which
changes the character of the contact from Ohmic to Schottky.
The effects of thermal annealing certainly depend not only on the type of metal and
annealing temperature, but also on contact deposition conditions as well as the annealing
conditions. The vast majority of devices are processed with contact deposition in high vacuum
which results in drastically different interface chemistry.13, 19 Furthermore, post-contact annealing
is typically performed in high vacuum, forming gas, or an inert ambient.1-2, 4 The study by Smyth
et al.71 showed that annealing in forming gas was far more effective in promoting a reaction
between Pd and WSe2. Therefore, future work should examine the effects process variables other
than temperature including a combination of different contact deposition conditions and annealing
ambients by performing XPS in parallel with device characterization as suggested previously. The
findings of such a study would be more widely applicable than one solely conducted in UHV due
to the prevalence of non-UHV processing conditions. This could be implemented by depositing
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contacts in the UVA Microfabrication Laboratory (cleanroom) and annealing them in the reaction
chamber of the PHI VersaProbe III in the NMCF in UHV and other inert gases.
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4.3 Interface Chemistry and Thermal Transport at Ti/MoS2
Contacts with Interfacial Oxide

Abstract
The deposition of a thin oxide layer at metal/semiconductor interfaces has been previously reported
as a means of reducing contact resistance in 2D electronics. Using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy with in-situ Ti deposition, we fabricate Au/Ti/TiOx/MoS2 samples as well as
Au/Ti/MoS2 and Au/TiOx/MoS2 for comparison. Elemental titanium reacts strongly with MoS2
whereas no interface reactions are observed in the two types of samples containing TiOx/MoS2
interfaces. Using time domain thermoreflectance for the measurement of thermal boundary
conductance, we find that samples contacted with Ti and a thin TiOx layer at the interface (≤1.5
nm) exhibit the same behavior as samples contacted solely with pure Ti. The Au/TiOx/MoS2
samples exhibit ~20% lower thermal boundary conductance, despite having the same MoS2
interface chemistry as the samples with thin oxide at the interface between Ti and MoS2. We
identify the mechanism for this phenomenon, attributing it to the difference in thermal boundary
conductance at the top Au contact. This work demonstrates that the use of thin interfacial oxide
layers to reduce electrical contact resistance does not compromise heat flow in 2D electronic
devices. The results also suggest that the Ti layer thickness must be considered for optimal thermal
transport.
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4.3.1 Introduction
As discussed in the Chapter 4.1, an approach to the reduction of electrical contact resistance
at the metal/TMD interface is the deposition of thin oxide interlayers at the interface between the
semiconductor and the metal.1-7 Park et al.1-2 have shown a reduction in electrical contact resistance
and an improvement in device stability in MoS2 field effect transistors with 2 nm TiO2 films
deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) at the interface between the MoS2 and the Ti contact.
The observed improvements were attributed to Fermi level de-pinning and interface dipole effects.
Kim et al.3, who observed a decrease in Fermi level pinning with 1 nm interfacial TiO2, suggested
that the presence of an interfacial oxide reduces the density of metal induced gap states by blocking
the penetration of the electron wave function from the metal. Similarly, Kaushik et al.4 concluded
from density functional theory that the Schottky barrier height is reduced due to charge-transfer
doping from the TiO2 layer to MoS2. They have experimentally shown a twenty four-fold reduction
in contact resistance and tenfold improvement in on-current and field effect mobility with the
incorporation of an interfacial oxide layer.
While the use of an interfacial oxide has been found to be highly beneficial to electronic
properties in the aforementioned studies, thermal characterization of this interface is relatively
lacking. An understanding of thermal transport is crucial as thermal resistances at the contact
interface can inhibit heat removal from 2D electronic devices, compromising their performance
and reliability.8 The MoS2/SiO2 substrate interface present in most 2D devices is typically low,
~14 MW m-2 K-1.9 Therefore caution must be taken when introducing additional interfaces to the
device that could potentially increase the total resistance of the system. Our previous work has
shown that transport across contact interfaces is highly sensitive to the oxide composition of Ti for
graphene as well as 3D substrates.10-11 McDonnell et al.12 have demonstrated that Ti/MoS2 and
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TiO2/MoS2 interfaces exhibit vastly different chemical compositions and suggested potential
detrimental effects on thermal transport due to the higher thermal resistance of TiO2 compared to
metallic Ti. They noted that work by Duda et al.13 concludes that the removal of native oxide along
with the deposition of a Ti adhesion layer has been found to be critical to lowering thermal
resistances at metal-semiconductor interfaces.
Similarly, Hopkins et al.14 have shown a substantial decrease in thermal boundary
conductance due to the presence of native oxides at metal-semiconductor interfaces. Density
functional theory calculations conclude that phonon-phonon coupling and phonon transmission
across the metal/MoS2 interface is strongly dependent on the degree of orbital hybridization at the
contact, and that stronger chemical and electronic interactions at the contact result in higher
thermal boundary conductance.15-16 This would imply that the inclusion of oxide instead of metal
at the MoS2 interface could potentially result in diminished thermal transport, warranting an
investigation of the thermal boundary conductance across Ti contacts to MoS2 with interfacial
oxides, and this thermal boundary conductance’s potential dependence on interface chemistry.

4.3.2 Materials and Methods
Prior to loading to UHV, bulk MoS2 geological crystals (purchased from SPI) were
exfoliated with scotch tape to clean the surface by removing the top layer. Preliminary XPS was
collected in our ScientaOmicron UHV system described in Chapter 2.3, All XPS data were
acquired at a pass energy of 50 eV, using an Al Kα source with a photon energy of 1486.7 eV. The
Mantis QUAD-EVC 4 pocket evaporator was used to deposit Ti onto the sample in-situ. Titanium
was evaporated at a rate of approximately 1 Å/min. For oxide deposition, a pressure of 5×10-6
mbar of ultra-high purity O2 was maintained in the chamber during deposition. XPS was acquired
after each Ti and TiOx deposition. The thicknesses of the deposited layers were calculated using
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the attenuation of the Mo 3d core level intensity via methods described in Section 2.3.1.5. The
samples were then capped with 1-2 nm Au in-situ to prevent oxidation in air upon removal from
UHV. An additional ~70 nm of Au was deposited in ex-situ in the UVML cleanroom e-beam
evaporator for TDTR measurements as described in Section 2.3.6. TDTR measurement and
analysis was conducted by David Hans Olson in Prof. Hopkins’ lab.

4.3.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.3.1 Thermal Boundary Conductance and MoS2 Interface Chemistry
Thermal boundary conductance, hK, is plotted as a function of TiOx thickness in Figure
4.3.1 In the limit of zero TiOx thickness, corresponding to samples with pure Ti metal overlayers
(Au/Ti/MoS2), the average hK value was approximately 21.5 ± 5.6 MW m2 K-1. This value is
roughly equivalent to the hK value of the Au/MoS2 reference sample (20.8 ± 1.1 MW m2 K-1.). The
results are also consistent with previously measured values of metal/MoS2 interfaces.17-18 We note
that the three Au/Ti/MoS2 samples had Ti thicknesses ranging from 2.9 to 5.2 nm and Ti metal
thickness had no effect on hK for these samples, suggesting that the intrinsic resistance of the Ti
does not contribute to the overall resistance of the system. Similarly, the figure shows that
TiOx/MoS2 samples with TiOx thicknesses from 1.7 to 4.6 nm all exhibit roughly the same value
of 16.0 ± 2.8 MW m2 K-1. The lack of thickness dependence of the Ti/MoS2 and TiOx/MoS2
samples indicates that thermal transport is dominated by interfacial resistances and not by the
intrinsic thermal resistance of metal or oxide layers.
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Figure 4.3.1. Thermal boundary conductance as a function interfacial layer thickness for the MoS2
substrates with Au/Ti (black squares), Au/TiOx (red circles), and Au/Ti/TiOx (blue triangles) in
addition to a reference sample of Au/MoS2 (dashed line). The arrows indicate the Ti metal
thickness for each Ti/TiOx samples where data is plotted as a function of TiOx thickness.

Figure 4.3.2(a) shows the core-level XPS spectra before and after the deposition of 4.1 nm
Ti metal in UHV. Spectra of all samples used in this work are shown in Appendix C. Before the
deposition of Ti metal (black curve), MoS2 is characterized by Mo 3d5/2 state at ~228.9 eV with a
spin orbit splitting value of 3.1 eV, and the S 2p3/2 state at ~161.8 eV with a spin orbit splitting of
1.2 eV. Following the deposition of Ti, the spectra exhibit new chemical states including Mo metal
(Mo0) at 227.5 eV in the Mo 3d spectrum and Ti-S states in the S 2p spectrum. This result is
discussed in detail in Chapter 4.2.
Figure 4.3.2(b) shows XPS spectra corresponding to a sample with 4.6 nm of TiOx. The
spectra indicate that the Mo-S bonds are preserved and no chemical reaction occurs between Ti
and the substrate. As previously reported by McDonnell et al.12, the presence of a partial pressure
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of oxygen during the deposition of Ti on MoS2 inhibits the reaction between them as Ti reacts with
oxygen impinging on the surface of the substrate during deposition. The Mo 3d and S 2p core
levels exhibit a 0.64 eV shift to higher binding energy, corresponding to a change in the position
of the Fermi level. This indicates that the presence of an oxide overlayer causes n-type doping in
the sample. This result is similar to that of Kaushik et al.4 who reported a 0.5 eV core-level shift
for a 2 nm of ALD TiO2 on MoS2. We note that the oxide which forms under the deposition
conditions in our UHV chamber is comprised of two chemical states. The TiO2 state has its 2p3/2
component at 459.2 eV with a spin-orbit splitting of 5.7 eV and comprises ~80% of the oxide layer
deposited. The second chemical state, which appears at 457.65 eV with a spin-orbit splitting of 5.5
eV corresponds to Ti2O3.19-20 Spectral deconvolution of the oxide is shown in Figure 4.3.3.

Figure 4.3.2. Core level XPS spectra before and after the deposition of (a) 4.1 nm Ti on MoS2 and
(b) 4.6 nm TiOx on MoS2
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Figure 4.3.3. Representative spectral deconvolution of the Ti 2p core level for TiOx deposited in
an oxygen partial pressure of 5 ×10-6 mbar at a deposition rate of 1 Å/min.

Unlike the pure metal and oxide samples, hK of the Au/Ti/TiOx/MoS2 samples exhibits a
decrease with increasing oxide thickness as shown in Figure 4.3.1. The two samples with TiOx
thicknesses ≤ 1.5 nm have hK values comparable to that of the Au/Ti/MoS2 and Au/MoS2 samples,
whereas the Au/Ti(1.7 nm)/TiOx(2.0 nm)/MoS2 is comparable to the Au/TiOx/MoS2 samples with
no metal overlayer, within uncertainty. The reduction in hK for this sample could be due to two
possible reasons. The first is the increase in the oxide thickness compared to the heterostructures
with TiOx thickness ≤ 1.5 nm. However, given that no oxide thickness dependence for hK of the
Au/TiOx/MoS2 samples is observed, the increased oxide thickness is unlikely to be the dominant
factor here. The second explanation is that the thickness of the Ti in the heterostructure (1.7 nm)
is quite thin. From previous works, it has been shown that a reduction in the interfacial conductance
is observed as the thickness of an interfacial adhesion layer becomes very thin (e.g., Cu and Cr).21
This reduction in our experiment is explained using similar predictions of accumulated thermal
boundary conductance, whereby phonons in Ti with wavelengths less than the total Ti thickness
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participate in transport across the interface. In this way, the reduction in the population of Ti
phonons due to a decrease in total Ti thickness ultimately results in a reduced hK at the interface.
We believe this to be the case when the thickness of the Ti becomes very thin in the
heterostructures, making our results consistent with those of Jeong et al.21
The XPS spectra of a Ti(2.7 nm)/TiOx(1.5 nm)/MoS2 sample are shown in Figure 4.3.4.
The TiOx/MoS2 interface (red curve) is chemically identical to that shown in Figure 4.3.2(b),
exhibiting a n-type Fermi level shift and no other chemical changes following the deposition of Ti
metal (blue curve). The only observable changes are broadening of the peaks and an increase in
noise, which occur due to scattering and attenuation in the TiOx and Ti overlayers 22. The lack of
interface reactions with the presence of interfacial oxide is one possible explanation for the Fermi
level de-pinning effect reported by others.1-3 Fermi level pinning has been attributed to interfacial
reaction products which create new electronic states within the semiconductor band gap.23 By
blocking interface reactions via direct contact with an unreactive oxide layer, MoS2 retains its
intrinsic band structure with no new states which could pin the Fermi level.

Figure 4.3.4. XPS spectra of the Ti/TiOx/MoS2 samples
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It is clear from comparison of Figure 4.3.2(b) and Figure 4.3.4 that the chemistry at the
interface with MoS2 does not explain the differences in behavior of hK, as the TiOx/MoS2 interface
in both the pure oxide and metal/oxide samples are chemically identical. Therefore, the behavior
of hK is likely dominated by one of the other interfaces present in the device. For the metal/oxide
heterostructure sample these interfaces include the Au/Ti and Ti/TiOx, whereas the oxide sample
has the Au/TiOx. The resistance from the Au/Ti interface is not a contributing factor, since thermal
transport across metal/metal interfaces is governed by electrons near the Fermi energy, yielding
thermal boundary conductance values that are far higher than those across metal/non-metal
interfaces (i.e., negligible thermal resistances at these metal/metal interfaces).24-27 The negligible
contribution of this interface is evident in Figure 4.3.1, which shows that Au/Ti/MoS2 exhibits the
same hK as the Au/MoS2 reference sample. Our measured value is consistent with previous
measurements of thermal boundary conductance at Au/graphene and Au/Ti/graphene interfaces.28
4.3.3.2 Analysis of Thermal Boundary Conductances
To determine the extent of the contribution of the thermal conductances across the
Au/TiOx, Au/Ti, and Ti/TiOx interfaces to the overall measured hK, we fabricated several reference
samples. We first deposited 80 nm Au on single crystal sapphire (Al2O3) with a 5 nm Al adhesion
layer in a cleanroom evaporator at high vacuum (HV). Al2O3 was selected as our substrate to
maximize sensitivity to potentially large conductances. The conductance at the Au/Al/Al2O3
interface was found to be 49 ± 5.0 MW m-2 K-1. Following this measurement, the surface of the
Au was cleaned via UV-O3 exposure as to remove adventitious carbon. The sample was loaded
back to UHV. Since the process was found to leave residual oxygen on the Au surface, the sample
was capped with ~ 2 nm Au in UHV to create a pristine surface before depositing subsequent Ti
layers. Three separate samples with Ti (2.3 nm), TiOx (2 nm), and a Ti (2.2 nm)/TiOx (4.4 nm)
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were created and capped with ~1-2 nm Au in UHV. To account for the contribution of residual
oxygen at the interface between the HV and UHV Au, we fabricate a reference sample that is a
UV-O3 treated HV Au sample that is then capped with Au in UHV. This sample is measured to
determine the contribution of the oxygenated Au interface to the total interfacial conductance in
structures containing Ti and TiOx.
Following the UHV deposition processes, the samples were transferred back to the HV
electron-beam evaporator, and capped with ~ 67 nm of Au following an O2 plasma cleaning
procedure. This is the same capping process that was applied to the MoS2 samples. TDTR was
performed on the samples, fitting for the conductance across the newly deposited interfacial
structure as the underlying Au/Al/Al2O3 interfacial conductance was measured prior to the
deposition of the structures. The conductance across the Au/Au interface containing residual
oxygen from the UV-O3 process is measured to be 376 ± 31 MW m-2 K-1, and is accounted for in
subsequent derivations of Au/Ti and Au/TiOx conductances. We model each of the thermal
conductances measured as series resistors models, accounting for the interfaces present in the
system, and disregarding the intrinsic resistances of the layers due to the constant thermal boundary
conductances observed in our samples as a function of thickness. A summary of all measured and
calculated hK and RK values is shown in Table 4.2. The analysis implemented to derive the Au/Ti
and Au/TiOx conductances is presented below.
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Table 4.2. Measured and derived values of Ti/TiOx structures on MoS2 and sandwiched between
Au. The
hK (MW m-2 K-1)

Interface

Rk (m2 K GW-1)

Au/O/Au
376 ± 31
2.66 ± 0.22
Au/Ti (2.3 nm)/Au/O/Au
260 ± 20
3.85 ± 0.29
Au/TiOx (2 nm)/Au/O/Au
44.5 ± 3.2
22.5 ± 1.6
Au/Ti
(2.2
nm)/TiOx
(4.4 65.2 ± 4.5
15.3 ± 1.0
nm)/Au/O/Au
Au/O*
752 ± 61
1.33 ± 0.11
Au/Ti*
1680 ± 190
0.59 ± 0.07
Au/TiOx*
101 ± 11
9.91 ± 1.07
Ti/TiOx*
459 ± 87
2.18 ± 0.41
Au/MoS2
20.8 ± 1.1
48.1 ± 2.54
Au/Ti/MoS2
21.1 ± 5.7
47.4 ± 12.8
Au/TiOx/MoS2
16.0 ± 2.8
62.5 ± 10.9
Au/Ti/TiOx/MoS2†
21.5 ± 1.6
46.5 ± 3.46
TiOx/MoS2*
19.1 ± 3.8
52.4 ± 10.4
* denotes values that are derived from measurements.
† the average of the heterostructures with TiOx thicknesses of 1.5 and 2.0 nm, omitting that with
1.7 nm Ti.

The Au/Ti (2.3 nm)/Au/O/Au interfacial region can be modeled as such:
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Equation 4.5

In this equation, hK,Au/Ti/Au/O/Au represents the total, measured conductance, hK,Au/Ti represents the
conductance at the Au/Ti interface, and hK,Au/O/Au accounts for the resistance of the Au/Au
oxygenated layer. Because we have previously measured hK,Au/O/Au, we can calculate hK,Au/Ti to be
1680 ± 190 MW m-2 K-1. We estimate this to be the lower bound for the conductance at the Au/Ti
interface. This could be a result of the limitations of TDTR to measure ultrahigh boundary
conductances, quasi-ballistic influences as a result of the thinness of the Ti layer, and extrinsic or
chemical effects that prevent the Au/Ti interface from being an otherwise perfect interface which
will be addressed later. Regardless, the conductance of metal-metal interfaces is quite high—the
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electron diffuse-mismatch model predicts a conductance of 5970 MW m-2 K-1 at the Au/Ti
interface.24 Thus, the contribution of the Au/Ti interface in the total interfacial resistance is
negligible compared to others resistances present in these systems.
In a similar manner, the conductance at the Au/TiOx (2.0 nm)/Au/O/Au region can be
defined as
£
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Equation 4.6

where hK,Au/TiOx is the conductance across the Au/TiOx interface. The Au/TiOx (2 nm)/Au
conductance is measured to be 44.5 ± 3.2 MW m-2 K-1, resulting in an interfacial conductance at
the Au/TiOx interface to be 101 ± 11 MW m-2 K-1. Finally, the Ti (2.2 nm)/TiOx (4.4 nm)
heterostructure can be modeled using the following equation:
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Equation 4.7

In this equation, hK,Ti/TiOx is the conductance at the Ti/TiOx interface. If one assumes that the
Ti/TiOx interfacial resistance is negligible (i.e., 1/ hK,Ti/TiOx -> 0), then the calculated conductance
taking into account just hK,Au/Ti, hK,Au/TiOx, and hK,Au/O/Au results in a net conductance across the
heterostructure of 76.0 ± 13.0 MW m-2 K-1. This is in good agreement with the measured value of
the heterostructure (65.2 ± 4.5 MW m-2 K-1), and suggests that the interfacial conductance at the
Ti/TiOx interface is relatively high at 459 ± 87 MW m-2 K-1. This value is large compared to that
across the Au/TiOx.. Our results imply that the Au/TiOx interface presents a non-negligible thermal
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resistance due to the relative weak atomic interactions between Au and TiOx; in fact, in this case
of this Au/TiOx/Au/Al/Al2O3 multilayer film system, the Au/TiOx offers the limiting thermal
resistance to heat flow.
This same type of analysis is used to determine the thermal conductance at the TiOx/MoS2
interface from the values determined above. The thermal conductance across the Au/TiOx/MoS2
interface can be modeled with a series resistance approach:
£
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Equation 4.8

where hK,meas is the measured conductance across the Au/TiOx/MoS2 interface (averaged over all
TiOx thicknesses), 1/hK,Au/TiOx is the resistance of the Au/TiOx interface, and 1/hK,TiOx/MoS2 is the
resistance of the TiOx/MoS2 interface. Again, we neglect the contribution from the intrinsic
resistance of the TiOx layer based on the hK observed for the range of TiOx thicknesses that are
presented in Figure 4.3.1. Taking hK,meas to be 16.0 ± 2.8 MW m-2 K-1, and hK,Au/TiOx from our
measurements on this control interface discussed above, we calculate hK,TiOx/MoS2 to be 19.1 ± 3.8
MW m-2 K-1. The larger comparable conductance at the TiOx/MoS2 interface as compared to hK,meas
suggests that the Au/TiOx interfacial conductance is again playing a non-negligible role in the
reduction of heat transport across these interfaces, albeit, the TiOx/MoS2 represents the dominant
thermal resistance in this system. This reduction can be circumvented by implementing a Ti/TiOx
heterostructure at the interface, provided that the Ti layer is thicker than ~ 2 nm as discussed
previously, whereby we see an increased boundary conductance as compared to just a TiOx
adhesion layer. This also suggests that the Ti/TiOx conductance is negligible compared to that of
the Au/TiOx and TiOx/MoS2 interface, allowing for a compromise of transport properties from
both an electrical and thermal perspective.
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4.3.3.3 Au/Ti Interface Chemistry
XPS characterization of the Au/Ti and Au/TiOx interfaces shows that chemical bonding
occurs at Au/Ti interfaces while no chemical interactions are observed in Au/TiOx interfaces. The
formation of intermetallic compounds in Au/Ti interfaces deposited in UHV at room temperature
has been previously reported by others.29-31 Figure 4.3.5 shows XPS acquired on Ti and TiOx
samples deposited in our UHV system before and after the deposition of ~2-3 Å of Au. In the Ti
2p spectrum of the Ti metal sample shown in (a), the spectrum exhibits a core level shift of 0.15
eV as well as broadening due to the presence of Au-Ti bonding at the interface following the
deposition of Au. The TiOx spectra shown in (b) acquired before and after Au deposition overlap
perfectly showing no change in binding energy or line shape. In the Au 4f spectrum in (c), Au
deposited on Ti exhibits a prominent asymmetry and 0.33 eV shift to higher binding energy which
is characteristic of intermetallic formation32, while Au deposited on TiOx retains the spectral
features of elemental Au indicating no interaction occurs. The observed bonding at the Au/Ti
interface is a potential explanation for the lower measured hK of the Au/Ti interface in comparison
with the value calculated based on the electron diffuse-mismatch model, which does not account
for the formation of an intermetallic compound at the interface.24 It has been shown by others that
the thermal boundary conductance can become dominated by the thermal conductance of an
interfacial compound layer.24 Furthermore, intermetallic compounds have been found to exhibit
low values of thermal conductivity in comparison with their pure metal constituents.33
Nevertheless, the electron mediated thermal transport at metallic Au/Ti interface results in a hK
value that is far higher than that corresponding to Au/TiOx.
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Figure 4.3.5. Ti 2p spectra acquired on (a) Ti and (b) TiOx films before and after the deposition
of Au, with Au 4f spectra corresponding to these samples shown in (c).

4.3.4 Conclusion and Future Work
In summary, we find that Au/TiOx/MoS2 exhibit ~20% lower thermal boundary
conductance than Au/Ti/MoS2. Samples with a thin TiOx layer (~ 1-1.5 nm) at the interface
between Ti and MoS2 exhibit the same thermal boundary conductance as those with pure Ti metal.
The difference in hK between the TiOx/MoS2 and Ti/TiOx/MoS2 samples is observed despite the
chemically identically TiOx/MoS2 interfaces present in both samples. The differences in hK arise
due to the different interfaces with the top Au contact. Whereas Au/Ti has negligible resistance,
that of Au/TiOx is substantial making this interface the dominant resistor in the system. Our results
suggest that thin interfacial oxide layers which can be used to enhance electronic properties have
no negative impact on thermal transport in 2D electronic devices. The thickness of the Ti layer in
the Ti/TiOx structure must be considered when implementing this type of contact.
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4.3.4.1 Limits of Ti Layer Thickness
Future work should focus on developing an understanding of the role of the contact layer
thickness. It is clear that hK of Au/TiOx/MoS2 and Au/Ti/MoS2 interfaces is independent of the
layer thickness. For the heterostructure-contacted sample with 2.0 nm TiOx and 1.7 nm Ti, hK is
lower than the values measured for the samples with thinner TiOx (1-1.5 nm) and thicker Ti layers
(≥ 2.7 nm). Given the TiOx thickness independence of the Au/TiOx/MoS2 samples, we speculate
that this is likely due to the thinness of the Ti layer which limits the phonon wavelengths involved
in transport at the interface. In order to examine the Ti thicknesses dependence of hK, different
samples should be created where the Ti thicknesses is varied from 0.5 –3 nm in increments of 0.5
nm, and the TiOx thickness is held constant (at 1-1.5) nm in each sample. This will help identify
trends in the behavior which can provide insight into the mechanism.
4.3.4.2 Other metal/oxide/MoS2 Interfaces
The results presented in this chapter also warrant a study of thermal transport at other
metal/oxide/MoS2 interfaces since the top metal/oxide resistance is found to dominate the
resistance of the device. High work function MoOx has been demonstrated to be an effective ptype contact to MoS2 which typically exhibits n-type conduction.34 In this work by Chaung et al.
the MoOx layer is capped with Pd yielding a Pd/MoOx/MoS2 structure. Our results would suggest
that a Mo/MoOx interface might be beneficial, analogous to the Ti/TiOx structure created in this
work.
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4.4 Interface Chemistry and Thermal Transport at Titanium
and Oxide Contacts to WSe2

Abstract
WSe2 has demonstrated potential for applications in thermoelectric energy conversion.
Optimization of such devices requires control over interfacial thermal and electrical transport
properties. Repeatable growth of ~ 1 nm WSe2 films by MBE is demonstrated. Ti, TiOx, and
Ti/TiOx contacts to the MBE-grown WSe2 are characterized by XPS and transport measurements.
The deposition of Ti is found to result in W-Se bond scission yielding metallic W and Ti-Se
chemical states. The interfacial thermal conductance hK is found to be equivalent to that of
Au/Ti/MoS2 and Au/MoS2 reported in the previous chapter with a value of 22.2 ± 2.5 MW m-2 K1

. When the WSe2 film thickness is increased to 2 nm, the thermal boundary conductance decreases

to 6.77 ± 0.63 MW m-2 K-1 due to the low intrinsic thermal conductivity of WSe2. The deposition
of Ti on WSe2 in the presence of a partial pressure of O2, which yields a TiOx overlayer, results in
the formation of substoichiometric WSex (x<2) as well as WOx. This is unlike MoS2 in which the
deposition of TiOx inhibits interface reactions and no oxidation is observed.
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4.4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, Ti, TiOx, and Ti/TiOx contacts to MBE-grown WSe2 are characterized by
XPS and transport measurements. While interface chemistry of Au, Cr, Ir, Ag, Cu, and Pd contacts
to WSe2 has been previously examined1-5, no reports on the Ti/WSe2 interface exist to date. A
number of studies have reported Ti contacts for WSe2 devices.6-9 Ti is predicted to exhibit strong
orbital overlap and covalent bonding with WSe2 resulting in an Ohmic contact10, however Liu et
al.7 report that the Ti contacts to WSe2 exhibit contact resistance that is four orders of magnitude
higher than In contacts and three orders of magnitude higher than Ag contacts. Experimental
results by Fang et al.8 show that Ti/WSe2 contacts result in low-current ambipolar characteristics
and that Pd contacts behave far more favorably. Kim et al.6 have demonstrated that ion beam
irradiation of WSe2 prior to contact deposition, which causes Se vacancies, results in a drastic
increase in p-type field effect mobility and on/off ratio. They speculate the observed improvement
to be due to the formation of Ohmic contacts as a result of defect-mediated Fermi level pinning
near the valence band. A fundamental study of interface chemistry is necessary to gain insight into
the discrepancies between theory and experiment and to better understand the effect of processing.
In the previous chapter on geological MoS2, we have demonstrated the ability to inhibit interface
reactions in a deposition pressure that is typical of cleanroom evaporators used in device
fabrication. We have also demonstrated the ability to circumvent the thermal resistance of the
Au/TiOx interface by depositing a layered Au/Ti/TiOx structure. The effect of these processes on
MBE-deposited WSe2 are examined here.
WSe2 has attracted significant attention for its ultra-low thermal conductivity in both inplane and cross-plane directions. First principle calculations yield a value of 3.935 W m-1 K-1 for
monolayer WSe2 (in-plane), which is an order of magnitude lower than calculated values for
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MoS2.11 In the cross-plane direction, the thermal conductivity has been reported to be as low as
0.05 W m-1 K-1.12 The low thermal conductivity makes the material a promising candidate for
thermoelectric energy conversion such as 2D solid-state thermionic devices as proposed by Wang
et al.13 Thermionic emission can also be used for integrated cooling of high power electronic
devices through refrigeration and active cooling.14-17 Both thermionic power generation and
refrigeration are optimized when high electrical conductivity is combined with low thermal
conductivity to enable a large temperature gradient. Efficient passive cooling is achieved when
both electrical and thermal conductivity are high. The interfacial band alignment is also what
determines the Seebeck coefficient in these devices.13,

16, 18

It is clear that regardless of the

application, engineering of these devices requires a high degree of control over the thermal and
electrical resistances at the interface, which dominate the device properties at the nanoscale. This
further motivates the work presented in this chapter.

4.4.2 Materials and Methods
WSe2 films were grown on HOPG substrates by MBE using the procedure described in
Section 2.2.3. Following MBE growth, XPS was acquired. The samples were then removed from
UHV for taping of a shadow mask. The shadow masks used here are the same which were used in
Chapter 3.3 with pads measuring 200 µm × 500 µm. The time of air exposure for taping the shadow
mask was approximately 10 minutes for all samples, and XPS was acquired again following air
exposure. The Mantis QUAD-EVC 4 pocket evaporator was used to deposit Ti onto the sample
in-situ. The titanium was evaporated at a rate of approximately 1 Å/min. For oxide deposition, a
pressure of 5×10-6 mbar of ultra-high purity O2 was maintained in the chamber during deposition.
XPS was acquired after each Ti deposition. The thicknesses of the deposited layers were calculated
using the attenuation of the Mo 3d core level intensity via methods described in Supporting
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Information. The samples were then capped with 1-2 nm Au in-situ to prevent oxidation in air
upon removal from UHV. An additional ex-situ Au deposition of 80 nm of Au was performed in
the UVML cleanroom evaporator. A small region of the sample was masked off for TDTR
measurement by taping a piece of thin Mo foil after the initial 80 nm Au deposition. Another 120
nm of Au were deposited for probe station measurements of cross-plane electrical resistance and
Seebeck coefficient. TDTR (performed by David Hans Olson in Prof. Hopkins lab), and electrical
resistance and Seebeck coefficient measurements (performed by Tianhui Zhu in Prof. Zebarjadi’s
lab) are described in Sections 2.3.6-2.3.8.

4.4.3 Results and Discussion
4.4.3.1 XPS Characterization of MBE WSe2
XPS spectra of as-grown WSe2 samples are shown in Figure 4.4.1. The W 4f7/2 peak
appears at ~32.4 eV with a spin orbit splitting of 2.14 eV. The small feature at ~37.8 eV is the W
5p peak. Four of the five spectra appear nearly identical demonstrating reasonably good control
over stoichiometry and thickness in our MBE growth process. During growth, the RHEED patterns
were monitored to achieve an approximate thickness of a WSe2 bilayer. In other words, assuming
the RHEED pattern of the substrate disappears after complete surface coverage at a minimum of
one monolayer, the duration of the growth was set to be double the time it takes for the RHEED
pattern to disappear. This is merely an approximation given that the material grows in islands
resulting of variable thickness as evident in AFM images of films grown using this procedure
shown in Figure 4.4.2. The contrast at the edge of the flakes in the AFM image is due to oxidation
(formation of WOx) following prolonged air exposure (~ 1 week) and has been previously observed
by Park et al. in STM/STS studies of MBE-grown WSe2.19 Selective oxidation at flake edges
occurs due to the presence of dangling bonds.
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Figure 4.4.1. XPS spectra of WSe2 films deposited under identical conditions by MBE
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Figure 4.4.2. AFM image of “bilayer” WSe2 showing flakes exhibiting regions of monolayer,
bilayer and trilayer coverage on top of a fully coalesced layer. The sample was exposed to air for
~ 1 week. No metal overlayer was deposited on this sample.

The effective thickness of each as-grown WSe2 film is calculated using the attenuation of
the C 1s signal in the WSe2. We note that the C 1s peak overlaps with the L3M23M45(3P) Se Auger
feature.20 In order to account for this, the Auger is subtracted from the C 1s region using data from
a reference sample grown on a different substrate, Al2O3, in which no other spectral feature
overlaps with the Auger. We take the ratio of the Se 3d intensity of our film to that of the reference
sample. The Auger feature in the reference film is multiplied by the ratio and subtracted from the
C 1s spectra corresponding to our samples. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.4.3. The C 1s peak is
fit with a Doniach-Sunjic convoluted with Gaussian in kolXPD and the attenuation equation in
Section 2.3.1.5 is used to calculate the WSe2 film thickness with an effective attenuation length of
17.949 Å for the C 1s core level electrons.21 Due to the nonuniform morphology of the sample
apparent in the AFM image, the calculated value is referred to as an “effective” thickness since the
thickness calculation assumes that the overlayer has uniform thickness.
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Figure 4.4.3. Subtraction of Se Auger from C 1s

Four of the five samples have an effective thickness close to 1 nm while one is double. The
anomalous thickness observed in one of the samples is likely due to instabilities the W flux. The
values of binding energy, spin orbit splitting, Gaussian FWHM, Se/W ratio, and effective thickness
of the five films are reported in Table 4.3. Binding energy, FWHM, and spin-orbit splitting values
are accurate within 0.05 eV. The Se/W ratio value was calculated by taking the RSF-normalized
ratio of the Se 3d to W 4f intensities. The value is likely inaccurate due to errors in RSF mentioned
previously in Section 2.3.14 however it provides a measure of the variability of between samples.
The samples were briefly removed from UHV following initial XPS measurements in order
to tape a shadow mask for contact deposition. The spectra following ~10 min of air exposure are
shown in Figure 4.4.4. The chemical state corresponding to WOx is reported to exhibit a peak near
35.09 – 35.25 eV in the W 4f spectrum and at 530.55 - 530.79 eV in the O 1s spectrum.3 The
amount of WOx present is below our detection limit for all samples except for Sample 1 in which
the O 1s peak was higher than the others. A small amount of physisorbed oxygen and carbon
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species are present on the surface. No significant core level shifts are observed after air exposure
indicating negligible doping by surface adsorbates.
Table 4.3. Comparison of five WSe2 films grown by MBE with identical processes
Sample
number

1
2
3
4
5

W
4f7/2
BE
(eV)
32.36
32.35
32.43
32.38
32.43

Spin
orbit
splitting
(eV)
2.14
2.14
2.14
2.14
2.14

FWHM Se
(eV)
3d5/2
BE
(eV)
0.32
54.61
0.32
54.60
0.35
54.68
0.35
54.63
0.34
54.68

Spin
orbit
splitting
(eV)
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.84
0.85

FWHM Effective
(eV)
Thickness
(Å)

S/W
Ratio

0.39
0.36
0.42
0.40
0.40

2.35
2.30
2.38
2.37
2.30

9.9
19.9
13.5
9.7
11.7

Se 3d5/2
BE - W
4f7/2 BE
(eV)
22.25
22.25
22.25
22.25
22.25

Figure 4.4.4. XPS spectra acquired following 10 min. air exposure
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4.4.3.2 XPS Characterization of Contact Interface Chemistry
XPS acquired following the deposition of ~2 nm of pure Ti metal is shown in Figure 4.4.5.
The thickness of the metal contact was calculated from the attenuation of the Se 3d core level. In
the W 4f spectrum in (a), it is clear that metallic W appears as a result of W-Se bond scission. The
Ti 3p peak, shown in red, overlaps with the W 4f spectral region with an asymmetric peak centered
32.93 eV. This Ti 3p line shape was determined from a reference Ti sample and its intensity was
determined based on the ratio of the Ti 2p peak intensities in our sample and the reference sample.
In Figure 4.4.5(b), the Ti 3p contribution is subtracted from the W 4f spectrum and fits of the W0
and WSe2 chemical states are shown in blue and green, respectively. The Se 3d and Ti 2p spectra
exhibit broadening due to the presence of new chemical states attributed to the Ti + Se reaction
∘
products. TiSe has been found to have an enthalpy of formation (∆∑∏,π∫ª
~ ) of –222 ± 42 kJ/mol

which is significantly lower than that of WSe2 which is reported to be -185.5 ± 5.5 kJ/mol.22 Values
∘
of ∆∑∏,π∫ª
~ ranging from -352 ± 7.0 to -345 ± 2 kJ/mol have been calculated for Se/Ti

stoichiometries ranging from 2 to 1.80.23 The binding energy of TiSe2 is reported to be at 456 eV
in the Ti 2p spectrum and 54.3 eV in the Se 3d spectrum.24 Spectral deconvolution of the Se 3d
and Ti 2p regions is challenging, particularly given the asymmetric line shape of Ti 2p and the
high level of noise in our Se 3d spectrum. Nevertheless, it is apparent in the Se 3d spectrum that
at least one new chemical state is present in addition to W-Se. The core level shift that occurs in
the W 4f peak of WSe2 following the deposition of Ti is within the error margins of 0.05 eV
indicating no significant band bending.
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Figure 4.4.5. XPS spectra acquired following the deposition of Ti on WSe2 where (a) shows the
overlap of W 4f with Ti 3p and in (b) the Ti 3p contribution to the W 4f signal is subtracted. (c)
and (d) show Se 3d and Ti 2p.

Next, the interface chemistry resulting from the deposition of 2.5 nm TiOx is examined.
The deposition of TiOx is performed with a partial pressure of oxygen in the chamber as in the
previous chapter. The W 4f spectrum in Figure 4.4.6 shows a shoulder at lower binding energy as
indicated by the arrows. This could possibly correspond to chemical states such as WSex (x < 2)
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at 31.83 eV or WOxSey at 32.38 eV.3 However, given that the Ti 3p peak is ~3 eV to higher
binding energy than the W 4f peaks, we consider the possibility that the background of the Ti 3p
peak contributes to the line shape of the W 4f peaks and is the source of the observed shoulder at
lower binding energies. To do this, a Ti 3p spectrum was acquired on a reference TiOx sample.

Figure 4.4.6. XPS spectra acquired after the deposition of TiOx. Arrows point to the asymmetry
in the spectra.

Figure 4.4.7(a) shows the raw data in black and the Ti 3p spectrum from the reference
sample in red. Like in the Ti metal sample, the Ti 2p spectra were used to determine the intensity
of the Ti 3p peak in our sample. The blue curve is the result of the subtraction of the red curve (Ti
3p) from the black spectrum (experimental raw data). In (b), the subtracted data is compared with
the W 4f spectrum acquired prior to Ti deposition (post-air exposure). The low binding energy
shoulder is still present in comparison with a pristine film, indicating that another chemical state
exists, however it is likely close to the limit of detection and not prominent due to the high level
of noise. Fits to the raw data shown in Figure 4.4.6(a) are shown below in Figure 4.4.8(a). In the
fit we see a low binding energy chemical state which occurs at 31.64 eV. This is close to reported
values of WSex (31.83 eV) indicating that a reaction occurred between WSe2 and Ti resulting in
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the formation of a small amount of TiSex. We also observe the formation of WOx at 35.09 eV. In
total, the W 4f signal reflects a composition of 90% WSe2, 4% WSex and 6% WOx. In other words,
only 10% of the WSe2 reacted during TiOx deposition. The formation of WSex and WOx under a
deposition pressure of 5×10-6 mbar has been previously reported by Smyth et al. with the
deposition of Ir on geological WSe2 crystals.3 They also identified the WOx chemical state after
the deposition of Au in the absence of any interface reactions with WSe2. This indicates that the
formation of WOx occurs independently of W-Se bond scission in HV deposition conditions, likely
at step edges as discussed previously. In the case of the deposition of a reactive metal, the metal is
possibly catalyzing the oxidation reaction by breaking W-Se bonds, leaving W sites uncoordinated.

Figure 4.4.7. (a) Subtraction of the Ti 3p contribution to W 4f spectrum and (b) comparison of the
subtracted data a spectrum acquired before Ti deposition. The presence of a shoulder at the low
binding energy of the W 4f peaks suggests that an interface reaction occurred.
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Figure 4.4.8. Fits to W 4f and Ti 3p of WSe2 with a TiOx overlayer

The third type of interface created was a Ti/TiOx heterostructure similar to that reported
in the previous chapter. Here, 1.5 nm of TiOx were deposited on WSe2. XPS acquired after this
deposition is shown in Figure 4.4.9 in black. The TiOx composition is comparable to that of Sample
4 (83% TiO2) resulting in identical interface chemistry where the W 4f spectrum shows a
composition of 90% WSe2, 4% WSex and 6% WOx. This suggests that repeatable interface
composition is achievable under identical deposition conditions. The subsequent deposition of 2.4
nm of Ti metal, corresponding to the red spectra, does not result in the formation of additional
WSex or W0 as the TiOx layer acts as a barrier preventing additional reactions with the top Ti layer.
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Figure 4.4.9. XPS acquired on WSe2 after the deposition of 1.8 nm TiOx in (a) the deposition of
1.7 nm Ti in (b)

4.4.3.3 Thermal Boundary Conductance of Contacts to WSe2
TDTR was performed to determine the thermal boundary conductance across the
interfaces. The results are shown in Table 4.4 and compared with those reported on MoS2
substrates in the previous chapter. A plot of the data is shown in Figure 4.4.10. Deposition of Au/Ti
contacts on the ~ 1 nm WSe2/HOPG sample and on geological MoS2 results in comparable values
of hK of 22.2 ± 2.5 and 21.1 ± 5.7 MW m-2 K-1, respectively. For the second Ti-contacted sample,
which corresponds to ~ 2 nm WSe2, a much lower value of 6.77 ± 0.63 MW m-2 K-1 is measured.
If we assume the resistances across the Ti/WSe2 and WSe2/HOPG to be the same in both samples,
then the difference in hK is attributed to the difference in the thickness of the WSe2 layer. Given
the extremely low intrinsic cross-plane conductivity of WSe211-12, 25 (up to two orders or magnitude
lower than that of TiOx), a film containing more WSe2 layers is expected to cause the total
interfacial conductance to decrease.
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Table 4.4. Measured hK for different contacts to MBE WSe2/HOPG compared with bulk
geological MoS2 reported in Chapter 4.3.
Contacts
Au/Ti
Au/TiOx
Au/Ti/TiOx

Total Interfacial Conductance
MBE WSe2/HOPG samples
(MW m-2 K-1)
22.2 ± 2.5 (1 nm WSe2)
6.77 ± 0.63 (2 nm WSe2)
9.57 ± 0.72
10.5 ± 0.92
12.9 ± 1.3

Total Interfacial Conductance
Bulk geological MoS2
(MW m-2 K-1)
21.1 ± 5.7
16.0 ± 2.8
12.1 ± 2.8 (for Ti = 1.7 nm)
21.5 ± 1.6 (for Ti ≥ 2.7 nm)

Figure 4.4.10. Plot of hK values tabulated in Table 4.4. Shaded markers correspond to samples of
comparable WSe2 and Ti layer thicknesses. Open markers represent samples where a thickness
difference in the WSe2 film (black square corresponding to 2 nm WSe2) or Ti layer (red triangle
corresponding to 1.7 nm Ti) likely dominates hK.
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With the assumption that the Ti/WSe2 and WSe2/HOPG contributions to the total resistance
are the same in both sample, we calculate the difference in the resistance between the two samples
determine the effective difference in resistance between 2 nm and 1 nm of WSe2. The result of the
subtraction is 9.74 ± 0.15 MW m-2 K-1. Assuming a sample that is 1 nm thick, this equates to an
effective thermal conductivity of ~0.01 W m-1 K-1. This value is close to the reported cross-plane
thermal conductivity of 0.05 W m-1 K-1 for disordered WSe2. Since our WSe2 is highly
polycrystalline as shown in Figure 4.4.2, it is not surprising that this calculated effective thermal
conductivity is on the same order of magnitude as the reported value. We note that the values are
not directly comparable given that the reported value was directly measured by TDTR on a 62 nmthick WSe2 film.12 Nevertheless, our analysis highlights the dominating contribution of the
intrinsic cross-plane resistance of WSe2 to the measured value of hK. Choi et al.26 have proposed
that a high degree of bonding at the interface results in an increase in WSe2/WSe2 interlayer
resistance due to a change in the phonon density of states (pDOS) of the top WSe2 layer that is
bonded to the metal. Bonding at the metal/WSe2 interface is speculated to shift the pDOS toward
that of the metal. This reduces the pDOS mismatch at the metal/WSe2 interface, but increases the
pDOS mismatch at the WSe2/WSe2 interface. This mechanism could also possibly explain the very
low calculated effective thermal conductivity in our thicker Ti/WSe2 sample. The effective thermal
resistance in the work by Choi et al. is measured to be 4 × 10-8 m2 K W-1 which equals 0.025 W
m-1 K-1 at 1 nm thickness. This is very close to our calculated value.
Table 4.4 and Figure 4.4.10 show that Au/TiOx contacts resulted in a lower hK for the MBE
WSe2 films than for bulk geological MoS2. This could be related to the differences in interface
chemistry examined previously. Whereas TiOx/MoS2 interfaces exhibit no chemical reactions, the
TiOx/WSe2 interface is comprised of additional chemical states including WSex and WOx that
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contribute to phonon scattering. Two samples were measured and exhibit the same hK values
within error. The Au/Ti/TiOx contact to WSe2 results in a slightly higher hK than the Au/TiOx
contact. This is expected given the results presented in the previous chapter.
4.4.3.4 Preliminary Thermoelectric Property Measurement
Seebeck coefficient and cross-plane electrical resistance measurements were performed
using methods described in Sections 2.3.7-2.3.8. The thermal boundary conductance combined
with the Seebeck coefficient and cross-plane electrical conductance determine the efficacy of
thermoelectric energy conversion which is given by the figure of merit ZT =

æí ø
¿

T where S is the

Seebeck coefficient, ; is the electrical conductivity and ¡ is the thermal conductivity.27 The
quantity á π ; is known as the power factor. We have performed preliminary measurements of
electrical resistance and Seebeck coefficient. Data was acquired on different days following
sample fabrication to determine the stability of the samples. The average electrical resistance and
Seebeck coefficients measured on 3-4 different pads each measured 3-4 times is tabulated here for
WSe2 with Ti and TiOx contacts (samples 2 and 4 in Table 4.3). The Ti sample exhibits a small
increase in resistance between the first two days likely due to oxidation of the contact from the
side. The resistance in the TiOx sample remains within error at all three time points. The Seebeck
coefficient remains roughly within error as a function of time for both samples. A decrease in
resistance is expected to result in an increase in the Seebeck coefficient but this is not observed
here. This indicates that the measured value of the Seebeck coefficient is likely not dominated by
the contact interface. Further study is necessary to better understand the behavior observed here.
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Table 4.5. Cross-plane electrical resistance and Seebeck coefficient

Resistance
(mΩ)
Seebeck
(uV/K)

Ti/ 2 nm WSe2/HOPG (sample 2)
Day 1
Day 2
Day 8
31.43 ± 1.3 39.82±2.76 41.22±4.6

TiOx/1 nm WSe2/HOPG (sample 4)
Day 1
Day 2
Day 10
53.42±2.01 52.34±7.67 62.63±10.14

65.16±8.39 52.7 ± 6.99 48.72±9.2

63.88±5.77 65.25±6.06 45.15±7.60

4.4.4 Conclusion and Future Work
The work in this chapter has demonstrated our ability to grow WSe2 by MBE with
reasonably good repeatability. The films exhibit minimal or no oxidation upon 10 minutes of air
exposure. The deposition of Ti metal on WSe2 causes W-Se bond scission resulting in the
formation of W0. This is similar to what is observed for MoS2 and a similar value of hK is reported.
Unlike with MoS2, the deposition of Ti in a partial pressure of O2 does not completely prevent
interface reactions as the formation WSex and WOx is observed. This could potentially be attributed
to the lower enthalpy formation of MoS2 (-271.8 ± 4.9 kJ/mol) compared to that of WSe2 (-185.5
± 5.5 kJ/mol) which is indicative of higher thermodynamic stability.28. The Ti-contacted samples
exhibit a higher thermal boundary conductance and lower cross-plane electrical resistivity than
those contacted with TiOx. Further study is needed to understand the behavior of the Seebeck
coefficient. Additional topics for further study are discussed below.
4.4.4.1 Property Engineering with Control of Interface Bonding
Our result measured on the 2 nm WSe2 contacted with metallic Ti showed that it is possible
to achieve extremely low thermal boundary conductance with low electrical resistivity. The work
previously discussed by Choi et al.26 demonstrates that the degree of bonding at the metal/WSe2
interface is inversely related to the cross-plane thermal conductivity between the WSe2 layers in
bilayer material. This phenomenon can be exploited to optimize electrical and thermal transport at
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the contact without compromising the thermal gradient in the material for thermoelectric
applications. Lastly, the work mentioned previously by Kim et al.6 suggests that WSex (the result
of ion irradiation of WSe2) has advantageous properties for electrical transport. The ability to
control the quantity of WSex with O2 pressure offers an alternative and possibly preferable route
to interface engineering as ion irradiation has been found to be detrimental to thermal properties.12
In combination with engineering interface chemistry with O2 partial pressure during deposition,
this opens many doors for tuning transport properties.
4.4.4.2 Doping with WOx
Our results show that the deposition of Ti and TiOx overlayers on WSe2 causes negligible
band bending meaning that the semiconductor is not doped by the overlayer or reaction products
via charge transfer. Charge-transfer doping with MoOx overlayers has been previously
demonstrated on MoS2, WSe2, as well as graphene.29-31 Yamamoto et al32 have shown that
exposure of geological WSe2 to UV-O3 at 100 ºC causes oxidation of the top layers that results in
heavy hole doping. In other words, instead of depositing MoOx, the “native oxide” WOx can serve
the same purpose. The rapid controllable oxidation in UV-O3 is preferable to prolonged air
exposure which also results in the adsorption of adventitious carbon that suppresses charge
injection at the WSe2/WOx interface, however Rack et al. demonstrate that physisorbed species in
air suppress n-type conduction while increasing p-type conduction.33 Future work can implement
this method to oxidize the MBE-grown WSe2 at the surface and examine the resulting changes in
interface chemistry, band bending, and thermal/electrical properties. Deliberate doping of the
material can help overcome the challenge of ambipolar conduction.30, 34-35
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4.5 Removal of Polymer Residues from MoS2

The following chapter has been adapted from Freedy, K. M.; Sales, M. G.; Litwin, P. M.; Krylyuk,
S.; Mohapatra, P.; Ismach, A.; Davydov, A. V.; McDonnell, S. J., MoS2 cleaning by acetone and
UV-ozone: Geological and synthetic material. Applied Surface Science 2019, 478, 183-188.

Abstract
The effects of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) removal procedures on the surface chemistry
of both geological and synthetic MoS2 are investigated. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
is employed following acetone dissolution, thermal annealing, and ultraviolet-ozone (UV-O3)
treatment of PMMA-coated MoS2 samples. Specifically, we focus on the efficacy of polymer
residue removal procedures and oxidation resistance of the different samples. Acetone dissolution
followed by ultra-high vacuum (UHV) annealing was highly effective in removing carbon residues
from one type of geological sample however not for a synthetic sample produced by sulfurization.
Similarly, different types of samples require varying lengths of UV-O3 exposure time for proper
removal of residues, and some exhibit oxidation as a result. UV-O3 exposure followed by a UHV
anneal resulted in successful removal of carbon residues from MoS2 produced by sulfurization
while a substantial carbon signal remained on a chemical vapor deposited MoS2 sample subjected
to the same process. Differences in the effects of removal procedures are attributed to differences
in surface morphology and material quality. For device fabrication applications, this work
highlights the importance of developing PMMA removal processes specific to the MoS2 used with
full consideration for the processing required to obtain the MoS2.
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4.5.1 Introduction
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is commonly used for the transfer and
photolithographic processing of graphene and TMD devices.1-9 Studies on PMMA processing of
graphene reveal that dissolution of PMMA in acetone leaves polymer residues on the surface of
the sample.10-12 The presence of polymer residues has been found to significantly affect important
device properties such as doping, mobility, and contact resistance.13-17 Contamination from
polymer residues can also result in non-conformal growth of gate dielectric layers.18 To decompose
the residues following PMMA dissolution in acetone, graphene samples are typically annealed in
vacuum or a controlled gas environment. Exposure to ultraviolet-ozone (UV-O3) has also been
suggested to aid in the removal of PMMA residues, manifesting in reduced contact resistance in
graphene devices.15, 17 While the removal of residues from graphene has been studied extensively,
the effects of PMMA residues and means of their removal from MoS2 are not reported to date. In
most TMD device studies, PMMA is dissolved in acetone with no subsequent removal
procedures2-3, 8, 19-20 despite the fact that previous work on graphene would suggest that acetone
treatment alone is not sufficient for removal of polymer residues. This work uses X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to characterize MoS2 following different PMMA removal
procedures, including acetone dissolution, UV-O3 treatment, thermal annealing in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV), and a combination of the three processes.
UV-O3 treatment of MoS2 has been previously implemented for a variety of applications
in film growth and device processing on MoS2 materials of different types. For example, Azcatl et
al use UV-O3 to functionalize the surface of mechanically exfoliated geological MoS2 for
improved atomic layer deposition of gate dielectrics21-22 and Van Le et al. demonstrate improved
performance of photovoltaics with UV-O3 treatment of MoS2 nanosheets derived from sonication
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of MoS2 powder.23 Evidence suggests that different types of MoS2 material can exhibit differences
in surface chemistry upon UV-O3 exposure. For example, Azcatl et al.21 show that geological
MoS2 exposed to UV-O3 for 15 min does not form Mo oxide nor exhibit MoS2 bond scission,
whereas Yang et al.24 and Van Le et al.23 observe oxidation of MoS2 monolayer nanosheets after
3 min and 15 min of UV-O3 treatment, respectively. Park et al.25 demonstrate that the formation
of oxide is dependent on UV-O3 power settings. Power settings are scarcely reported meaning that
results from independent studies in the literature cannot be compared in an attempt to discern
differences between different types of MoS2. Understanding potential differences requires a sideby-side comparison of samples processed with identical parameters. This was performed by
Kurabayashi et al.26, who report that geological MoS2 has a higher oxidation resistance to UV-O3
than chemical vapor deposited (CVD) material. Nevertheless, the effect of UV-O3 treatment on
polymer removal from geological and synthetic MoS2 are not yet reported. This chapter examines
UV-O3 for polymer removal from synthesized films and bulk geological MoS2 crystals, both of
which are frequently used for device fabrication.

4.5.2 Materials and Methods
Two types of synthetic material were examined in this study. The first synthetic MoS2,
referred to as Synthetic A throughout this chapter, was supplied to us by Dr. Sergiy Krylyuk and
Dr. Albert V. Davydov at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. These samples were
produced by sulfurization of metallic Mo via a method similar to that of Tarasov et al.27 Mo films
4 nm thick were e-beam deposited onto SiO2/Si substrates that were cleaned with acetone,
isopropanol and de-ionized water. The substrates were loaded into a home-built horizontal CVD
reactor and sulfurized at 750 °C and 1.6 kPa for 20 min using 30 sccm (standard cm3/min) flow of
H2S diluted with 1000 sccm Ar carrier gas. This method produced ~10 nm thick polycrystalline
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MoS2 films with an average grain size of ~20 nm. The second type of synthetic sample, referred
to as Synthetic B, was provided by Dr. Pranab Mohapatra and Dr. Ariel Ismach at Tel Aviv
University. The sample was synthesized using a micro-cavity based CVD technique at atmospheric
pressure while flowing ultrahigh pure Ar gas. MoO3 and sulfur powders were evaporated at 750 °C
onto a sapphire substrate sonicated in acetone and isopropanol.28 The MoS2 films were transferred
to a SiO2/Si substrate following reported procedures using a polystyrene film.29 Geological MoS2
samples from two different vendors (SPI30 and Ward Science31) were investigated in addition to
the synthetic samples. Bulk geological crystals were mechanically exfoliated for surface cleaning
immediately prior to PMMA spin coating.
Both types of synthetic and geological MoS2 samples were spin coated with a 30 mg/mL
solution of PMMA (Mw ≈ 996,000 by GPC) in chlorobenzene at 3000 rpm for 1 min and then
1000 rpm for 1 min with an acceleration rate of 1000 rpm/sec.13 After spin coating, the samples
were left on a hot plate for 10 min at 60 °C to cure the PMMA. The samples were then soaked in
acetone for 2 h and subsequently treated under different conditions before XPS characterization.
UV-O3 treatment was performed in air using a UV grid lamp connected to a 3 kV, 0.03 A power
supply (BHK, Inc.). XPS data was acquired using two different systems. Experiments 1 and 2
described in Table 4.6 were performed in the McDonnell lab’s ScientaOmicron R3000 analyzer at
a pass energy of 50 eV with a monochromated Al kα X-ray source in a ScientaOmicron UHV
system. Experiment 3 described in Table 4.6 was performed in a PHI VersaProbe III UHV system
at UVA’s NMCF. Data was acquired with a monochromated Al kα X-ray source at a pass energy
of 26 eV and a spot size of 100 µm. In all experiments, annealing was performed in the same UHV
chamber as the XPS, meaning that the samples were not exposed to air after the final annealing
step. AFM images for Experiment 1 were acquired using Prof. Floro’s NT-MDT Spectrum
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Instruments AFM and those in Experiment 3 were acquired at James Madison University using
the Bruker Dimension Icon.
Table 4.6. Polymer Residue Removal Experiment Overview
Experiment 1
Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Process
PMMA spin-coating
2 h removal in acetone
30 min UHV anneal at 550 °C
PMMA spin-coating
2 h removal in acetone
Sequential UV-O3 exposures
30 min UHV anneal at 550 °C
PMMA spin-coating
2 h removal in acetone
2 min UV-O3 exposures
30 min UHV anneal at 550 °C

Samples
Synthetic A (Sulfurized MoS2)
Geological A (SPI)
Synthetic A (Sulfurized Mo)
Geological A (SPI)
Synthetic A (Sulfurized Mo)
Synthetic B (CVD)
Geological A (SPI)
Geological B (Ward’s)

4.5.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.5.1(a) shows the C 1s spectra for both samples after PMMA dissolution in acetone
and after annealing in UHV at 550 °C for 30 min (Experiment 1). The carbon on the starting
material is adventitious carbon with a primary component at about 284 eV corresponding to C-C
bonds and higher binding energy components corresponding to C-O-C and C-OH bonds. 32 After
spin coating, curing, and dissolving PMMA in acetone, the total carbon signal increased by
approximately a factor of 2 in the Synthetic A sample and by a factor of 5 in the Geological A
sample. These numbers indicate a substantial quantity of PMMA residues when compared with
adventitious carbon. It is not surprising that less adventitious carbon was present on the starting
surface of the geological sample since it was exfoliated immediately prior to the experiment. There
is also less PMMA residue left on the geological sample.
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Figure 4.5.1. (a) C 1s, (b) Mo 3d and S 2p spectra acquired on starting material, after acetone
dissolution, and after UHV annealing.

The difference in the efficacy of the removal process might be explained by the fact that
the two samples exhibit drastically different surface morphologies as shown in the atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images in Figure 3.4.2. The root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness of the
Synthetic A sample was found to be 1.7 nm (Figure 4.5.2(a)) whereas the Geological A sample
has a surface roughness of 73 pm (Figure 4.5.2(b)) in agreement with literature values 33, indicating
that it is atomically flat. Higher surface roughness in the synthetic sample also provides more
surface area for PMMA residues to physisorb. We also note the emergence of a state at ~290 eV
corresponding to C=O bonds 34-35 which disappears after annealing. Following annealing, 30 % of
the acetone-dissolved PMMA carbon signal remains on the Synthetic A sample whereas only 9 %
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remains on the Geological A sample. It is clear that annealing after solvent dissolution of PMMA
is not sufficient for achieving a clean MoS2 surface. As Figure 4.5.1(b) indicates, no significant
changes in the Mo 3d and S 2p regions are observed in the Synthetic A sample. We note that after
annealing there is an asymmetry on the low binding energy side of the Mo and S regions of the
geological sample. This is likely due to the variations in local doping typical of geological samples.
36

Figure 4.5.2. AFM images of (a) sulfurized MoS2 and (b) geological material showing a drastic
difference in surface roughness.

To determine if UV-O3 treatment prior to UHV annealing can enhance the removal of
carbon, a second set of samples were sequentially exposed to UV-O3 for varying lengths of time
after an initial PMMA dissolution with acetone (Experiment 2). These samples were measured
with XPS after each treatment. The carbon spectra for synthetic and geological samples after UV228

O3 treatment are shown in Figure 4.5.3(a). Air exposure between treatments led to a slight increase
in the carbon signal of the geological sample between the 0.5 min and 1 min treatments, however
the general trend for both samples is a steady reduction in the carbon signal with increasing UVO3 exposure time. All carbon is removed from the surface of the synthetic sample after a total of
10 min and from the geological sample after 5 min.
Spectral changes are observed in the Mo 3d and S 2p regions, shown in Figure 3.4.3(b),
indicating modifications in the surface chemistry of the material as a result of UV-O3 and posttreatment annealing. In the Synthetic A sample, we detect the increase of the Mo-O state after 2
min of exposure. The state increases in intensity relative to the Mo-S state as UV-O3 exposure time
is increased. After 10 min of exposure, 50 % of the Mo signal corresponds to Mo-O. In contrast,
no Mo-O is observed in the Geological A sample at any time meaning that Mo-S bonds are
preserved. The RSF-normalized S/Mo ratio of the Mo-S state stays constant at a value of
approximately 2 for all exposure times for both samples. In the S 2p spectrum, we begin to see a
new doublet after 5 min in the Synthetic A sample and after 2 min in the Geological A sample at
a binding energy of ~164.8 eV. This state was also reported by Azcatl et al21 in a geological MoS2
sample without any evidence of Mo-S bond scission, and is therefore thought to correspond to SO bonds from oxygen adsorbed to rehybridized sulfur atoms on the surface of the material. The
appearance of this state in our geological sample, which also does not exhibit Mo-S bond scission,
is consistent with this assignment. In the Synthetic A sample, we begin to observe the S6+ oxidation
state at ~168 eV37 after 5 min, indicating the presence of SOx. The formation of sulfur oxide in the
film is not surprising given the formation of MoOx, which is indicative of Mo-S bond scission.
Synthetic MoS2 is known to have inferior crystalline quality (i. e., higher density of defects)
compared to geological materials.38 This explains its susceptibility to damage by UV-O3 in
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comparison to the geological sample. After UV-O3, the samples were annealed in UHV at 550 °C
resulting in some removal of oxide states. In both samples, the surface-bonded oxygen was
thermally desorbed, and no change in S/Mo stoichiometry was observed. While the MoS2
chemistry is comparable to its initial condition, the effects of UV-O3 damage on the electronic
properties of the material are not examined here.

Figure 4.5.3. (a) C 1s, (b) Mo 3d and S 2p spectra acquired after varying lengths of of UV-O3
exposure time.
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We note that Mo oxide in Synthetic A was present not only during sequential UV-O3
exposure, but also in the starting sulfurized material and after the final annealing step. The presence
of a small quantity of oxide is not easily discerned from the Mo 3d spectra alone due to the overlap
of the Mo-O 3d5/2 peak with the Mo-S 3d3/2 peak. We therefore use the O 1s spectra to detect
changes in oxidation. The spectra are shown below in Figure 4.5.4 and are comprised of three
components: the Mo-O peak at ~530.5 eV (corresponding to MoO3), the Si-O peak from the
substrate at ~532 eV, and a broad feature corresponding to physisorbed oxygen species at ~533
eV. In the starting material, the dominant feature is that of the substrate. With PMMA dissolution
in acetone and initial UV-O3 exposure we observe an increase in physisorbed oxygen species.
After 5 min of UV-O3 exposure, the Mo-O signal increases substantially relative to that of the
substrate. The substrate is visible since the sulfurized MoS2 film does not fully cover the substrate.
This is consistent with changes observed in the Mo 3d spectra shown in Figure 4.5.3. While
annealing results in a reduction in Mo-O, comparison of the initial and final spectra reveals that
there remains a higher fraction of Mo oxide at the end of this process than was present in the
starting material. The atom% values denoted in the figure represents the composition of oxygen
bonded to Mo considering the total composition of S, Mo, and O (only from Mo-O bonds). Figure
4.5.3 indicates that a SOx state exists in the S 2p spectra corresponding to 5 and 10 min UV-O3
exposure. This was omitted from the analysis of the O 1s spectra, however the peak widths and
positions of the other O 1s chemical states were fixed to be the same in each spectrum, meaning
that the relative change in the magnitude of the Mo-O peak provides a semi-quantitative measure
of the oxidation of the sample as a function of UV-O3 exposure time. The minor decrease in at%
O that is observed between the initial and acetone treated samples is attributed to attenuation due
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to the polymer residue overlayer. With increasing UV-O3 exposure time, as polymer residues are
removed and Mo becomes oxidized, the at% O increases until the reduction of MoO3 by annealing.

Figure 4.5.4. Normalized O 1s spectra acquired at various stages of the experiment, revealing
changes in Mo oxide composition.

The material used in Experiments 1 and 2 is not a comprehensive sampling of the wide
variety geological and synthetic MoS2 that are available. We highlight this by expanding our study
to include geological and synthetic MoS2 (Geological B and Synthetic B) from separate sources
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processed in parallel with Geological A and Synthetic A. The two Synthetic samples were
produced by different processes, sulfurization and CVD. The CVD sample underwent a
polystyrene-mediated transfer process following deposition from the growth substrate onto SiO2.
As a result of the different fabrication techniques, these two samples inherently exhibit different
properties. Furthermore, Synthetic A is a vertically aligned sample while Synthetic B and the
geological samples are planar.39 The two geological samples are obtained from different vendors.
The purpose of Experiment 3 is to examine the effect of the same PMMA removal process on the
four different materials. AFM images of Synthetic B and Geological B are shown in Figure 4.5.5.

Figure 4.5.5. Atomic force microscopy images of Synthetic B and Geological B

All four samples were spin-coated with PMMA, soaked in acetone, exposed to UV-O3 for
2 minutes, and annealed in UHV at 550 °C for 30 min. XPS data, as shown in Figure 4.5.6, was
acquired following acetone dissolution, UV-O3 exposure, and the final annealing step. In the C 1s
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spectra, it is apparent that carbon removal was more effective in Synthetic B than Synthetic A, and
more effective in Geological A than Geological B. Furthermore we note that Synthetic B shows
no signs of Mo-O features that are the evidence of Mo-S bond scission in synthetic A. We note
that Synthetic B exhibits a significantly lower RMS surface roughness value (~450 pm) than
Synthetic A (1.7 nm). Similarly, Geological A exhibits a lower RMS surface roughness (73 pm)
than Geological B (120 pm). For a given family of materials (synthetic vs. geological), surface
roughness likely plays a role in the efficacy of PMMA removal treatments. While Geological B
had a lower RMS surface roughness than Synthetic B, carbon removal was more effective for the
synthetic sample. The reason for this is not clear, but it could potentially be due macroscopic
defects in the geological sample, such as bunched step edges or other defects, resulting in high
sticking coefficient regions that could be missed by AFM but fall within the analysis area of XPS.

Figure 4.5.6. C 1s, Mo 3d and S 2p spectra acquired after acetone dissolution, after 2 min of
UV-O3 exposure, and after UHV annealing.
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4.5.4 Conclusion and Future Work
The experiments presented here show that optimal process parameters for PMMA removal
vary depending on the type of MoS2 material due to differences in surface morphology and
material quality. We note that this study examined geological material from two particular vendors
and synthetic material fabricated using two specific methods, and our results may not be
generalizable for all geological and synthetic samples. This work highlights that not all MoS2 is
created equal, and that optimum PMMA removal process conditions cannot be generalized but are
instead dependent on the source of MoS2. For device fabrication applications, this work
demonstrates the importance of developing PMMA removal processes specific to the MoS2 used.
Suggestions for future work related to this topic are discussed below.
4.5.4.1 Study of Residue Removal Procedures as a Function of Morphology
Our results suggest that both the efficacy of PMMA residue removal and the oxidation
resistance of the sample is related to its surface morphology. To better understand this correlation,
MoS2 synthesis procedures can be varied systematically to achieve samples with a range of
different grain sizes38, 40 produced by the two different synthetic methods. The study can also be
expanded to include MBE-grown samples. After producing samples via different methods with a
range of grain sizes and characterizing their morphology with AFM, PMMA removal processes
can be implemented on the different samples followed by XPS characterization. Raman
spectroscopy can also be used to compare the structrual quality of films grown under different
conditions.38 The carbon and Mo oxide XPS peak intensities can be plotted as a function of grain
size and as a function of E12g/A1g ratio in Raman which is indicative of structrual quality. This
analysis should be performed separately for sulfurized, CVD samples, and MBE samples due to
their inherently different grain alignment due to different growth kinetics.
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4.5.4.2 Effect on Contact Properties
The study reported in this chapter was focused on the surface chemistry of MoS2 following
polymer removal procedures. Future work can utilize XPS to examine interface chemistry
following metal depositions on MoS2 which underwent different PMMA residue removal
procedures. The XPS study should be performed in parallel with thermal and/or electrical transport
measurements. The incomplete removal of polymer residues and/or oxidation of MoS2 from UVO3 exposure could potentially hinder the chemical and electronic interactions which occur at the
interface with metals and a contribute to electron and phonon scattering. While the removal of
polymer residues is desriable, oxidation of the material by UV-O3 is likely harmful to transport.
This is particularly important for synthetic samples which are susceptible to oxidation, making it
important to develop processes which adequately remove residues without damaging the material.
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5 IMPLICATIONS OF METAL/2D INTERFACE
STUDIES
The work presented in this dissertation provides insight into interface chemistry and a
number of different device-relevant aspects of processing and properties which have been largely
overlooked in the literature to date. The broader implications of each chapter are summarized here.
In Chapter 3.2 we see a pronounced difference in surface chemistry between a CVD graphene
sample in its as-received state and one which has been subject to surface cleaning via UHV
annealing. This results in a drastic difference in the composition of the contact, highlighting the
impact of pre-deposition surface cleaning on the chemical composition of the contact interface.
The result also shows that carbon contamination is present in UHV and leads to an increase in TiC
composition over time even on a clean graphene surface. This is important to note for any future
UHV experiments involving Ti and other metals which form carbides. Most importantly, the
publication which resulted from Chapter 3.2 is the first in the literature to provide conclusive
evidence that Ti does not react with graphene. This implies that previously proposed models of
spontaneous formation of end-contacts are not accurate, and that deliberate processing must be
implemented to achieve end-contacts.
Through systematic variations of depositions conditions of Ti contacts to graphene in HV,
the work in Chapter 3.3 draws attention to the importance of reporting contact deposition
conditions in all device and contact studies. The results clearly show that base pressure and
deposition rate are directly linked with electrical and thermal transport properties in graphene
devices. A difference of one order of magnitude in deposition base pressure can translate to a factor
of 2 difference in electrical contact resistance. Similarly, a factor of 2 difference in thermal
boundary conductance can result from a difference in one order of magnitude in deposition rate. It
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was previously stated in the introduction that a wide range of contact resistance values is reported
for Ti/graphene contacts, 23-7500 Ω µm, and a similarly wide range is reported for other contact
metals. Our work directly demonstrates that differences in processing conditions can explain
discrepancies in contact resistance values reported in the literature. Additionally, the results
suggest that electrical and thermal transport properties are improved when metal deposition is
performed at lower base pressures and faster deposition rates which limit the incorporation of
oxygen in the contact.
In Chapter 4.2, we examine the reactivity of metal/MoS2 interfaces in the as-deposited
condition and following heating to temperatures from 100º to 600 ºC. Annealing devices following
metal contact deposition is very commonly implemented to improve device properties however no
studies to date have examined the effects on interface chemistry of Ti, Au, and Ni. In the case of
Ti which exhibits a high degree of reactivity, drastic changes in the chemistry and structure of the
interface are observed upon annealing. Metals which have are typically considered to be nonreactive, Au and Ni, are found to interact with the substrate in their as-deposited condition. At the
interface with Ni, annealing appears to decouple the electronic interactions whereas this is not the
case for Au. Unlike Ti, Au has been previously reported to exhibit improved contact resistance
upon annealing. The results of this work strongly suggest that the reactivity metals should be taken
into account when applying annealing processes. Furthermore, we find that chemical changes can
occur under device operating conditions. This indicates that highly reactive metals are likely not
optimal for long term device stability.
A very large volume of work has focused on engineering contacts to improve electrical
transport to TMDs, but thermal transport at metal/TMD interfaces has been relatively neglected
despite the widespread knowledge that heat dissipation presents a major obstacle. In Chapter 4.3
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we characterized thermal transport in structures with a TiOx interlayer at the Ti/MoS2 contact. This
contact engineering method has been previously shown by others to improve electrical contact
resistance. While previous work has suggested that an oxide layer at the interface would be
detrimental to thermal transport, the heterostructured Ti/TiOx contacts to MoS2 were found to
exhibit favorable thermal transport comparable to that of metal/MoS2 interfaces (provided the Ti
layer is sufficiently thick). An analysis of the different interfaces contributing to the total resistance
revealed that it is the Au/TiOx interface that dominates thermal resistance. In addition to
demonstrating that Au/Ti/TiOx contacts can be used without compromising heat dissipation, the
work suggests that metal/oxide interfaces should be avoided. This is important given the
demonstrated efficacy of high work function oxide contacts in achieving p-type conduction in
MoS2.
In Chapter 4.4, Ti, TiOx, and Ti/TiOx contacts to MBE-grown WSe2 are characterized. No
previous reports on Ti/WSe2 interface chemistry exist. Beyond transistor and photodetector
applications, WSe2 has attracted interest for applications in thermoelectric energy conversion yet
the overwhelming majority of work in this field is theoretical. Our repeatable MBE growth of
WSe2 and the ability to perform in-situ metal deposition and characterization, combined with exsitu electrical and thermal measurements, opens doors for future experimental investigation of
thermoelectric properties in 2D thermionic devices based on WSe2. A sample with ultra-low
thermal boundary conductance was fabricated. We have also demonstrated control over interface
chemistry with the deposition of TiOx.
The final chapter focuses on polymer aided processes, which are extremely common in
device fabrication for both photolithography and transfer of the TMD film between different
substrates. Residues have detrimental effects on device properties, and the vast majority of device
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studies apply the same processes for polymer residue removal with no characterization to
determine process efficacy and no consideration of the type of material. In Chapter 4.5, polymer
residue removal processes are applied to different types of geological and synthetic material. MoS2
flakes exfoliated from geological material exhibit very different morphology than synthetic
material. Furthermore, different synthetic routes to MoS2 also yield material with different
properties. The key finding of this study is that the efficacy of a given polymer residue removal
process is dependent on the type of material and its surface morphology. In other words, residue
removal processes cannot be generalized.
The goal of most research in the field of 2D electronics is to improve the properties of 2D
devices and drive the development of new technology. The performance of devices will ultimately
be dictated by the properties of the material from which they are made and the resulting effects of
the processes which they undergo. This concept is central to the field of materials science. In the
case of 2D electronics, the intrinsic material properties become less relevant as the interface
dominates the total device area. As Nobel Prize winner Herbert Kroemer once said, “the interface
is the device.” This work sheds light on the range of complex chemical, electronic, and thermal
phenomena that occur at metal/2D interfaces, highlighting the important role of interface chemistry
in the design of 2D devices and development of fabrication processes.
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Appendix A. Fit Procedure and Error in XPS Spectra of
Ti/MoS2
Fit Parameters
The Mo 3d spectra were fit with the parameters shown in the table below. The metallic Mo
fit parameters were fixed based on a Mo metal reference shown in Figure A1 that was fit with a
Doniach Sunjic line shape convoluted with Gaussian. All other chemical states were fit with a
symmetric Voigt function line shape. The Mo-S and S-Mo fit parameters were based on the pristine
material prior to deposition. The S 2s chemical states were constrained to match the relative
intensity ratios and relative positions of the states in the S 2p core level. Values which were not
constrained (excluding amplitudes) are indicated by the symbol *. Example fits and their residuals
are shown in Figure A2.
Core
level
Mo 3d

S 2s

S 2p

Chemical
state
Mo0 3d5/2

BE (eV)

227.43–
227.47*
0
Mo 3d3/2 BE(3d5/2)
+ 3.13
Mo-S 3d5/2 229.34–
229.35*
Mo-S 3d5/2 BE(3d5/2)
+ 3.13
S-Mo 2s
226.68–
226.73
S-Ti (1) 2s BE(S-Mo
2p3/2)
+
0.14
S-Ti (2) 2s BE(S-Mo
2p3/2) + 1.0
S-Ti (3) 2s BE(S-Mo
2p3/2)
0.63
S-Mo 2p3/2 162.157–
162.173*

Lorentzian
width (eV)
0.15

Gaussian
Asymmetry
width (eV)
0.61–0.67* 0.14

0.15

0.92–0.96* 0.21

0.15

0.40

n/a

0.15

0.60

n/a

0.6

2

n/a

0.6

2

n/a

0.6

2

n/a

0.6

2

n/a

0.15

0.44

n/a

Amplitude
(counts)
Sample
dependent
amp(3d3/2)*0.68
Sample
dependent
amp(3d5/2)*0.68
Sample
dependent
Fixed based on
S 2p
Fixed based on
S 2p
Fixed based on
S 2p
Sample
dependent
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S-Mo 2p1/2 BE(2p3/2)
0.15
0.44
n/a
amp(2p3/2)*0.5
+ 1.2
S-Ti (1) BE(S-Mo 0.15
0.77
n/a
Sample
2p3/2
2p3/2)
+
dependent
0.14
S-Ti (1) BE(2p3/2)
0.15
0.77
n/a
amp(2p3/2)*0.5
2p1/2
+ 1.2
S-Ti (2) BE(S-Mo 0.15
0.50
n/a
Sample
2p3/2
2p3/2) + 1.0
dependent
S-Ti (2) BE(2p3/2)
0.15
0.50
n/a
amp(2p3/2)*0.5
2p1/2
+ 1.2
S-Ti (3) BE(S-Mo 0.15
0.60
n/a
Sample
2p3/2
2p3/2)
dependent
0.63
S-Ti (3) BE(2p3/2)
0.15
0.60
n/a
amp(2p3/2)*0.5
2p1/2
+ 1.2
* corresponds to values which were not constrained to a specific number. The range of numbers
provided represents the range exhibited by the data set of the angular resolved XPS spectra when
all other parameters were constrained as specified in the table. The range is within or close to our
uncertainty of 0.05 eV.
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Figure A1. Fit to Mo metal references sample with residuals shown below.

Sources of Error in Fits
A number of factors contribute to error in the fits of these samples. One source error is the
Mo metal reference spectrum that is used to fit the Mo0 chemical states in the Mo 3d core level
spectra. It is clear from Figure A1 that the fit to the reference sample deviates from the data,
however this is the best achievable fit with kolXPD. Furthermore, we make the assumption that
the Mo0 chemical state which forms has the same line shape as the bulk reference sample which
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was measured. While the asymmetry and Lorentzian width were fixed in the experimental spectra
to match those of the reference sample, the difference in crystalline properties between the
reference sample and the experimental material is accounted for by allowing the Gaussian widths
to vary in the experimental spectra. The reference sample has Gaussian widths of 0.40 and 0.65
eV for the 3d5/2 and 3d1/2 components, respectively, while the experimental samples exhibit
Gaussian widths of ~0.6 eV and ~0.9 eV respectively.
A second potential source of error is that the Gaussian widths of the Mo-S and S-Mo states
in Mo 3d and S 2p were assumed to be the same values before and after the deposition of Ti. Due
to the chemical reaction that occurs at the interface, it is likely that the crystalline disorder
introduced results in broadening of the Gaussian components of the peaks. However, from the
TEM images in Section 4.4.3.2 we note that the disordered region is a mixture of the Mo and S-Ti
chemical states where the underlying MoS2 substrate retains its crystallographic ordering and only
the topmost layer appears perturbed. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the bulk of the MoS and S-Mo signals should retrain the spectral features of pristine material. The Gaussian widths
of the S-Ti states were not constrained in early iterations of these fits, however they were fixed in
later iterations for consistency between spectra, as shown in the table.
A third source of error originates from the assumption that the relative intensities (or
intensity ratios) of the different S 2p chemical states are equal in the S 2s chemical states. These
two core levels occur at different kinetic energies, and the various chemical states are distributed
at different spatial depths in the material (i.e. S-Mo is from the substrate whereas S-Ti is near the
surface). This means that the chemical states will exhibit different degrees of attenuation in the
overlayer. The S 2p core level occurs at a kinetic energy of ~1324 eV while the S 2s core level has
a kinetic energy of ~1260 eV. For the purpose of this discussion, if we assume a pure Ti overlayer
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on MoS2 (with no reaction products), this corresponds to an attenuation length of 27.18 Å for S 2p
and 25.78 Å for S 2s. Using the exponential expression for attenuation we find that the S 2p to S
2s intensity ratio of a signal attenuated in a Ti overlayer with an arbitrarily chosen thickness value
of 30 Å is 0.92. The difference in attenuation is not accounted for in our fits as we set this ratio to
have a value of 1. Given the overlap of the S 2s peaks with the Mo0 peak, error in the S 2s
amplitudes propagates to error in the Mo0 area. A 10% increase in the total S 2s area is found to
result in a 5% decrease in the Mo0 area while the Mo-S area is changed by < 1%. This then results
in a 5% difference in the Mo0/MoS2 that is used in the semiquantitative attenuation model.
Additionally, we note that errors in the effective attenuation length can also contribute
systematically to errors in the model.
Lastly, error in the area calculated from fits in general is believed to be approximately 510%. This is demonstrated in Figure A2 where we show the fit and residuals of the experimental
spectrum before and after the area of the Mo0 peaks in the Mo 3d spectrum was fixed to be 5%
and 10% greater than its initial value. We can see that the fit still appears reasonable based on
visual inspection as well as the plot of the residuals. In Figure A3 we see a comparison of the
residuals indicating that the 5-10% change in the area manifests in negligible deviation from the
original fit. While a number of assumptions and extrinsic factors contribute to error in the analysis,
the fits are used here for semiquantitative analysis and a small error in the calculated peak areas
does not affect the conclusions of the work.
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Figure A2. Example fit and residuals of Mo 3d from as-deposited Ti/MoS2 acquired at 40 from
the surface to detector. Best fit in (a) and after 5% area is added to Mo metal in (b) and 10% added
in (c). All fits appear equally good.
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Figure A2. Comparison of the residuals shown in the previous figure. A larger deviation from the
original residuals is observed when the Mo area is increased by 10%.
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Appendix B. Nickel on MBE-grown WSe2
XPS spectra acquired on MBE-grown WSe2 on HOPG before and after the deposition of
9.5 Å of Ni in UHV are presented here. We observe a result similar to that which occurs following
the deposition of Ni on MoS2 (described in Chapter 4.2), namely the appearance of a new chemical
state that is ~0.67 eV to lower binding energy relative to the main peak of the transition metal in
the TMD. Additionally, the sample exhibits a p-type shift of 0.19 eV.

Figure B1. Mo 3d spectra acquired before and after Ni deposition on WSe2/HOPG
The S 2p spectra are shown in Figure B2. A core level shift equal to that observed in the
Mo 3d spectra occurs due to band bending from charge transfer at the interface. A p-type shift is
expected given the high work function of Ni (5.0 eV)1 relative to the work function of WSe2.2-3
The inset shows the pristine and post-Ni spectra are energy-aligned and superimposed to better
illustrate the change in line shape that occurs following Ni deposition. The broadening observed
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in the spectrum is due to the appearance of new chemical states, possibly corresponding to Ni-S
interactions at the surface as was reported for Ni/MoS2 in Chapter 4.2.

Figure B2. S 2p spectra acquired before and after Ni deposition on WSe2/HOPG

Figure B3. Ni 2p spectrum acquired following the deposition of 1 nm Ni on WSe2/HOPG
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Appendix C. XPS of Ti/MoS2, TiOx/MoS2, and Ti/TiOx/MoS2
Samples in Chapter 4.3.
Spectra of all samples measured in this work are shown here in Figures B1-3. With thicker
overlayers, the Mo 3d and S 2p signals are increasingly diminished in intensity due to attenuation.
In Figure C1, it is apparent that the ratio of the Mo0 to MoS2 peak intensities increases with Ti
thickness. This difference in the relative quantities of the chemical states, a result of differences in
Ti thickness, has no measurable effect on hK. In Figure B2, which shows spectra corresponding to
the Ti/TiOx interfaces, all samples exhibit identical interface chemistry since no chemical reaction
takes place. The same is true for the Ti/TiOx/MoS2 samples in Figure C3.

Figure C1. XPS spectra of the Mo 3d, S 2p, and Ti 2p core-levels for all Ti/MoS2 samples with
Ti thicknesses of 2.9 nm (black), 4.1 nm (red), and 5.2 nm (blue).

Figure C2. XPS spectra of Mo 3d, S 2p, and Ti 2p core levels for TiOx/MoS2 with TiOx thickness
of 1.7 nm (black), 2.7 nm (blue), 4.2 nm (red), and 4.6 nm (green)
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Figure C3. XPS spectra of Mo 3d, S 2p, and Ti 2p core levels for Ti/TiOx/MoS2 samples after the
deposition of TiOx in (a) and then Ti in (b). The red curve corresponds to 1.2 nm TiOx + 4.2 nm
Ti, the blue curve corresponds to 1.5 nm TiOx + 2.7 nm Ti, and the black curve corresponds to 2.0
nm +1.7 nm Ti
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Appendix D. Suggested Future Work for Metal/2D Interface
Chemistry
Previous discussions of future work have addressed the possibility of expanding metal/2D
interface studies by simultaneously varying different processing conditions including predeposition processes such as polymer residue removal, deposition pressures (UHV vs. HV), and
post-deposition annealing temperatures and ambients. Additionally, interface engineering can be
implemented to control thermal and electrical transport across interfaces to meet device specific
requirements. These suggested experiments broaden the scope of the study and further bridge the
gap between interface chemistry, device fabrication processes, and transport properties. However,
these studies do not directly address the fundamental materials science questions that have been
brought about by the results presented in the dissertation.
One of these questions is regarding the length scale and nature of interaction at the
Au/MoS2 interface. This question is of particular importance because the overwhelming majority
of reports in the literature, including those which utilize XPS1-2, state that the Au/MoS2 interface
is nonreactive. Furthermore, computational studies model the interface as one that exhibits a van
der Waals gap.3-4 The results reported in Section 4.2.3.5 indicate that the interface exhibits some
degree of reactivity that is reflected in the Au 4f, S 2p, and Mo 3d spectra, and that the interaction
is stable after annealing to 600 ºC. The discrepancy between our results and those previously
reported in the literature provides significant motivation for further investigation of this topic. As
discussed previously, the discrepancy between our results and previous XPS studies could be
potentially explained by the differences in the XPS spot size. The spot size in our system is ~4×1
mm. Within this macroscopically large area on the sample, geological MoS2 exhibits bunched step
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edges where the S atoms at the edge are uncoordinated, providing a site for the formation of Au-S
bonds. Here we discuss routes to determine if an interaction is detectable in the basal plane.
In the PHI VersaProbe XPS system that is available at UVA’s Nanomaterials
Characterization Facility, the spot size can be set to minimum size of 9 µm. Within this length
scale, the probability of measuring bunched step edges is far lower. The majority of the area probed
is likely to be atomically flat MoS2. Furthermore, in the VersaProbe, it is possible to perform a
mapping measurement where XPS spectra are acquired serially within a defined rectangular array
that corresponds to a specific location on the sample. From these spectra, an image can be
generated in which each pixel represents the intensity of a specific peak. Prior to the XPS
experiment, the sample should be characterized with the Hirox optical microscope and atomic
force microscopy to determine an approximate density of surface features such as step edges. The
XPS peaks of interest for analysis would be those that are indicative of the Au/MoS2 interaction.
These include the Au-S chemical state in Au 4f, the S-Au chemical state in S 2p, or the Mo defect
state in Mo 3d. The creation of intensity maps from the raw data would require the core level
spectra to be deconvolved in kolXPD (or Casa XPS for more efficient batch-processing) to
determine the intensity of the states of interest. Using a data visualization tool such as MATLAB,
it is possible to generate plots of the intensity of each chemical state as a function of spatial
position. By comparing these plots to optical and AFM images, it is possible to determine if the
Au/MoS2 interaction occurs only at defects.
Failure to observe evidence of Au/MoS2 interaction in atomically flat regions is not
indicative of the absence of an interaction. It simply means that the chemical states that result from
the Au/MoS2 interaction are below the limit of detection with XPS. The demonstrated ability to
exfoliate MoS2 using a Au film5 provides strong evidence for interaction in the basal plane.
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Another route to studying this phenomenon is cross section scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). In EELS, the high energy
electron beam from the STEM measurement (≥ 100 keV) causes ionization of the different core
levels.6 The amount of energy lost by the beam as a result of ionization of atoms in the sample is
related to the ionization energy of the particular core level giving rise to a peak known as the
ionization edge. Like XPS, the signal from EELS – specifically the energy loss near edge structure
(ELNES)6 – is also sensitive to changes in the electronic environment of the emitted electron that
occur due to orbital hybridization and electronic interactions. ELNES refers to the small intensity
fluctuations that occur above the edge onset. These occur as a result of the excitation of the atom
from the ground state configuration to an excited state in which the ejected electron occupies a
previously unoccupied energy level. The ELNES is therefore related to the density of states. Unlike
XPS, EELS can be performed at much smaller spot sizes as low as 0.2 nm making ELNES
extremely useful for examining bonding over small length scales. EELS scans across the Au/MoS2
interface can be acquired to determine how the ELNES changes between the interface and the
bulk. In order to resolve the bulk components of the structure from the interface components, a
difference spectrum can be taken.7 Additionally, experimental ELNES spectra can be compared
with those simulated using methods based on density functional theory.8
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